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Trucks Without Plates
Why some trucks can be operated 
without State licenses or inspection 
stickers, while the rest of us pay 
good money for both State plates and 
the stickers. An answer would be 
appreciated.
A Truck Owner.
EXPECT BIG CATCH
It has done me good to be ♦ 
somewhat parched by the heat T i 
and d.inched by the rain ot life. ♦ ) 
—Lo igfellow. *• I
A large catch and good prizes for 
New Brunswick lobster fishermen 
was predicted in Saint Jonn Satur­
day. No poaching was reported dur­
ing the spring and early summer 
and the supply of lobsters in the 
North Straits was believed to be un­
diminished.
Lobster Stew Supper At “Sandy Shores” 
Wednesday, September 1
Auspices Ladies' Aid of Littlefield Memorial Church
6.00 to 7.30 P. M.
PRICE 50 CENTS FREE ENTERTAINMENT
GOOD WILL GRANGE FAIR AND DANCE 
6 o’clock Supper; Adults 35c, Children 20c 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 
SOUTH WARREN, MAINE
103-104
THREE FAMOUS MASTERS IN JOINT RECITAL
BARRERE SALZEDO BRITT
FLUTE HARP CELLO
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE, WED., SEPT. 1
At 8.30 D S. T.
Benefit Camden Charities and Knox County Alumni U. of M. Fund
Tickets $2.50, $2.00, $1.50. $1.00. 75c—Advance Sale Now On 
Telephone Camden 2125 or Mail Orders to Camden Opera House 
BOX OFFICE OPENS TUESDAY, AUGUST 24
BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
ROCKPORT, ME.
Mrs. Nellie R. Ballard, Prin. Telephone Camden 463
SCHOOL OPENS TUESDAY, SEPT. 7
COURSES—SECRETARIAL, ACCOUNTING, STENOGRAPHIC, 
CIVIL SERVICE
Office Now Open For Registration—8.00 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
104-106
Daily Buses Leave Rockland 
FOR PORTLAND 
AND BOSTON
Ia-aves 7.00 A. M„ 10.00 A. M.. 4.05 P. M. 
and 11.35 P. M. (E. S. T.)
ONE WAY 
FARE
ONE WAY 
FARE
Carlos Salzedo, noted harpist- Qeath Qf Wen Known Rock-
House Wednesday night in a bene- land Woman, Prominent g . ^|s0 the Story Thousand Islands, Rumor Again Rife That Congressman May
fit program assisted by Barrere, J In Community Affairs 5 ___ J _ _ .. 6 ..
flute and Britt 'cello. A full dis­
cussion of Salzedo, man and artist, 
appeared in these columns Saturday.
Today’s story is of Barrere and Britt.
Georges Barrere was called "that city loses one of its outstanding 
monarch of flutists’’ by Olin Downes WOmen. active, despite her unusual 
ol the New York Times. Born at, (jornestiC affairs, in Rockland's civic, 
Bordeaux. France, he was playing a charltab,e and social affairs. over a 
six-hole tin whistle at the age of j 
seven. Not long after that he was 
sergeant of the Fife and Drum Corps
In the death of Mrs. John H. Flan- j 
agan, which occurred at her home on 
Willow street Sunday morning, this
Where Millionaires Disport Oppose Barrows Next Year
of the Paris School Cadets.
Entering the famous Conservatory
at Paris when only twelve, he was
long period of years.
The funeral services were con­
ducted at St. Eernard's Church at 9 
o’clock this morning with a requiem 
high Mass sung by Rev. Fr. Morrissey
graduated still in his teens a few ( assisted by Rev. Fr. Drury and Rev. 
years later having won the premier j Fr. Young. Newman's Lead Kindly 
prix for the flute. The following Light” ar.d, as a solo at the offertory 
year he founded the celebrated “so-, “Domine Jesu,'’ from Pietro Yon's
Maine politics should be hectic in i one of Dubord's close friends, "but it 
Chain! 1938, If signs in 1937 mean anything, doesn t look that way.”
This same man went on to say
Tickets and Informa­
tion at R. R. Station, 
Narragansett Hotel, 
Chisholm Bros., Hotel 
Rockland. Thorndike 
Hotel. Corner Drug 
Store, tel. 378.
BOSTON NEW YORK
$3.00 $5.50
Daily Service to Ellsworth, Bar Harbor, 
Calais and Maritime Provinces
MAINE CENTRAL
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
FURS
CLOTH COATS
Now Showing 
A New Collection
FOR FALL AND WINTER
LUCIEN K. GREEN
Fur Repairs, Remodeling and Storage
16 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
90-tf
ciete Modern d'lnstruments a Vents"
I which is still in existence. This 
! chamber music group was subsidized 
by the French Government and
Barrere himself received the ribbon 
I of "Palmes Academiques."
Before he was twenty he was first 
flute for the Symphony Orchestra at 
the Geneva Exposition. Then came
Mass were sung by Miss Lotte Mc­
Laughlin, a long time friend of the 
family. The bearers were Mrs. Flan­
agan’s five surviving sons, and her 
son-in-law, Eugene C. Rich of Cam­
den. The interment was in the 
Catholic cemetery at Thomaston.
Mrs. Flanagan had been in 111 
health for a long time and last May
the War. After the War he returned underwent a surgical operation at 
to his music coming shortly to the [ Knox Hospital. A second operation
Paris Opera. At the same time he 
was teacher ffi the famous Schola 
Cantorum Sounded by Vincent 
D'Indy.
His interest in wind instruments 
led him to seek the co-operation of 
modern composers in developing bet-
was performed three weeks ago. but it 
was found to be futile, and the pa­
tient returned to her own home 
where she patiently awaited the end
The deceased was born Feb. 3. 1872 
In Hingham, Mass., daughter of John 
W. and Mary iGreen) Cushing. She
I By The Roving Reporter—Third Installment)
| chose for our homecoming, 
stores everywhere.
The Vanished Broomstick 
Maine is not the only State which 
has said "goodbye to the trolley line,” 
for we saw many evidences of where 
the “broomstick" had once done a 
doubtless profitable business—A large 
factory manufactures Gould Pumps. 
—At Waterloo more State Police bar­
racks—Here's an odd name. "Scythe 
j Tree Inn."
Tire approach to Syracuse from the | At Geneva an underpass takes us 
eastward is through a beautiful resi- beneath the tracks of the Lehigh 
. . , , t„„n Valley Rallrotl. And I parked back
dential section, in wh cli are seen Valley
many and- varied evidences of the ar- j B.&C.O Perry wharf
chitect's skills. In the suburbs is a , a^ Southend. Geneva Lake on 
beautiful park in the center of which I the left, and from that point we 
fountain is emitting a jet of waterj gained a fine view of the city, which.
, i nf were told had a population of
which is very p eas ng about 16,000. Giant willows wave
a weary traveler. Entering tiie clt., lbejr gaun^ nmb? on the banks of 
which had a population of 209.336 in tbe iafce which is three miles wide 
the last census, one sees many fine and 40 miles long The principal in­
public and broad business streets ’ duatries of this city are Rex prod-
.i with ucts, the American Can Co and optilined with attractive stores. Witn 
this metropolis I always associa'e
ter and newer music and at the end attended Notre Dame Academy in 
of ten years he published a book Summerside. Prince Edward Island 
with sixty-one new compositions for and came 45 years ago to this city 
wind instruments—the work of the where sh? was married soon after to 
leading composers of his day. John H Flanagan, a member of the
It was Walter Damrosch who Post Office force, who died four 
heard him in Paris and brought him years ago the coming month. Of that 
to America. Barrere quickly estab- union were born 14 children, 11 of 
lished his position as a serious art- whom are still living.
ist and contributed to the develop-, The care oi this large family did 
ment of music in this country when 1 not deter Mrs. Flanagan from en- 
he founded the Barrere Little Sym- j gaging in activities which have meant 
phony Orchestra, the first of its so much to the people of Rockland 
kind. In more recent years Barrere she was the second president of the 
has received the highest honor which Parent-Teacher Association, and 
a musician may hope for from the served in that capacity for 10 or more 
French Government—the ribbon of | years, the Association under her lead 
a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, ership becoming the largest in the 
He conducts classes at the Chautau- state. She inaugurated its chief ac 
qua in New York during the summer, tivity. known as the milk fund and
Horace Britt, born of Belgian par- the providing of shoes for needy 
ents at Antwerp, is the third of this ^children. Sh; became chairman of 
group who will appear at Camden the princioal committees of the Civics
Wednesday. His father, still living 
is a noted composer and musician. 
His mother was a well kinown singer. 
Britt gave his first public recital at 
the age of eight, one year after he 
began to study the 'cello. His father
Committee which gave direct aid to 
borderline charitable cases in the
Syracuse University, and through U»e 
years I can remember that one of 
tiie students was Gilford B.. Butler, 
former clerk of courts for Knox 
County. At 8 a. in. on this particu­
lar day trucks and newsboys appeared 
to be having the call.
Townsend Followers 
Outside of Syracuse we noted the
cal products.
Some Odd Names
A detour was necessary in reaching 
Canandaigua. Among other things 
we saw on that ride were a large 
tree nursery and a monster cabbage 
patch. Cabbages, but no Kings 
Canandaigua is about the size of 
Rockland, but the name is much 
harder to spell. A Veterans Hos-
Primary battles in both parties give
indications of providing plenty of man-s supporters were geltlng fed up 
heat, while the scrap between the on lbe way was being treated,
two major parties should be produc- They felt it was about time that he 
tive of interesting situations, provid- ■ be given a bit better deal, that there
ing all goes as now seems probable. 1 no reason W ht £teP'
... P'ug aside for Brann that lt wasThe major event of the year willJ about time the ex-Governor did some
be the fight for the Governorship, 1 stepplng aside.
whether it is lin the primary or the j should the Dubord forces get cross, 
regular State election. This applies | be thoroughly convinced that he had 
more to the Republican ranks Ilian not been getting what he deserved 
to the Democratic, If you can be- and start in to make trouble, they
that he and a lot of the Waterville
I pital there will have a capacity for 
Wescott Reservoir and I found time about jjqq patients. Here. also, is
to wonder a bit that there are not 
more flower gardens in this region, 
where wealth spreads its attractions
the home of John Willys, where he 
started the bicycle business. In a 
cemetery near the roadside was the
with such a lavish hand. Elsewhere finest specimen of weeping willow I 
throughout our four days' journey- ! ever saw although we continued to 
ings we had seen many beautiful [ see many fine ones. Odd name, 
beds and even the home of the
humblest worshipped at the shrine 
of Flora.
Dr. Townsend's followers have not 
all vanished into thin air. If we be­
lie/e in signs, one of which read:
•Townsend Club No. 1.'—a house with 
red shutters adds a bit of new color 
to the surroundings —Edward is no
lieve what some members of the 
Democracy say. They insist that 
there will be no scrap in their pri­
mary over the Governorship
Hie announcement of ex-Gov. 
Louis J. Brann that he was to be a 
candidate for the nomination, they 
assert, removes all possibility of a 
fight. No one will oppose Brann, is 
their claim. More • specifically what 
has transpired since 1932. That year 
Gov. Brann handed a beating to three 
opponents, eacli one counted to be 
far stronger than he, in the primary 
and then walked away with the elec­
tion. Two years later he was unop­
posed and last year when he reversed 
his position and decided to be a can­
didate for United States Senator, F. 
Harold Dubord. who had come within
“Four Winds Guest House.”
Back on Routes 5 and 20 we
passed through the towns of East 
Bloomfield. L.ma and Avon, coming 
to Caledonia, which I remember as 
having a very lofty water tower. 
Also "Shady Rest Camp” neat 
which was never a tree.
longer King of England, but King
, , . . . j Edward cigars are widely advertisedtime of the city s greatest stress, and, ... on the billboards—The Cootie toy iheaded the woman s divisions in the ,. , I shop is advertised by an unique,many activities which led up to the . .. „ ested?
establishmcnt of Community Park
refused to permit him to become a the fine recreation field now owned 
child prodigy. There were no more by the city. She was a member of 
concerts. ) the executive board of the Commu-
Oraduated with signal honors in­
cluding the premier prix from the 
Paris Conservatory, Britt had the 
unusual honor the following year of 
appearing as solo cellist with the two 
largest orchestras in France and fol­
lowed this by a tour of his native 
Belgium.
A Spanish violinist, Sarasate. was 
| responsible for his coming to Eng­
land where he made a triumphal 
debut at London. Tours of the Unit­
ed Kingdom and of such Oriental 
countries as China. Japan Indochina
I came before he turned his eyes to 
America.
In this country his first appearances 
were with the Chicago Symphony 
I Orchestra and that of Philadelphia. 
In 1932 he joined with Salzedo and 
Britt in joint recitals for their three 
instruments. In Mexico their work 
won wide acclaim and honorary de­
grees. a recent transcontinental 
tour was an astonishing success from 
the point of view of the layman.
nity Budding and active in its work 
until her fatal illness intervened. The 
Red Cross Chapter, which she served
roadside figure calculated to draw a 
laugh from juveniles—Flower Gar­
den Cabire is a beauty spot.—A dead 
skunk lying in the highway shows 
that all of New York’s perfumes do 
not come from posy beds—Eggs 35 
cents in this central section of the 
Empire State.—The prevailing price
in the capacity of vice president, also fQr accommodations here
had ample cause for being gratified 
for her untiring labors. Mrs. Flana­
gan was a devoted member of St. Ber­
nard's Church.
Her home was the scene of many- 
happy social gatherings, incidental to
the presence of such a large family. 925 jn 1930 This does not include 
and none present was younger or the 1500 convicts who are housed in 
happier than she. Her life was an the State Prison. The penitentiary 
inspiration to the many scores who jg much larger of course than the 
had gathered beneath her roof-tree. Thomaston State Prison, but the lat- 
and pardonab’e was her pride in the ter is a much more modern instltu-
abouts is 75 cents a night.
A Stale Prison Town
The next city of consequence with 
which we become acquainted is Au-
State Flowers and Nicknames
flock which grew up beneath her 
guidance to play such a conspicuous 
part in educational and athletic af-
JIMMY in person
LUNCEFORD
And His Original
HARLEM EXPRESS 
BAND
CONCERT and DANCE
31AUDITORIUMBANGOR, MAINETUES., AUG.
Concert starts at 8.30 P. M„ 
D. S. T., Dancing from 9.30 
until 1.00 A. M. 
PRICES
Admission to Concert and Dance 
$1.00 plus tax; reserved seats 
25c and 50c extra, plus tax. 
Seats on sale at Buckley's Drug 
Store. Bangor, Me. TeL 9011. 
Sale starts Thursday, Aug. 26. 
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could make a lot of annoyance for 
Brann or any other candidate on their 
ticket. They could do so because the 
only hope of Democratic success in 
the State—the election of a Governor, 
United States Senator or a Congress­
man—is with the aid of Republican 
votes. Should the Dubord bloc seek 
revenge and throw its support to the 
Republican candidate for Governor 
or Congress It will kill every hope 
there is of a Democratic victory.
Will Dubord show temper and re­
sent Brann's entrance into the guber­
natorial contest, is the thing all 
are asking. He may do so. but the 
chances are against lt. The reason for 
saying this ls: Dubord is the Demo­
cratic National Committeeman from 
Maine. As such he has had many
a few hundred votes of defeating favors from Washington. He will
Senato- Hale two years before, grace­
fully steoo?'i aside and said: "After 
you, Lou.
Dubord ran for povernor in '36. and 
was soundly beaten by Gov. Bar- 
rows. Up to thc ptetent time he has 
not said what his intentions for 1938 
were. Frimds. however. haVe said he 
expected to face Barrows again and 
believed he could tint him on ths 
Republican recur a of last Legislative 
session.
That war before Eiann made his 
announcement.
Now that Brann has said he wants 
a third term as Governor the prob­
lem -ol wltU. Dubord will do oom 
the fore.
In political circles the past week 
lt has been whispered that every-
want more before the end of the 
present Roosevelt administration In 
January, 1941. For him to buck up, 
take the bits in his teeth and refuse 
to do what Washington wants done 
in the coming campaign would In­
stantly end those favors.
The Democratic high command 
Isn't worrying about individuals down 
here In Maine at this stage of the 
game. Thc reason for saying that Is 
this: Maine isn't all there is to the 
picture, but, rtf.ardless of what they 
say, it has ar. important place in the 
National political picture. That rc’f 
same high command is looking for- 
to 1940 Whether It expects 
F. D. R. to seek a third term or not, 
it wants the country to elect a Demo­
crat as President for the ensuing four 
years.
Maine's three electors would not, 
in all probability, determine that elec­
tion, but if Maine in 1938 should re­
ject the Republican party by electng 
a Democrat as Governor and a Demo­
crat who had already served two 
terms, you can bet every dollar in your 
jeat)6 that Democratic orators would 
use lt as a barometer of political trend 
in the United States, with all the 
vigor at their command. They did in 
1932.
Should the State elect a Congress­
man or two of the Democratic faith 
it would be an added advantage and 
talking point, therefore they will seek 
tp have the strongest men possible on 
the ticket. That is why many believe 
that, eventually. Dubord will run for 
Congress.
But the Democrats aren't alone in 
the possibility of family trouhl-e. 
Plenty of them loom ahead for the
The highway signs have changed j thing has been fixed up. That it 
was all decided down at the York 
County Democratic time at Biddeford 
last Sunday. The agreement, ac­
cording to this whispered story, is 
that Brann shall be unopposed for 
the nomination for Governor and that 
Dubord will be the party's candidate 
for Congress in the ^gcond District.
The difficulty is that a lot of Du­
bord's friends aren't pleased with the 
arrangement. They are getting sore 
over the "raw deal" which they say 
he has been getting.
Many of them do not hesitate to 
hint that F. Harold was handed the 
double ixx both in 1934. when he 
bucked against Senator Hale and last 
year when he was a candidate for 
Governor. They can't figure out how 
it was that Brann could win In '34 
and Dubord be squeezed out, and again 
in 36, BTann could hold Senator Wal­
lace H. White down so close and Du­
bord receive such a shellacking.
"It may have been all right," says
from "Lost Arts" and questions to 
the names of State flowers. Inter- 
Well here are some of them:
Montana—Bitter Root.
Arkansas—Apple Blossom.
New Hampshire—Purple Lilac.
New Mexico—Yucca.
Virginia—Rhododendron.
(Meantime we have reached Ba­
tavia).
Tennessee—Passion Flower. 
Louisiana—Magnolia.
California—Golden Pepper. That 
last name may be an error, as I had 
difficulty In deciphering my cold 
notes. William Healey of Los An-
burn. which had a population of 36.- | geles will set me aright).
North Carolina—Golden Rod.
Next came some State nicknames, 
which may or may not interest you. 
Indiana—Hoosier State.
North Carolina—Old North State. 
Louisiana—Pelican State.
Georgia—Empire State of thetion. and much more attractive to 
the eye, if such a thing can be said 1 South, 
of prisons. The high cement walls I Kansas—Sunflower
fairs. The family was probably with-! bear evidence that it is not attractive 
out a parallel in this State. to those on the inside.
Mrs. Flanagar. is survived by five in the farming districts of New 
sons—William. John (of Buffalo), York State the hay crop had not 
James. Judson and Arthur; six | been fully harvested and thousands 
daughters—Mrs. Eugene C. Rich of upon thousands of tons of grain lay 
Camden, Mrs. James Kent, Agnes, stacked in the fields, waiting its turn, 
Alice and Rose Flanagan, and Sister [ at the threshing machines, which
I j Mary Carol of St. Joseph's Convent , were everywhere busy. Thereabouts 
in Deering: a sister. Miss Ida Cushing ' they don’t gauge their crop by the 
I of Boston; three brothers. James size of the barns, but pile it outdoors 
J Cushing nf Marblehead. Mass.. Arthur , in immense stacks, both hay and
Cushing of Portland and William i grain. It reminded me of the late
Cushing of Rockland.
OPENS NEW STORE
Parker E. Worrey will open nis new 
place of business Wednesday morn­
ing at 65 Park street. The store, 
while not completely ready for occu­
pancy. will be epen formally Sept. 11. 
At the utesent time Frigidaire cabi­
nets. Household and Maytag washers 
and ironers are in stock, and the 
stock room is equipped to care for all 
service jobs.
Mr. Worrey is to be congratulated 
I upon securing the services of Gerald 
j Margeson as first salesman. Mr. Mar- 
1 geon has had wide experience in the 
selling field anc starts his new em­
ployment Sept. 1. E. M. Lawrence 
is the second salesman and will de­
vote most of his time to the selling of 
Maytag products.
OAKLAND PARK, THURSDAY NIGHT
SPECIAL ATTRACTION
VIC HUNTER and his ORCHESTRA
Direct frogn Atlantic City
Dancing 9.00 to 1.00. Admission 50 Cents and Tax
,'<My!
Mr. Maloney who had a farm at
the Head of the Bay, and who once 
told a friend that he stacked all he 
could out doors and put the rest in 
the barn.
Call On the Sheriff
And here ls a sign which I respect­
fully refer to Earle Ludwick. It 
reads: "When in trouble call the 
sheriff." And the telephone number 
ts given for the convenience of the 
person who is in need of the law's 
assistance.
Pottery exhibits are popular in the 
Empire State. We saw one that ad­
vertised 10,000 pieces, and it was 
with difficulty that I persuaded Ed. 
Gonia to carry on. Being to some ex­
tent in the pottery business It is not 
surprising that the outdoor exhibits 
had allurement for him.
Seneca Falls is one of the many 
New York towns which believes in 
the efficacy of brick pavement. And 
it has a right to feel proud of its 
lofty soldiers' monument.
Loblaw Oroceria are frequently 
seen in this region, and later we saw 
them in the far reaches of the 
Province of Ontario, the route we
State
My! what sad memories).
California—Golden State.
Texas—Lone Star State.
Florida—Everglades State.
Connecticut—Constitution State.
New Hampshire—Granite State.
New Jersey—Jersey Blue State.
Oregon—Beaver State,
Indiana—Diamond State.
The Beehive State
Utah—Beehive State.
Montana—Bonanza State.
Illinois—Prairie State.
Washington—Evergreen State.
Pennsylvania—Keystone State.
Virginia—The Old Dominion.
Tennessee—Volunteer State.
Idaho—Gem State.
Wisconsin—Badger State.
Rhode Island—Little Rhody.
South Dakota—Sunshine State.
Massachusetts—Bay State.
Michigan—Wolverine State.
Maine—Pine Tree State.
New Mexico—Sunshine State.
Oklahoma—Sooner State.
Minnesota—Gopher State.
New York—Empire State.
Arizona—Bear State.
Missouri—Ozark State.
Kentucky—Blue Grass State.
North Dakota—Flickertail State.
Nevada—Silver State.
Mississippi—Bayou 8tate.
Vermont—Green Mountain State.
Odd name, "Ask-Her-In Grille.— 
Eggs, 36, 32 and 35 cents.
Watching For Lake Erie
Blue cylindrical mail boxes began 
to make their appearance as we 
neared Buffalo, and we gathered the 
Impression that they were receptacles 
for a popular Buffalo newspaper
which seemed to be doing lots of 
wayside advertising.
In the suburbs of Buffalo we saw 
a sign which caused a bit of a thrill. 
It read "Sheridan Drive. 15 miles to 
Niagara Falls." We were within sight 
of one of our goals, but to turn off 
there and miss Buffalo, and a peep 
at Lake Erie was not to be thought 
of, so we set our faces due West, and 
helped ourselves liberally to the six 
lanes which comprise the main high­
way to the metropolis which lies on 
the eastern shore of Lake Erie.
Buffalo had 573 000 population in 
1930. and with the exception of 
Toronto was the largest city we visit­
ed on our vacation trip. .Straight 
through the heart of the city we 
went, believing in our ignorance that 
there was where we would catch sight 
of Lake Erie. We were in the right 
church but the wrong pew We did 
see some of those big lake steamers,
and our mouths watered when we•
saw that they took you to Detroit fot 
$4 50. Admiring the handsome pub­
lic buildings and fine stores we re­
traced our course and were present­
ly passing the shores of that four- 
letter word so popular in cross-word 
puzzles—Erie.
Niagara Falls At Last
We arrived at the city Niagara 
Falls in the early afternoon of Fri­
day, the second day after we had left 
home, (oppressed (by the excessive 
heat, but heartened by the knowl­
edge that we were soon to see the 
famous attraction which brings tour­
ists from all parts of the civilized 
world
(Continued on Page 8lx>
our second was to lunch at “Louie's,”' 
a very popular cafe recommended by 
our guide and which Willis Ayer 
helped make famous when he visited 
it two years ago. We noticed Incl- 
dentally in this city of 80,000 popu­
lation the Cataract Hotel, which ad­
vertises to the world some of the in­
ternationally famous patrons it has 
entertained. I caught sight of the 
names of Grover Cleveland and Jay 
Gould In the long list.
We have now a busy afternoon 
ahead of us. and no opportunity in 
this installment to describe it. What 
we saw at Niagara Falls, what we did 
and what we did not do will be set 
forth in our next.
(Continued in Thursday's issue)
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I would 
have made a rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once 
a week The loss of these tastes la e 
'ose of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
THE SPACIOUS IIR.MAMENT ON HIGH
The spacious firmament on high.
With all the blue ethereal sky.
And spangled heavens, a shining frame. 
Their great Original proclaim.
The unwearied >un from day to day 
Does his Creator’s power display,
And publishes to every land 
The work of an Almighty hand.
Soon as the evening shades prevail.
The moon ’akes up the wondrous tale. 
And nightly to the listening earth 
Repeats the story of her birth;
Whilst all the stars that round her burn. 
And all the planets In their turn. 
Confirm thc tidings as they roll.
And spread the truth from pole to pole.
What though In solemn silence. *11 
Move round this dark terrestrial ball? 
What though nor real voice nor sound 
Amidst their radiant orbs be found? 
In Reason's ear they all rejoice.
And utter forth a glorious voice,
Our first duty was to engage Forever dnglnj as they shine:
. ... "The hand that made us la divine!”the services of an expert guide, and! —Joseph Addtaod^ u
I
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The Courier-Gazette MET AT SAMOSET
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK IT’S A VERY SAD STORY
A word fitly spoken ls like apples of 
gold in pictures of silver.Prov. 25:11.
CATCHES THE EYE
Moody Flower Gardens At 
The Highlands a Beautiful 
Spectacle
the
Maine Insurance Men Have 
a Delightful Outing and 
Prosperous Sessions
Maine real estate men heard some 
expert views on the subject nearest to 
thelr hearts Saturday when 60 of 
them met within the delightful pre­
cincts of Tlie Samoset Hotel at Rock­
land Breakwater. Mayor LeForest A 
Thurston of Rockland, himself an ex­
tensive dealer in real estate, was 
chairman of the committee which ar­
ranged the affair and was doubtless
DOING/ & DR A KE/P-jS/WP/Y FURNITURE CO.
The gorgeous colorings of 
Moody gardens at The Highlands, 
which boast many lovely’ varieties of 
summer flowers are the envy ot all 
passers-by and are the reflection of ! responsibie fQr the Weal SUmmer day
SPECIFICALLY
DESIGNED
FOB YOU 
MB. MOTORIST
Fifth Inning Explosion At St. George Puts the 
Pirates Out of the Running
careful planning and a vast amount 
of work done by Mr. and Mrs. Austin 
Moody.
The entire front has been given I
which had been provided for the1 
occasion.
Changes in the bylaws formed one 
portion of the forenoon's business 
. proceedings, over which Guy E. Torrey- 
over to a gladiolus bed which con- of Bar Harbor the Associations 
tains 4,00) bulbs, among them being 1 president, presided. Mrs. Winnifred 
four or five rare specimens valued at, L (Nelson of Portland was recording 
$15 each all piesents to Mrs. Moody j secretary.
Some of the odd combinations of present were three of the Maine 
color catching the eyes are •Picardy,". Real Estate Commission—Willard B 
a shrimp pink, with throat of feath- Sweetser of Gray. Walter J. Sargent 
ery rose; ‘'Hercules, deep buff tall 0{ |Brewer and Mrs. Mary Kavanaugh 
and with massive flower heads with Lewiston, who led a discussion of 
a tiny dash of red in deep center; , tbe ]aw wbich has been pet up. I 
"Duna.” soft light pink shading to. Tbe members exhibited live interest in 
yellow; "Paul Pfltzer. mammoth the cpen forum which followed, 
white blossoms resembling the Easter j Bangor was selected as the place 
lily; "Commanoer Kochi, large deep fOr holding the annual meeting in
blood-red blooms; "Innovation," real 
deep bronze; "Mother Machree,” 
smoky lavender overlaid with salmon 
pink; "Loyalty, a real canary yellow 
of unusual heighth; "Blue Admiral,” 
dark purple; “La Paloma." bright 
orange; "Dream o' Beauty," and “Dr. 
Nelson Shook." both deep rose; 
"Splendo.-a." deep velvety red; ‘'Pres­
ident Harding.” bright rose pink; 
Palmer seedling, 26895. old rose with 
mulberry markings and red throat; 
"King Arthur,” beautiful light or­
chid; “Emile Aubrun" bronzy red
Motorists who clamored for 
luggage specifically designed for 
travel now cheer for Val-A-Pak. 
This practical bag ends irri­
tating unpacking and repack­
ing with hangers for two suits 
and separate compartments for 
a w hole wardrobe.
Val-A -Pak prevents wrinkling 
and mussing; its patented con­
struction '’air-cushions” clothes, 
saves pressing and cleaning dol­
lars. It hangs up conveniently 
in the car or can he placed flat 
on rear seat so that clothes are 
quickly accessible while you are 
on the road. Stows away in 
small space when closed.
Val-A-Pak is light-weight, 
moisture-proof, dust-proof, 
made in solid leather or assorted 
weights of fabric, and priced to 
please any pocketbook. Look 
over our wide selection of mod­
els today and then make plans 
for a carefree week or week-end 
motoring trip.
$13.50
and
$15.00
Last night's game at St. George 
marked the close of the Knox Twilight 
League season except for the all-im­
portant play-off of the Camden-St. 
George game which will decide the 
championship of the second half. 
Rockland eliminated itself by its un­
fortunate showing at St. George The 
standing:
were the pitching of Colbath, already 
referred to and the brilliant fielding 
of Ellis, who threw out two men 
from left garden and made a sensa­
tional one hand running catch. The 
score:
St. George
ab r bh tb po a
Camden . 
St. George 
Hrckland . 
Thomaston 
Waldoboro 
Rockport ...
W.
6
6
C
4
3
3
L.
3
3
4
5
6 
7
Smith. 3b
P.C.
666 Wiley, ss .......... 3
666 Simmons, 2b
•600 Mackie, c ....
444 Monaghan, lf
333 Anderson, cf
The game scheduled for tonight at 
Camden was played earlier in the 
season.
• • • •
Due announcement will be made of 
the St. George-Camden play-off and 
the championship playoff.
.300 ! Hawkins, rf   3
Colbath, p ........ 3
Lord, cf ............ 2
Winchenbach. rf 1 
Thomas, rf, cf.. 3
Karl, !3» ............ 3
.. 2
26 8 li 16 21 8 0 
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a
....  0 to 0 6 0
0 
1 
0 
1
WORRIED ABOUT improper refrigeration of your foods? If you 
are, you owe it to yourself to see the new ELECTROLUX at BURPEE 
FURNITURE CO. The new ELECTROLUX is the Iftst word in 
refrigeration efficiency!
1COMMHY 
lfc/361 MAINST.^ootZo/uZ
MYSTERY CON I EST
October.
Luncheon served in The Samoset's 
] finest style offered an opportunity for 
a happy social gathering.
• • • •
Forrest Ncrris of Boston spoke in 
the afternoon on "Cycles in the Real 
Estate Movement." He cited well 
known authorities to substantiate 
his own belief and conviction that 
real estate values will continue on 
the upswing for several years to come.
This point in particular was sum­
marized as follows: “There is a great
overlaid with slate; “Paradise." apri- housing shortage. Higher costs are 
cot with narrow rim of scarlet: "Mer-j already under way and costs will be 
mora," soft gray with pale purple still higher. Rents will continue to 
block and hundreds of others just as • go yj>. All major economists and real 
beautiful if not as striking. I estate experts agree on the forego-
The plot directly behind the “glads' ing. If you don't own a home the 
ls a variety of many rows of Snap- quicker you build or buy cne the bet- 
Dragons. of pink. rose, red, bronze. ! ter off you will be . You may have a 
yellow, purple and white, evenly set. * chance to buy cheaper than you can 
pink “Clarkia blue. "Bachelor But-1 build. If you buy or build one now. 
tons." and a background of blue your investment is sure to be good.” 
“Delphlneum” which is still in Mr Norris, through his active as- 
bloom. A bed of seedlings at the side i sociation with the Cape Cod advance- 
is carefully nursed for another season - ment [plan, gave his audience many 
and nearer thr house the riotous interesting facts on the value of town 
colors of annual phlox, ten weeks and city zoning in- summer resort 
stock, asters, carnations and diaj^- sections. He emphasized many things 
thus leave nothing to be desired. The | that a town should be careful to 
flower-lover cculd spend hours “just! guard against in respect to trailers, 
looking.” ’ tent cities and other such nomadic
An interesting notice recently sent summer vacationists, pointing out 
that it is the responsibility of the 
community to see that proper facili­
ties are provided if this type of busi­
ness has assumed sizeable proportions.
Norris likened the State of Maine 
to a great department store in that
St. George 8. Rockland 1
Manager Winchenbach imported an Putnam- P 
outside pitcher for last right's cru- Perry' 
cial game at St. George last night 
and the experiment cost him, and 
his hard working players 250 smack­
ers. White was the stranger's name— 
a CCC man. the uninitiated were in­
formed. He made a commendable 
showing for four inning?, but was
saved from two uncomfortable situa- . St KAeorge ................... 0 0 0 0 8 x—8
Heald, ss ...... 3
Sullivan, lb...... 2
Ellis, it ,............. 3
White, p ....... 2
Gardner, p ...... 0
Philco Presents One That 
Offers $50,000 In Cash
• A I
Prizes
The most unique utilization of ra­
dio broadcasting as well as a new 
form of radio entertainment is about 
1 | to be started by the Radio Tube Di- 
0 vision of Philco Radio and Televi-
-------------------------- j sion Corporation.
24 1 3 4 18 7 2 i It wU1 200 radio stations
covering the country completely, and
tions when Karl and Heald pulled _ 1 ° ° ®*JY‘ I will take the form of a $50,000 cash
off their double play and when Chuck T*®'b“e Wt’ TY°m“' ™ . radi0 mystery contest. first of Ito kind
Ellis made his magnificent throw hlt' -Monaghan. Home run. Ander- ( •
from left field to home plate, shut-1 £on- Base on *»lls' off C°lbath ofr 
ting off Colbath. White 3. Struck out. by Colbath 10,
Rockland's lene score came in the by White 2. Ib) Gardner 1. Sacrifice
first inning vhen Thomas doublet: bit,Davidson^ Double plays. presented each week. A total of 2016
and Putnam move him home with a Sullivan and Ferry, Karl and Heald. awanJed wlnnera
single. Colbath who is unregarded Lmpires J^ealey and PeUlcane' j each week. with 51 grand prizes of
as one A the Leagues ace pitchers Scorer, Winslow. conc!us,on of the serles
evidently felt affronted bv this early I a v the flrst grand prize being 15000
attack for v.:th remaining innings! ENJOYED THE BAY The contest ls unique in several 
____  i respects. It is the first adaptation
The contest, to be known as the 
"Phyl" Coe Radio Mysteries, will run 
16 weeks, with one complete mystery
IT’S
Money Saving Time
Every ton of D & H. CONE- 
CLEANED ANTHRACITE 
bought at present low prices means 
money saved . . . savings that will 
steadily increase as prices are ad­
vanced to Winter levels. Save 
money .., reduce heating costs . . ■ 
order a supply of D & H Anthra­
cite today!
M. B. « C. 0. PERRY
TELEPHONE 487, ROCKLAND, MAINE
out, states that the New England 
Gladiolus Society has voted to give 
the pronunciation as glad-i-o-lus for 
both singular and plural, accent on 
the second syllable.
SOUTHERN VIEWS
What Some Of the News­
papers Think About It
ALL KINDS OF LUGGAGE
GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
he allowed bu’ one more hit, that, 
being a single by Ellis, which went 
for naught because Colbath fanned 
the next two batters making three ; 
strikeouts for him in that inning.
White opened the fifth Inning 
auspiciously by fanning the first bat­
ter. Hawkins singled. Colbath hit 
an easy one to White, who with a , 
nice chance to make a double threw , 
the ball over Karl s head into the | 
outfield
by a series of events that convinced 
St. George fens that happy days 
were here again. Smith walked, Da­
vidson singled. Wiley reached first 
on Heald's error and Simmons 
singled. So many scores were coming 
across the plate that the patter 
sounded like rain on the roof.
Perry' threw out Mackie at first.
To Swan’s Island
Governor’s Council and the for conlest purposes of the Phot° 
„ crime W»t«ry idea now sweeping the 
Ladies Took Sunday Sail country, no purchase Is required for 
entry; anyone may compete.
This program will introduce two
Beautiful, island dotted Penobscot | well-known radio characters who are
Bay was at her enchanting best Sun- i destined through this series to be-
day when Col. and Mrs. Basil H. 1 come wldel>' known- T*®* are
. .. ,__  ! Allenby who depicts “Phyl" Coe, fa-Stlnson entertained the members of " • ’i mous amateur detective; and Clavton 
This mishap was followed j the Governor's Council and their who wU1 Tom clayton '
ladies at a steamboat sail to Swan s j mystery story writer.
Island on the steamer North Haven, j A tremendous newspaper adver- 
Oov. Barrows had planned to make Using campaign by the company, by 
the trip also, being prevented at the dealers and by radio stations will 
back up this new radio feature.
whole Penobscot Bay. for example, 
could produce a much more descrip­
tive booklet on this region than any 
it has everything to offer for all I one town cculd hope to produce on its
classes of vacations. He cautioned
that we should not mix our high [
priced merchandise with our low-
priced mercffkndlse Like the store.
the State can cater to both elements
From the Clarksdale Register:' but not in the same departments.
President Roosevelt has deserted the J Communities must be zoned to pro-
_ .v- .v , , i. , 1 vide protection to home owners.South, thinks Oliver Emerlch of the H • • • •
McComb Enterprise. F.D.R. ls op-! A E whitehill, formerly of Cam- 
posing the farm relief measure inso- den and now a very efficient member 
far a.s cotton is concerned; he favors of the Bangor News staff, discussed 
the Senate Hours-and-Wbges Bill. the subject of "How to bring people 
to Maine" from numerous angles. It 
is not a simple proposition to visualizewhich would devastate the industrial 
South; he deserted Pat Harrison when 
the Mississippi senator like Robert E
own. Not only the variety of interest 
but the strength of copy and illus­
tration would step up immeasurably 
at the booklet increased ite scope and 
raised its quality as a result of more 
funds to work with. Its appeal to 
prospective vacationists would in­
crease in proportion.
He also emphasized the point that 
in each community there are always 
certain conditions that pull from the 
attractiveness of that particular spot 
as far as new comers are concerned. 
It may be a matter of unclean streets, 
lack of shade trees, lawns and gar-
any one advertising, promotion or I dens or shabby unpainted buildings 
publicity plan, he said, that can pos- j conspicuous locations. It may be 
Lee gave up all for the South though sibly Ido a specific piece of work for ■ a dgffnite lack of guest accommoda- 
his heart was set upon a career that1 every class of business interests in \ [lons cr recreational facilities. Many
last moment by an emergency speak­
ing engagement at the Augusta Air !, 
Rendezvous.
The trip was new to a great ma­
jority of the guests who were
but it was not the stop of the at. \ charmed with the rugged beauty of j 
George onslaught—mere a semi-colon ! island and old ocean the trip af- 
in the proceedings. Monaghan j forded. At Swan's Island Mr. and
plastered the ball into the choke cher-j Mrs. Isaac Stinson entertained the' 
ries for three bases and Anderson j group at a lobster dinner which re- 
went him aboui 50 feet better for a fleeted in fine style the island's repu- I
homer. Bob Gardner who had mean­
time replaced White in the box 
fanned the next inning and the 
nightmare was over. So was the 
game, as far as scoring was con­
cerned.
The two bright spots in the game
possibly only the New Deal could give 
him . . .
the State. In likening the State to a | oj these shortcomings can be over­
come through community co-opera-1 product to be advertised, he brought
i out the fact that Maine is a tre- tion. In this connection, he referred 
It is our belief that from here out | mendous product with every variety to the splendid winter sports area con-1 
of actlvitiy to appeal to every type of structed by the volunteer efforts of ithe President will no longer be found 
on our side, call this desertion if you 
must. But it must also be remem­
bered that Roosevelt's ideals are not
person, rich and poor alike. We have 
a vast shore line, vast lake regions.
the town of Camden.
In summing up. Mr Whitehill ex-
at all in keeping with the principles j dtstlnct feature.
vast farmlands, each Iwith Its own pressed the belief that in each town
of the South which has a tendency to 
preserve existing institutions.
We of the South do not favor down 
deep vast changes; if there should be 
any attempt at Washington to revo-
"Our market, that is 
we Want to bring ihere. is just as 
varied and is scattered over every one 
of the 48 States,” Whitehill said.
•Nnless the various groups of busi-
lutionlze in the slightest detail the. ness men and business associations
I and community there are liabilities 
the people that can be turned into assets and 
many assets that can be taken far 
greater advantage of. all with the 
one thought in view—that of advanc­
ing the business activity of the com-
tation for hospitality and extraor­
dinary culinary skill At the return 
of the North Haven to this port: 
buffet lunch was enjoyed at the Ma- j 
sonic street home of Col. and Mrs. I 
Stinson.
Among the guests were Col. and { 
Mrs. William E. Southard of Bangor, j 
Col. and Mrs. Norris Friend of New­
port; Col. and Mrs. Harry Mar­
tin of iPortland, Col. and Mrs i 
Stephen Buzzell of Old Town and 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jewell of VZor-! 
cester, Mass.
I
munity and making it a pleasanter
fundamentals of our government we j can flnd ways and means to promote 
of the South would start a revolution. | their own interests to supplement to 
The South is the backbone of true , efforts of the Maine Development 
and tried fundamentals. We believe . commission and the Maine Publicity 
that this deep-seated tendency is j Bureau, in a manner such as the 
worthy of praise rather than censure, potato growers are now doing and the 
It may be that the split with Roose- j app]e growers and fish and lobster
velt is a matter of principle on both grcUpS are considering, the possibili- ! transactions safe and profitable ln '
sides. Certainly in the South at the : ties Of developing at the pace that is ; His community and at the same time
place in which to live.
Thomas H. Riley, Jr., Brunswick
banker, discussed in considerable de­
tail the operations of the Federal 
Housing Act in Maine, mentioning in 
particular the extent to which his 
bank has gone to make real estate
................. .... ..................................f-----ffinnvcLS
Th» CIGARETTE of Quality
"Sweeten it with Domino
pure cane clean-full weight
THE CROCKETTS
Nearly 100 Attended Sun­
day’s Reunion of This 
Family At Glen Cove
The 20th annual reunion of the i
Crockett family was held Sunday at 
Penobscot View Grange hall with 93 
members in attendance. The Roland 
Crockett family was the largest hav­
ing 10 member,, present. The oldest ’ 
person was Mrs. Nettie Lindsey, the 
youngest being Dorothy Louise Sta- I 
pies daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rus­
sell Staples, age 22 months. The 
family the greatest distance from
Refined inU.S.A.
present time, because of recent acts > reany within our capacity cannot be enable more people to purchase 
achieved except over a long period 1 homes of their own. His talk ledof the New Deal, we are no more loyal 
to him than he ls to us.
But neither side can gain or lose 
much in any event. President Roose­
velt nears the fag end of his admini­
stration. He finds he can gain little 
from the South; we of Dixie have not 
so much to gain by his loyalty Insofar 
as regional politics is concerned. 
Meanwhile, the Democratic party, in­
sofar as the next Presidential election 
is concerned, is done for and tbe Re­
publican party clears its decks for a 
return to power.
And so today each of us go our sev­
eral ways; and we are forced to admit 
that from here out Mr. Roosevelt will 
not show that broad sympathy and 
understanding of the South so marked 
at the beginning ot his administra­
tion.
to an open forum in which Mr. Riley 
gave his views of many questions that 
were put to him.
Slbr
P”* Sugar
ion,,.'
home was that of Dr. 
bury of Baltin,ore.
Officers elected for
Harold Pills-
1S38 were:
fCraMatfidL
H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Portland, Maine
Established 1854
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
', ,. 18-19T*Stf
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
TODAY
IS THE
LAST DAY
OF THE
WATER HEATER 
SALE
IT’S NOW OR NEVER AT 
THESE PRICES AND TERMS
of time and against increasing com­
petition from otjier States.
• • • •
Whitehill expressed great confidence 
however in what can be done by the 
Real Estate Association in the inter­
ests of its own business and of each | 
and every community in which it
members are active. It is his belief j 
that much can be accomplished by 
the pooling of interests, if not of the I 
whole State insofar as real estate ls 
concerned, at least the interests of thc 
sections of the State that bear the 
same natural charactristics and that 
offer substantially the same advan­
tages and similar types of facilities 
to our summer visitors. He illus­
trated this by asking his audience if 
they did not agree with him that the
Columns Will Sell 
Anything From a 
Needle to an Anchor. 
What Do You Want 
to Sell ?
SAVE MONEY!
BUY
RETREAD TIRES
PASSENGER—TRUCK 
ALL SIZES PRICES RIGHT
NEW TIRES AND 
TUBES
MILLER’S GARAGE
President. Dr. Harold Pillsbury; vice 
president. Ernest F. Given of Port- | 
land; secretary Mrs Elmer Crockett; 
treasurer. Elrrei B Crockett; com- 
' mittee on arrangements. David' 
: Crockett. Jessie Johnson and Dr. and 
, Mrs. Harold Pillsbury.
David E. Crockett, chairman of the 
! entertainment, committee, led the 
group tn chorus singing and pre­
sented Helen Coffey in piano solos 
and Elmer and David Crockett in
piano duets.
The entertainment committee for 
| next year ctmprises Helen Coffee,
! Albert Dodge and David Crockett.
A WEEK
(Payable Monthly)
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND
9&EOT-tf
FEATHER BEDS
Now is the time to have your 
Feather Bed made into Mattresses 
and Pillows. Also Hair Mattresses 
made over. Drop a postal to
A. F. IRELAND
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON. ME.)
81*84
1
still buys a “Hotpoint” Electric Water 
Heater, but it will be al! over tonight. Get 
in today to make your savings. It’s the 
bargain of the year. Remember, the in­
stallation of this electric water heater 
brings you
ELECTRICITY
V- PER kwh
> WATER HEATING 
FOR ALL OVER 200 KWH 
SLIOIMG SCALE BASIS IN 
THE CENTBAl MAINE NEOION
CENT
POWE
IHE
MPAMY
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. 1—Camden—Concert by sum­
mer artists at Opera House.
Sept 1—South Warren—Oood Will 
Orange fair
Sept 2—Rockport—"The Old Peabody 
Pew" at Methodist Church by choir.
Sept. 3 (4 p m.)—Educational Club 
picnic; Minnie Mlles. hostess.
Sept 3—North Haven—Concert. Major 
Bowes' style at Calderwood hall.
Sept 3 (2 p m.)—Educational Club un­
veiling exercises at birthplace of Maxim 
Elliott and Oertrude Elliott. Hall street.
Sept 5-8—Third annual rifle, pistol 
and trap shoot at Damariscotta.
Sept. 6—Labor Day.
Sept. 7—City schools begin.
Sept 0—Thcmaston—Oarden Club J
meets with Mrj. Amos S. Mills
Sept. 9—Annual picnic of Lincoln Po­
mona Orange at Pemaquid Point
Cept 14—Annual fair of Miriam Re­
bekah Lodge
Sept. 14—Rockport—Garden Club at 
Lester Shlbles'. Beech street.
Sept 16-17—"Indoor Circus" by Lake- 
wood Players at Community Building, 
auspices Rockland Elks Club
Oct. 11—Knot County Teachers' Con- 
vcnc'on at Rockland
Aurora Lodge, F.A.M., has work on 
the Entered Apprentice degree to­
morrow night.
Capt. Mark L. Gilbert. Jr., of Fall 
River was a visitor ln the city the 
last of the week. He represents the 
Interports Transportation Lines.
James Oray has resumed his duties 
at Central Fire Station, after his an- j 
nual vacation. J. Arthur Smith is 
now taking his turn at "limbering up." j
From Hall Quarry comes word that j 
the A. & H. Granite Co., closed down 
since 1930, has started work and will 
run a large gang of paving cutters and 
quarrytnen.
Another addition to the automobile 
list of States and large numbers was 
added recently when an auto stopped 
at H. H. Crle * Co.'s bearing license 
plates of Great Britain and the Con­
tinent.
FAMILY REUNIONS
Aug 31—Union—Robbins family 
Alexander Puller home.
Sept 2—South Thomaston—Rowell
family at Putnam farm. Marsh road
Sept. 4—North Haven—Leadbetter
family at Orange hall.
at
The schedule of the Bowdoin Col­
lege football team follows: Oct. 2. 
Massachusetts State, away; Oct 9, 
Wesleyan: Oct. 16, Williams, away; 
Oct. 23, Colby; Oct. 30, Bates; Nov. 6. 
Maine, away; Nov. 13, Tufts, away.
i Gilbert Patten who was to have 
been guest si faker at the Lions 
meeting tomorrow, has been obliged 
to cancel that date because of 
emergency business matters. The 
committee will supply a substitute.
The Rockland Pirates, who missed 
the Knox Twilight League champion­
ship by a hair will play an exhibi­
tion game wkh Thomaston at Com­
munity Park Wednesday night.
Honolulu motor cars are treading 
Rockland streets.
Rockland Band will give a concert 
Friday night at 7 o'clock at the Pub­
lic Landing.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will hold 
a picnic supper Thursday night at. 
O.A.R. hall.
Miss Sadie Marcus is in attendance 
at the Boston furniture show in the 
interests of Stonington Furniture Co.
The Court House zinnia beds are 
giving a better account of themselves, 
and Milton Griffin's reputation as a 
landscape gardener is saved.
All pupils who have not registered 
for High School are asked to fill out 
registration blanks at the High 
School office this week. This notice 
applies particularly to out of town 
pupils.
Sam Sezak who has been on duty 
at Phil Jones' Hatchet Mountain 
Camp, left yesterday for his home in 
Fairhaven. Mass, where he has called 
out the Fairhaven High School foot­
ball squad for early fall practice.
Down at that popular seaside re­
sort, “Trail's End," Proprietor Lewis 
has installed a deep well pump and 
the artesian is throwing 18 gallons 
of pure water each minute. Sum­
mer boarders have kept the estab­
lishments very busy, and the proprie­
tors have found it necessary to turn 
many away.
At Wooden Ball Island, suffering 
from appendicitis, prospects did not 
look so good for Charles B. Fitzger­
ald. A distress call brought the Coast 
Guard boat. No 410. from Rockland, 
and Fitzgerald is now under care at 
Knox Hospital. A handy affair, this 
Coast Guard of ours.
Lisbon Falls, which has been base­
ball mad this summer, gave a jreat 
celebration Saturday night for the 
Worumbo Indians, which not only 
won the State and sectional semi-pro 
titles, but which made a fine showing 
ln the national contest in Kansas. Ed. 
White of Vinalhaven has been play­
ing several positions on the Worumbos 
this season, and was one of thc most 
popular members of the team.
A new three cent stamp, to com­
memorate the 150th anniversary of 
the signing of the United States Con­
stitution. is to be placed on sale Sept. 
17, at the Philadelphia post office. 
The stamp, to be issued in sheets of 
50, is 0.84 by 1.44 inches, arranged 
horizontally, and is printed in purple 
by the rotary process. Included in 
the central design is a reproduction 
of the painting by Stearns depicting 
the signing of the Constitution.
A house in Bay ’.’lew square owned 
by Mrs. Nellie Higgins and occupied 
by Maynard Gray was badly dam­
aged by fire Sunday noon, the ell and 
the adjoining stable being complete­
ly destroyed. Mr. Gray's daughter 
arrived in season to save his motor 
car. and to rouse him from the sleep 
he had a right to expect, as he is a 
night guard at the State Prison. The 
damage was about $800. The cause 
of the fire is not known, but it is 
suspected that children may have 
been playing with matches near a 
rubbish heap. Neil Packard and 
another Northend resident attempt­
ed to extinguish the blaze in ite in­
cipient stages, but it had gained too 
much headway.
The family of imodest means iwhich 
still wants high grade, well styled, 
long wearing clothing at lowest pas­
sible prices, goes to Lindsey's, .former­
ly Levi Seavey's Clothing Store. Watte 
Block. Thomaston.—adv.
How Sunburn Has Cost the Film 
Studios Millions. An Interesting 
And Instructive Article Telling Why 
Hollywood Is Taking Ite Star Gut 
of the Sun. An Illustrated Feature 
in the American Weekly, thc Maga­
zine Distributed With thc August 29 
Boston Sunday Advertiser. 103*lt
JwTlil?'I
At the home of Mrs. Carrie House, 
Camden road, the members of Ruth 
Mayhew Tent, D.U.V. assembled for 
an afternoon of sewing, work -being 
begun on a "Sunshine and Shadow" 
quilt, to be sold by the order. Sup­
per was served with a table loaded 
with such goodies as these ladies are 
famous for preparing. In the eve- j 
ning several friends joined in a game 
of beano with attractive awards go­
ing to the winners. A jolly good 
time voted by all.
McLoon Sales & Service is pleased 
to announce that Leslie Clough, heat­
ing engineer, has joined ite organiza­
tion. Mr. Clough will serve as sales 
and service manager of automatic 
heating equipment and household ap­
pliances. For the past 12 years he 
has been associated with a well known 
Boston firm as service and installa­
tion manager and as sales engineer 
for automatic heating and air con­
ditioning equipment. He has had a 
wide experience with all types of 
heating systems and ‘oil burning 
equipment. This addition has been 
made in the organization in an earnest 
desire to broaden their service to the 
public.
Fred K. Owen, the veteran political 
writer for the Portland Sunday Tele­
gram. is trying valiantly to nominate 
political tickets for 1938. This is 
what lie says about the Democratic 
situation in our own district: "In the 
Second District there have been 
plenty of suggestions but there is 
reason to believe that National Com­
mitteeman H. Harold Dubord of 
Waterville would find the nomination 
acceptable and if he looks at it that 
way I should not suppase there would 
be any doubt but that he would be 
nominated. It is said that State Sen­
ator Lawrence J. Walsjt of Lewistcn 
would like to run for Congress. Dr. 
Robert J. Wiseman, former mayor of 
Lewiston, has (been mentioned as a 
possibility."
L
JUVENILE STORY
Written By Thomaston Girl, 
“Choochee” Tells Tale of 
An Eskimo Lad
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND 
98tJ
What Is Left Of Our Stock 
AT YOUR OWN PRICE
Tea, Canned Goods, Glassware, Stock 
Pattern China, Odd Pieces, Odd Tin and 
Enamel Ware, Several Tables, Coffee 
Roaster, Cash Register, Display Stands-. 
AT YOUR OWN PRICE
STEVENSON’S
COR. MAIN ST. & TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND
Waldo Theatre
Waldoboro. Maine
TUESDAY, AUGUST 31 
Matinee 2.30. Evening Seven and Nine
WALLACE BEERY AND W ARNER BAXTER in
“SLAVE SHIP”
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 
BANK NIGHT
Evening Seven and Nine
Have you heard!
It's the weird fantastic comedy of Thorne Smith’s that has 
been causing a riot of laughter at the huge Capitol Theatre in New 
York
Waldo Theatre presents that great rarity—something new in 
motion picture amusement—or.? day only.
CONSTANCE BENNETT CARY GRANT
BILLIE BURKE ROLAND YOUNG
in
“TOPPER”
Paramount Color Classic, “Cartoon Portrait"
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 2-3
Special Matinees 2.33 Evenings Seven and Nine
WALDO T HEATRE ANNOUNCES A MOMENTOUS EVENT 
The arrival cf the most timely film of today—a production all will
want to see and none can afferd to miss!
“THE ROAD BACK”
Eric Remarque's greatest human drama since "All Quiet ..."
With a cast including; ____
ANDY DEVINE. SLIM SUMMERVILLE. RICHARD CROMWELL, 
JOHN KING. NOAII BEERY, JR., LARRY BLAKE
It strikes fear into every woman's heart! Fear that some day 
her man may tread the same path as the youth in Remarque's bril­
liant novel. This film has current interest for all of us today "Tense 
valid expression of what every person teday must believe about war!"
Among the new bocks for children 
published by Grosset & Dunlap of 
New York, one appears which should 
be of interest to local res.dents.
The book is entitled "Choochee,” 
a story of an Eskimo boy with text 
and illustrations by Naomi Averill. 
Choochee, a young Eskimo boy, longs 
to become a brave whale hunter like [ 
his father. One day he sets out 
a'one in his kayak to look for whales 
and is carried for out to sea. All the 
hunters in the village set out to find 
Choochee. but it is Pup-Pup. his pet 
seal, who rescues the adventurer. I 
Little Egg Plant and Old Hump Ledge 
which are mentioned in the story are [ 
familiar to those who frequent the 
waters at the mouth of the St. 
Georges River.
Of Choochee. Bella Weitzner, As­
sistant Curator cf Anthropology 
American Museum of Natural History, 
says: "You have, in a limited amount 
of text, succeeded in presenting some 
of the outstanding facts of Eskimo 
culture and environment ln a manner 
that is both atractive and instruc­
tive."
Miss Averill has recently completed 
Illustrations for a series of six Juve­
nile books with the text by Donald 
Culross Peattie. Their titles are: 
“The Story of The First Men." "The 
Story of Ancient Civilization,'' "The 
Story of The Middle Ages," “The 
Story of The New Lands,” "The Story 
of America" and "The Story of The 
Modern World." This series is also 
compiled into one volume by the 
Junior Literary Guild with a special 
jacket design by Miss Averill and en­
titled ''From The Beginning." the 
story of man through the ages.
Miss Averill was born in Thomas­
ton. daughter of Mr and Mrs. Percy 
E. Averill, graduated from Thomas­
ton High School and Fine & Applied j 
Arts School, Pratt Institute, Bro uk- | 
lyn. N. Y. In New York she was as- 
t{(!6t<*d for ten years with II. R.
| Maliinson, famous silk manufacturers 
as designer and color expert, during 
I that time creating designs and fabrics 
1 many of which are retained by tlie j 
Smithsonian Inctitute in Washington 
| and the Brooklyn Museum in '.heir I 
I permanent collection of examples of | 
fin? modern textile design.
A short time ago Miss Averll was 
j married to J. Edward Elliot of Thom 
asicn and makes her home there.
as Authoriied Dealers lot the
SWNWT JR y JWJBB
WITH THE METER-MISER
We Are Now Better Able to Serve Your 
Refrigeration Needs ... For Frigidaire 
Brings Thrilling New Completeness in
ALL 5 BASIC SERVICES
for Home Refrigeration
1. GREATER ICE-ABILITY
2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
3. GREATER PROTECT-ABILITY
4. GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
5. GREATER SAVE-ABILITY
ONLY FRIGIDAIRE HAS THE
Cut* Current Co*t to 
the bone I
See an electric meter 
prove it, before you buy !
Does SUPER-DUTY at 
amazing saving be­
cause it's the simplest refrigerating 
mechanism ever built/
YOU ARE INVITED
SEE THE
As Authorized Frigidaire Dealers, 
we can now serve you as never be­
fore. It is now possible for us, 
through the"SUPER-DUTY' FRIGID­
AIRE with the METER-MISER, to 
offer you completeness never be­
fore known in ALI. s BASIC SER­
VICES for home refrigeration.
We cordially invite you to come 
in and see the actual PROOF that 
this beautiful Frigidaire is the most 
complete ice-provider, food-storer 
and food-preserver ever known. 
PROOF that it will save you enough
Prieea 
As Low As
114.50
No Money Down 
Easy Terms
TO COME IN AND 
PROOF1
on food and operating cost to pay 
for itself and pay you a profit be­
sides.
For ful! value in home refriger­
ation today, you need All 5 Basic 
Services that Frigidaire offers you. 
Save money and save regret... see 
our Frigidaire PROOF-DEMON­
STRATION before you buy any re­
frigerator !
Tk £C JJCT
LOOK row THIS U I NAMI-PLATa
I /worfrnavl
NEW INSTANT CUBE-RELEASE IN 
EVERY ICE-TRAY—T
Only Frltidalrt has Itl
Instantly releases ice-cubes from 
tray, two ora dozen at a time. Ends 
old-time nuisance . . . yields 20% 
more ice by ending faucet meltage 
waste. Come in and see the Proof.
PARKER E. WORREY
ROCKLAND, ME.65 PARK STREET TEL. 26-W
Anderson Camp Auxiliary meets , 
Wednesday night. This is the first 
meeting after the summer recess and 
it is hoped that attendance will be 
renewed in full strength and revived 
interest.
Ex-Congressman Edward C. Mo­
ran, Jr., widely traveled since he, 
assumed his duties as a member of 
thc US. Maritime Commission, ar­
rived home from Washington at the 
weekend, and was last night ten­
dered a banquet on the shore near 
Cushing ond Friendship attended by 
20 friends from all parts of the 
State. Matteis of political import 
may have been discussed, but accord­
ing to report Carl’s principal concern 
was to 3ee if he could handle a lob­
ster and clam feast with his old- 
time skill. And the same report says 
that he did. This morning Commis­
sioner and Mrs Moran and thelr son 
Paul went to Quebec, which city Mr. 
Moran will visit for the first time. He 
is looking very fit. and enjoys his new 
work greatly. He will return to Wash­
ington after Labor Day.
MRS. D. W. RAMSELL
News has been received from Oak­
land, Calif., of the death of Abbie 
(Wentworth) wife of David Walter 
Ramsell. both formehrly of Rockland 
The deceased was a daughter of 
Charles A and Hattie A. (Bird> j 
Wentworth, and graduated from 
Rcckland High School in 1897. She 
was associated with Miss Nancy Bur­
bank in the Rockland Public Library 
12 years. She was married to Mr 
Ramsell Aug. 30. 1905. and two years 
later they went to Oakland. Calif., 
which had been their home ever since 
they went West.
Mrs. Ramsell is survived by ner 
husband, a daughter. Margaret Ram­
sell Hinds; three sisters. Dr. Mary 
McConaughy. Mrs. Alzira Sandwe'.l 
and Mrs. Clarissa Turner; and a 
brother. Sidney B. Wentworth.
The deceased was a member of the 
Easiein Star and Ladies' Scottish 
Rite Club of Oakland.
The annual policeman's ball was 
held last night at Community Build­
ing with Patrolman Carl Christoffer- 
son in his smiling role of floor di­
rector. Music was furnished by Bob 
Percival's orchestra from Portland.
MARRIED
HALL-DYER—At Camden. Aug 30, by 
Rev. T M Griffith. Edward B Hall of 
Brooklyn. N Y . and Miss Louise M 
Dyer, fo-merly of Camden
DIED
PIERCE—At Rockland. Aug 28. Elsie 
Charleen Pierce of North Haven, aged 
2 years. 7 months.
COATES—At Rockland. Aug. 30. Carrie 
E . widow of David Coates, aged 70 
years. 5 months. 16 days. Funeral 
Wednesday at 2 oclock from Home for 
Aged Women Burial ln Rockport.
MATTHEWS—At Waldoboro, Aug 26. 
Mary E. widow of Capt Jonathan 
Matthews. Burial ln South Denis. 
Mass
FLANAGAN—Rockland Aug. 20. Mary E 
(Cushing! widow of John H Flanagan, 
aged 65 years. 6 months. 26 days
CHAPIN—At Comden. Aug. 30. Lily May. 
wife of Oscar P Chapin, aged 54 
years. Funerul Wednesday at 2 o'clock 
from Good Funeral home.
CARD OF THANKS 
I wish to express my sincere thanks
to all my friends snd neighbors who con­
tributed to the Olft Basket given me 
Sunday, and want them to know how 
very much It was appreciated 
Mrs. Albert Boy (Maryon Blackington).
-rf)
STRIDE
Whether building a career or a 
home you want shoes that are 
smart and comfortable. Kali-sten- 
Iks actually give your body a 
"beauty treatment." Scientifically 
designed to keep feet healthy, to 
insure correct posture and keep 
the entire body relaxed.
Be among the smart women who 
always say, "Kali-sten iks, please."
iftafc-hlgzn-fet
Sheldon's Bus leaves for Old Or­
chard. Labor Day. at c a. m.. corner 
Park and Main Sts—adv. 104-106
DENTAL NOTICE!
During Spring and Summer will 
make appointments for Tuesdays and 
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
DR. J. B. DAMON, Dentist
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store 
Tel. 415-W, Rockland, Me.
44-15&TU
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our heartfelt 
thanks to our friends and neighbors for 
thelr many acts of kindness shown us 
tn our recent bereavement; also for the I 
beautiful floral tributes and the use of I 
cars; especially we thank Dr Weisman. | 
the nurses at Knox Hospital and Mr 
Marstaller.
Fred E Maddocks Mr and Mrs San­
ford Kaler. Mr and Mrs Oeorge Cole. I 
Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Lindsey. Miss | 
Dorothy Maddocks and the sisters and ! 
brothers. •
CARD OF THANKS 
We wish to thank the Coast Guard.
fishermen, neighbors and friends for 
thelr kindness during our bereavement.
Birger Magnuson. Mr and Mrs. Ed­
ward Phllbrook.
Vinalhaven *
HELP STOMACH 
DIGEST FOOD
Without Laxatives —and You II Eat 
Everything from Soup to Nuts
The stomach should digest two pounds of food 
daily. When you eat heavy, greasy, roarie or 
rich foods or when you sre nervous. hurried or 
chuw poorly—your stomach pours out too mucn 
fluid Your food doesn't digest and you have 
cat. heartburn, nausea, pain or sour stomach. 
You feel sour, alcli and upset all over.
Doc tor i say never take a laiatlve for atomach
Rain. It ts dangerous and foolish. It takes those ttle black tabled called B**11-aita for Indigestion 
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless. re­
lieve distress In 5 minutes and put you hack en 
your feet. Relief la ao quick It la amazing and 
one 25c package prores It. Aak for Rell-ana fee 
Indigestion. Sold everywhere, (c) Bell A Co. 1917.
56.50 pr.
MCLAIN SHOE STORE
ROCKLAND, ME.
KEEP GOOD FEET HEALTHY
BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS 
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1 
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf
PRE - LABOR DAY SALE
JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
This Great Sale Ends September 4
SUN-TAN OIL, 35c size.................................................. 26c
MILK OF MAGNESIA................. 6 oz. 16c; 16 oz 33c
RUSSIAN MINERAL OIL........................................pint 47c
WITCH HAZEL.......................................................... pint 39c
MIN ARD’S ALCOHOL RUB ...............................  pint 17c
SHARP & DHOME ALCOLAVE.........................pint 31c
KOM DRE MOL ................................................................ 87c
WAMPOLES PREPARATION .................................... 83c
ALBAGAR COMP............................................................... 79c
AGAROL COMP...... 6oz 63c; 10 oz 89c; 16 oz 1.15
PURE NORWEGIAN COD LIVER OIL ........pint 49c
ALKA-SELTZER ...........................................large size 49c
RINEX .................................................................................... 89c
PURSANG ............................................................................ 98c
DE WITTS ANTACID POWDER................................. 39c
JECULIN........................................................... 12 oz size 2.50
1PANA TOOTH PASTE.................................................. 39c
DR. WEST TOOTH PASTE........................................... 19c
WILLIAMS TOOTH POWDER..................25c size 10c
EVERY ARTICLE IN THIS STORE AT SIMILARLY 
LOW PRICES
A 303d REUNION
' Men Who Saw Service In France To 
I Meet In Gardiner Sept. 5
The 303d Ficlo Artillery, whose of­
ficers and ir.er. cam? from ever)' 
New England State, will celebrate. 
Ujc 20th anniversary of their or­
ganizing at "Oaklands," Maj. and 
Mrs. Robert K Gardiner's estate in 
Gardiner. Sept. 5. The hosts have also i 
invited the wives and children of 
the regiment's 1800 members now 
believed to be living in New England.
The JO3d Field Artillery was a 
part of Ihe war-time 76th Division, 
which was organized at Camp Devens 
Mass., in Sept. 1917. The unit 
saw active ren lee in France, the 
regiment participating in tlte Meuse 
Argonne offenfive. After the Armis­
tice, the men were stationed near 
Verdun until ordered to Bordeaux 
to await transportation home.
While 'he ieglmcn; was overseas.)
Maj. Gardiner's father formed the 
3C3d association, to care for the 
group's ill or needy. Since the war 
the regiment has held several re­
unions at Camp Devens. Boston and 
other centrally located places, in­
cluding "Oak'.ar.ds."
SOUTH WARREN
Jerry Libby has returned from 
Knox Hospital where he was a pa­
tient for several weeks suffering from 
a broken hip. He is now at the home 
of his sister, Mrs. Ada Spear.
Mr. 3nd Mrs. Harry Simmons of 
Saugus called on friends here re­
cently.
Mr. and Mrs M P. Orne spent Sun­
day at Pemaquid.
F L Yro THE ISLANDS WAY 52.51) RSD $4.00
Leave D
ROCKLAND
8.00 A. M.
11.45 A. M.
3.00 P. M.
aily Except Sunday 
VINALHAVEN
8.15 A. M.
12.00 M.
3.16 P. M.
Standard Time 
NORTH HAVEN
8.30 A. M.
12.15 P. »L
3.30 P. M.
9.20 A. M.
1.40 P.M.
5.S0 P. M.
SUNDAY
9.85 A. M. 1
1.56 P. M.
1 5.35 P. M. J
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9.50 A. M.
2.10 P. M.
5.50 P. M.
Next To Public Landing AIRWAYS. INC. Telephone 338
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25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns of this paper of some of the happenings
which interested Rockland and vicinity in August, 1912. |
Rockland's five-day carnival was a | Catherine was found near the steam-
huge success—big parade, firemen's : er s berth by dragging.
. » n i k m I The midsummer fair of the Con-muster, water sports, etc. Ralph W 1 
Brown was grand marshal of the 
parade.
Fred H. Butler sold his homestead 
at 174 Main street to William K.
Clinton.
Capt. John 1. Snow floated the 
steamship Carolyn, which had been 
ashore at Melinic six months'.
Rocklaid won the pennant in the 
Knox Trolley League. The players 
were Alperin, Bartlett, Fuller, Weeks,
A. Richardson, Louraine, Austin 
Richardson, Rokes, Jones and Flint.
gregatlonal Cnurch netted $443.
Lelan P. Knapp resigned as prin­
cipal of Rockland High School to go 
to New Jersey.
The Watts family held its first an­
nual reunion at Oakland Park, 
Given P. Thorndike of Rockland was 
elected president.
The Knox County Eastern Star 
field day was held at Penobscot View 
Grange hall. Mrs. Louise Brown of 
Grace Chapter was elected president.
Mrs. S. E. Thomas sold her house
at The Highlands to Clarence Frost.
A tennis court was being built on I Capt. Stillman J. Eaton sold his 
Henry B. Bird's premises, Broadway.! commander s interest in the schooner
George A. Crockett bought the' Dora Allison tc Pendleton Bros of 
Butler house on High street. Islesboro.
Rockland horseshoers included F. C.! Miss Margaiet Ruggles, supervisor 
Jones, Earle Ludwick, George W. of music in the Rockland schools 
Britto, Volney T. Follett, C. A Moore, completed her summer course at the 
Tobias Smalley and R. H. Britt.' New England Conservatory of Music. 
[Query, how many now?] j Rev. W. H. Mousley preached his
Knox County Odd Fellows held farewell sermon at the Congrega- 
their annual field day at Oakland tional Church. Claremont Corn-
AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
WARREN
Park, with 1500 present. Warren de­
feated Camden at baseball 14 to 13.
mandery was present. 
George E. Ladd, 30, died at his
Capt. John Halverson bought the home on Spruce street.
A. B. Sweetland property on Rocky ' Gladys Klark s company was play- 
Hill avenue. I ing at Rockland Theatre.
The marking of Two Bush Channel Steamship City of Rockland was 
has been recommended by the Coast( in collision off the New Hampshire 
and Geodetic Survery after the dis- ( coast with a collier, carrying 300 re­
aster to the battleship Arkansas. | turing vacationists.
G. K Mayo's well known driving | Franklin C. Crockett fell from 
horse Stella, died. Gregory block at The Northend while
Charles A. Spear of the West painting and broke his left leg at the 
Meadow’ road had an intelligent col- thigh.
lie. One day it appeared at the home j john W. Watts received his diploma 
of Fred A. Sherer with a note re- in the automobile department of a 
questing a cupful of buttermilk. The | correspondence school.
milk was placed in a can and duly J Fred L. Huntley bought the Sta-
arrived at its destination.
Coasting vessels busy at this time
were the schooners Emma S. Lord. 
Harold C. Beecher A. F. Kindberg, 
John Bracewell Samuel Hart. Daniel 
McLoud, Lena White. Brigadier, Car­
oline Gray. Annie B. Mitchell, Mary 
Curtis. Hattie Dunn. Grace J., Ameri­
can Team. Ira B. Ellems. Abbie Bow- 
ker. Wawenock, J. Frank Seavey, 
Helvetia, Evie B Hall. Abel W Park­
er. Saran L. Davis.
The body of Augustus B. Thorn­
ton. negro waiter on the steamer
ples-Smlth house on Lawrence stree 
Willim T. Hovey died in South
Thomaston.
Cushing, Aug. 7, to Mr. and Mrs,!
Lester Lufkin, a son.
Warren, Aug 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Spear, a son.
South Thomaston, Aug. 11. to Mr 
and Mrs. Elme- Witham. a daughter.
Camden, Aug. 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Merchant, a son.
Vinalhaven. Aug. 3, to Mr. and Mrs.!
Walter Brown, e son.
Stonington, July 31. to Mr. and Mrs. [
Ermino Magno, daughter—Carmela.
Rockland, Aug. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Fales. i. son.
Rockland, Aug 11, to Mr. and Mrs 
Galen Mears, a son.
Tenant's Harbor, Aug. 14, to Mr. 
and Mrs. Ford Pearsons, a daughter.
Rockland, Aug. 10, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Howard, a son—Carroll W.
Rockland. Aug. 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
George C. Long a son.
Rockland. Aug. 14. to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Crouse, a daughter.
• • • •
A stable owned by the Camden 
Lumber Co., was burned.
Edna Coombs 13. of Vinalhaven 
was rescued by Parker Williams when
she fell overboard at the steamboat 1 Frwj stone, center, in his latest film adventures, plays the role of a lov- 
wharf. ai,ip back-countryman, whose chief delight is poaching; William Corson,
A double farm house in Union right, depicts a game warden, and Marjorie Lord, the old man's daughter, who 
owned by George Gleason, and oc- j js chief object of the young fellow's frequent visits. They are all in RKO 
cupied by him and Benjamin Jones •■Hideaway,” which is based on the stage play, “A House In the
was destroyed by lightning together j Country," stone heading the cast, and Miss Lord featured in support.—adv. 
with Gleason's large barn. An ox was j ________________________________________
killed. I
Freddie Geary of Vinaliaven res-j 
cued Gertrude Vinal from drowning j 
at Lane's Island.
William F. Upham was elected ■ 
president when the Upham family 
met at Rockport.
Harold W Philbrook was elected 
president of the Philbrook family 
which met a* James A. Philbrook's,
Owl's Head.
A wireless receiving set owned by j 
Herbert L Libby was in operation at 
Lane-Libby building at Vinalhaven.
A barn and shed connected with! 
the Leslie Lampson farm in Rock- i 
ville was burned.
Mrs. Harriet Andrews. 93. died in 
Camden.
Oscar Blunt .resigned as commis-1 
i sary at the State Prison where he had 
been an officer 24 years.
THURSDAY
Rite-Best
Printed Stationery
Your name and address printed 
on envelopes and paper or mono­
gram on sheets, address on enve­
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or 
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM 
White Deckle Edge 
36 folded sheets 444x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
$1.25 Postpaid
OR
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
50 envelopes 4x7‘4 square flap 
$1.50 postpaid
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE 
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded 
sheet*
50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.50 postpaid
Your name and address printed 
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN 
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown, Green Ink 
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%
OR
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
Postpaid $1.35
GRAYTONE TWEED 
Vellum
60 folded sheets 4%x7% 
40 envelopes 4x5%
OR
60 flat sheets 6*4x10% 
40 envelopes 4x6% 
Postpaid $1.25
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, ME.
The marriages for this period were: 
Camden, Aug —William Murphy of 
Camden and Miss Minnie Wallace of 
Rockport.
St. George, Aug. 7. John J. Pai'- 
bury and Miss Angeline Hawkins, 
both of Rockland.
Deer Isle, July 20. Reuel B. Judkins 
of Stonington and Mrs. Lida A Has­
kell of Deer Isle.
Northeast Harbor. July 20. Oliver 
i R. Thom and Carrie C. Billings, both 
of Stonington.
Rockland. Aug. 6. Harvey B. Mank 
: and Jennie A. Storms.
Rockland. Aug. 7. Fred P Hallowell 
and Lena M. Staples.
Stonington. Aug. 3. William H. Pat- 
, ten and Helen D. Haskell, both of 
' Deer Isle.
Rockland. Aug. 17, Ollie C. Daggett 
and Evelyn L. York.
Verona Park. Aug. 20. Edward C 
Bucklin and Annie Pettengill, both 
of Thomaston.
Rockland. Aug. 31. Riley Strout of 
Rockland and Miss Jennie Stone of 
North Haven.
New York, Sept. 1, James W. 
Mathews of Thomaston and Miss 
Florence Brady of New York.
Cushing. Aug. 26. Enoch Higgins of 
Presque Isle anc* Marcia Farnham of 
Cushing.
Thomaston, Aug. 6. Albert Robin­
son and Mrs. Arnie Jameson, both of 
Cushing.
Camden. Sept. 4. Lewis Dodge and 
Miss Ethel Kright.
Stonington. Sept. 3, C. F. Oliver of 
Thomaston and Minnie Thurlow of 
Stonington.
• • • •
The fo’lowins births were recorded;
Rocklard, Aug 4, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Edwin S. Levensaler, a son.
Martinsville, —, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Wallace Watts, a daughter.
Martinsvil'e —, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Webber a son.
Union, Aug. 16, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Lawrence, a daughter—Olive Estelle.
Deer Isle, Aug. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Blastow a son.
Deer Isle, Aug. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Sterling B. Stir,son, a daughter.
Stonington, Aug. 14, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Myron E. Eracey, a daughter.
Stonington, Aug. 11, to Mr. and 
Mrs. John Knowlton, a son.
Rockland, Aug 30, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Herman Listok, a son.
Elmwood, Aug. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Watts, a son.
Washington, D. C„ Aug. 28. to Mr. 
and Mrs. Charles Lambert, a son— 
John Lambert.
Rockport, Aug. 7, to Mr and Mrs. 
Charles Murphy, a daughter.
Rockland, Aug. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Arthur A. Mossman, a daughter.
Washington. Aug. —, to Mr. and 
Mrs. D. D. Weaver, a son.
Rockland, Aug. 3, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Albert H. Brackett, a son.
Vinalhaven, July 25. to Mr. and 
Mrs. Jack Gilchrist, a daughter.
Appleton, July 24, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Stanley a daughter—Christal 
Livonia.
Rockport, Aug. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Roland Crockett, a son—Ernest.
Rockpol. Aug. 9, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Hoi lie Bennett, a daughter.
Rockport Aug. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Wa'ter Ca.ieton, a daughter.
WEST ROCKPORT
_____  Claire Trevor Icenterl and Sally Blane (left) are threatened by Douglas
Mr and Mrs Lobdell of North Sa- F0Wiey (right) in this scene from “One Mile From Heaven," startling Twenti- 
lem. N. Y. were recent guests of Mr cth Century-Fox drama—adv.
and Mrs. Robert Nutt. -
John Munsey of Rockland spent UNION
several days recently with relatives ] _____
here. j Miss Eva Burgess has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse G. Keller. | from a two weeks visit with her cousin 
daughter Miss Glenice of Milton. Edith Burgess in Waldoboro.
Mass., and Noyes Farmer of Wollas­
ton. Mass, have been visitors at the 
homes of D. M. Keller and Henry 
Keller.
Mr and Mrs. Forrest Leach and 
daughter Helen of South Elliot have 
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leman 
Oxton the past week also other rela­
tives and friends here. Helen spent 
much of her time with Miss Hazel 
Nutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Oxton with guests 
and Mrs. Ida Barrows of Rockville 
motored Thursday to Bar Harbor 
and Sunday afternoon with other | 
relatives from Rockville and Mr. and 
Mrs. Leach, they visited the new 
State Park in Camden.
Daniel Andrews has returned from 
a three weeks' stay at the Y.M.C.A. 
camp in Augusta.
Mr and Mrs. Mont Roberts and 
family motored Sunday to Augusta to 
attend the air meet.
The Andrews-Carroll families held 
a picnic Sunday at Jefferson Lake. 
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. S. 
G. Andrews, Daniel and Nancy An­
drews Mrs. Margaret Andrews and 
family, of West Rockport, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Carroll, Mr, and Mrs. P. F. 
Richards and sons Carroll and Ger­
ald of Rockport, Mr and Mrs. C. W. 
Munsey and son John of Rockland 
and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll of 
Augusta.
The Grange which recessed during 
August will meet Sept. 13 at which 
time will also take place the local 
contest of the 4-H Club, with a pro­
gram.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike and 
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Tolman mo­
tored Sunday to Bar Harbor.
Eugene Gorden who has been living 
in Rock.and is moving to Justin 
Aines' rent.
TENANTS HARBOR
Ralph Rivers of Waltham. Mass., 
who has been registered at Wan-e- 
set Inn went recently to Boothbay 
Harbor where he will visit for a 
few days before returning home.
Mr and Mrs Lewis Watts of Som­
erville. Mass. are guests of relatives
Mr and Mrs. Justin R Ripley of here for two weeks.
Everett Snow and son Earl have 
employment on the town road.
Mrs. Myrtle Taylor who has been 
working in Camden during the sum­
mer has returned home.
Nomination of officers at Puritan 
Rebekah Lodge was held Thursday.
Capt. and Mrs. Ed Rawley were 
callers on friends in this place re-
Topsham calico Sunday on friends 
here.
Gerald 'mes who underwent a 
tcrsil-adennd operation at Camden 
Community Hospital, returned home 
Sunday.
j t *>.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Campbell and 
daughter who have been spending a 
month at their home here leave this
week for iheir work in Massachusetts.' cently
The Piney Woods. Cotton Blossom J Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson 
singers called out a large company | were weekend guests of their sister 
Thursday night at the Methodist Miss Myrtle Fuller.
Church. Their voices blended beautl- Mr and Mrs Maynard Wheeler 
fully and they gave a pleasing en- 0( New York are visiting his mother 
tertainment. i Mrs. Nannie Wheeler.
Elizabeth MacPhail of Owl s Head Word has been received here of the
death of Frank Nevers of Somerville, 
Mass., a summer resident of this 
community.
Mrs. Mary Monaghan returned 
home Saturday after being employed
ls visiting her grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Eugene Calderwood.
George Griffir. who has been visit­
ing here has itturned to Worcester,
Mass.
Charles Burgess won first prize in in Camden, 
the drawing centest at Damariscotta 
with his beautiful span of blue roan 
horses. They were a nifty looking
The family of modest means which 
still wants high grade, well styled, 
team dressed in new harnesses made | wearing clothing at lowest pos- 
at the State Frison. i sible prices, goes to Lindsey's, former-
Mrs. Lena Allen and Mrs. Maude 'ly SeaVey's Clothin« Store' WatU 
Arey of Jar Huibor spent several days Block ^^“ton.-adv. 
the past week with Mr. and Mrs. W.
J. Bryant. BREMEN
• • • •
The Whitmore Reunion
The annual reunion of the Whit­
more family vas held Aug. 25 at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. W J. Bryant.
. j The weather was ideal and a goodMr. and (Mrs. Henry Lamson and .. . . ,
Miss May Fogler were among those C°Pmany gathered l° exchange
who attended the concert Wednes­
day’ night in (Rockport.
Miss Viola Plowman of Scarboro 
is visiting her aunt Mrs. Fred Col­
lins until Labor Day.
• • • •
Carroll-Norwood Reunion
The Carroll-Norwood .family re­
union was held Aug. 21 at the home 
of T. J. Carroll in East Warren, where 
40 sat at the tables spread In the 
grove near the house. A social time 
preceded the business meeting at 
which Ed. Carroll of Warren was 
elected presideht; Mrs. Lizzie Hawes 
of Union and Mrs. Mabel Heald, vice 
presidents; Mrs. Rena Carroll of 
Rockport, secretary- treasurer,
A short program consisting of sing­
ing and stories was presented under 
the direction of Mrs. Ruth Smith. 
Musical numbers were given by Cyn­
thia Smith. Charlene Heald, T. J. 
Carroll, Mrs. Smith and Helen Hall.
Regret was expressed for the ab­
sence of members of the Norwood 
families and it Is hoped that the next 
reunion may be held at the home of 
Bert (Norwood in Warren.
greetings and enjoy the day.
After partaking of a bountiful 
dinner all gathered in the living room 
and porch and made the walls ring 
with an old fashioned sing, after 
which the meeting was called to or­
der by the president Mrs. Bertha 
Bryant. Officers were re-plected and 
it was voted tc meet next year in 
North Haven.
Pour deaths were reported since the I 
last meeting, which was held in 
Union and the company stood in si­
lent prayer in memory of the de­
parted.
Friends came from Verona. Bar 
Harbor, North Haven, Thomaston, 
Rockland and Orr’s Island. A pleas­
ing program was carried out including 
piano solos, duets, readings and reci­
tations and remarks by several 
members.
Dairymen! Buy another cow with 
the extra profits Frigidaire equipment 
will bring you. Investigate Frigidaire 
Milk Cooler for your farm. Get parts 
and full details at the new Frigidaire 
Store, 65 Park street,—adv.
Mrs. Carrie Wallace- sends greet­
ings from Chicago, reporting a pleas­
ant trip. She will return the last 
week In September.
Several fiom here attended the 
Lincoln County Fair.
Rodney Wiliey and his mother re­
cently had a narrow escape from a 
serious injury when a wheel came 
off their car, resulting in bruises and 
a severe shaking up.
An invitation to attend the church 
wedding, at 4 o'clock Saturday after­
noon. at the Congregational Church 
is tendered everyone in town by the 
principles. Miss Marjorie Spear and 
Abbott Spear. Attendance at the re­
ception at the "Hilltop" following the 
ceremony will of necessity be limited 
to the families of Miss Spear and Mr. 
Spear.
Decorations of summer flowers at 
the annual mid-summer concert 
Friday night at the Baptist Church 
were tastefully arranged under the 
hands of Mrs. E. V. Oxton who was 
assisted by her daughter. Mrs. Ella 
Golden. The sum of $68 was netted 
from the concert and was given over 
to the church ergan fund.
The meeting of the Woman's Club 
Thursday night Is open to the pub­
lic. All who wish to hear Mrs. Carl 
Gray of Omaha, Neb. and Cushing, 
who is the guest speaker are Invited 
to attend. Mrs. Gray is well known as 
an Interesting and forceful speaker 
with a wealth of experience to draw 
from In her talks. The program will 
be supplemented with vocal solos, by 
Roger Teague, popular young War­
ren tenor. The committee includes, 
Mrs. Grice Wyllie. Mrs. Diana Has­
kell, Mrs. Minerva Marshall. Miss 
Tena McCallum and Mrs. Martha 
Welch.
All roads lead Wedneday afternoon 
and evening to South Warren, where 
the annual fall fair, supper and dance 
will be held at Goodwill Grange hall.
Miss Jennie and Miss Pearl Cum­
mings of Aubu-n were weekend guests 
of Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Watts of 
West Somerville, Mass , who visited 
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Starrett and 
Fred Watts li.st week were supper 
guests .jaturday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank L. Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ccok returned 
Saturday to Mansfield. Mass., accom­
panied by their daughter, Miss Elea­
nor Cook, who was guest overnight 
Friday of Miss Virginia Wyllie and by 
Mrs. Fred Wyllie and Mrs. Fred But­
ler who will visit them for a time.
Rev. and Mrs. George Hudson of 
Mansfield. Mass., pessed the weekend 
with Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. On 
return Monday they were accom­
panied by thei’ son Arlington, and 
daughter Pauline who had been vis­
iting Alfred Wyllie and Miss Vir­
ginia Wyllie.
Rev. George Hudson of Mansfield. 
Mass., preached at the evening service 
Sunday at the Baptist Church. Mrs. 
Hudson favored with vocal solos 1 
which she accompanied on her guitar. 1
Walter Hilt of Natick. Mass., and ! 
sister. Miss Evelyn Hitt of New York 
City who were recent guests of rela­
tives in East Union, were callers Fri­
day at the home of their aunt, Mrs. 
Laura Starrett.
A stated m“etlng of Ivy Chapter, 
O.ES.. will be held Friday night.
Mrs. Ralph Norwood, daughter 
Sally and Mrs. Ella Lewis have re­
turned nome fiom a recent visit with 
Mrs. Norwood's father, Lloyd Thomas, 
and grandmother. Mrs. Ellen Conic 
in Lincolnville. Mrs. Norwood's other 
daughter Faith spent a few days re­
cently with her grandmother, Mrs. 
Albert Orover in Rockland.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin of Kenne­
bunkport is at Mrs. Edgar Barker's 
on a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Watts have 
returned to West Somerville, Mass., 
after spending the past week with 
relatives in this town and Bar Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson spent 
the weekend in Dexter with Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Cinqmars, motoring 
there with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Holt, 
who passed the weekend in Hartland.
Mrs. Marilla Copeland was guest 
Saturday of Mrs. Foster Fales in 
Thomaston.
Miss Edna F. Boggs has as visitors 
this week, he? cousins, Mrs. Helen T. 
Benedict and Mrs. Daniel Johnson 
of Bridgeport, Conn.
Richard Morrison after two weeks 
passed with his aunt. Miss Edna F. 
Boggs, returned Sunday to Portland, 
his parents, Mt. and Mrs. William 
Morrison having motored here for 
him.
WHY BOYS LEAVE THE 1 ARM
“Why did you leave the farm, my lad 
Why did you bolt and leave your dad 
Why did you brat tt off to town 
And turn your poor old father down? 
Thinkers of platform, pulpit, press,
Are wallowing In deep distress;
They seek to know the hidden cause 
Why farm-r boys desert their pas 
Some •ay ’hey long to get a taste 
j Of faster life ar.d social waste,
And some will say the silly chumps 
Mistake the suit cards for their trumps 
In waging Iresh and germless air 
Against the smoky thoroughfare 
We're all agreed the farm's the place, 
So free your mind and state your case," 
“Well, stranger, since you've been so 
frank.
I'll roll aside my hazy bank.
The misty cloud ot theories,
And tell you where the trouble lies;
I left my dad. hls farm, hls plow 
Because my calf became hls cow;
I left my dad—'twas wrong, of course— 
Because my colt became hls horse;
I left my dad to sow and reap 
Because my lamb became hls sheep;
I dropped my hoe and stuck my fork 
Because :ny pig became hls pork;
The garden truck that I made grow 
Was hls 'o sell, but mine to hoe;
It’s not the smoke In the atmosphere 
Nor the taste for life that brought me 
here;
Please tell the platform, pulpit, press, 
No fear of toll or love of dress 
Is driving off the farmer lads.
But Just the methods of their dads."
—Hoard's Dairyman,
Dairymen! Buy another cow with 
the extra profits Frigidaire equipment 
will bring you. Investigate Frigidaire 
Milk Cooler for your farm. Get parts 
and full details at the new Frigidaire 
Store, 65 Park street.—adv.
_____ •
The family of onodest means .which 
still wants high grade, well styled, 
long wearing clothing at lowest pos­
sible prices, goes to Lindsey’s, former­
ly Levi Seavey's Clothing Store, Watts 
Block, Thomaston.—adv.
MOUNT PLEASANT
Mrs. Gordon F. Smith and daugh­
ter Cynthia went by motor Thursday 
to Hornell, N. Y. via the White 
Mountains. Mrs. Smith has been at 
home to harvest the blueberry crop 
and returns to New York for the win­
ter to join Mr. Smith who has em­
ployment there as as senior foreman 
with the U. S. Engineers.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Tolman and 
son Norman of Quincy, Mass., and 
Miss Margaret Connaughton are 
visiting his brother L. F. Tolman this 
week. Paul Wickham, nephew of L. 
P. Tolman of Washington. D. C., is 
spending several weeks with hls uncle,
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HORIZONTAL 
1-Changea direction
(Naut.)
6-Pu»s off 
11-Dye before weaving
14- Surface
15- A ship's boat
16- Part of the foot
17- Beseech 
19-Old English measure 
26-1 had (contr.) 
21-Domineered over
24- Near by
25- A dance
26- Prefix. Thrice
27- Bird hornet
29- Boil slowly
30- Curdles
32- A gratuity
33- Spots
34- Heaped
35- Prefix. From
36- Five hundred one 
I7-Tally 
39-Opinions
41- Conflict
42- Halta 
44-Greaaea 
46-A coin 
48-Etruacan god
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50- Musical note
51- Diaunites
54- Treaaurer (abbr.)
55- Pronoun
57- Half a score
58- Vehicle
59- Epoch
60- Wild animal 
62-Three of a kind
64- Obl iterates
65- American prima
donna
VERTICAL
1- Nocturnal devotions
2- Girl’a name
3- lncite
4- Railroad (abbr.)
5- Satisfiea
6- Writing table
7- Muaical note
8- Before
9- Told
10-Cures, as meat
12- An atom bearing an 
electric charge
13- Seagod 
'7-Tart
VERTICAL (Cont.) 
18-To know
21- A tree (pi.)
22- Makes a mistake
23- Devices for exhaust­
ing air
25-Foot-like organ 
28-Observe
30- Apple juice
31- Twirls
36- Disparage
37- More agreeable to 
the senses
38- Preserve fruit
39- Russian title
40- Wrong doing 
43-Ardor (Fr.)
45- A fish (pi.)
46- Self esteem
47- Besides ,
49-Weird
52- lndites
53- Sailor
54- Large plant 
56-Ocean
59-A shade tree 
61-Recording Secretary 
(abbr.)
63-Father
'9-Eagle
NORTH HAVEN
Mayor Leforest A. Hiurston and 
Mrs. Thurston of Rockland were 
guests Sunday of Mrs. Lottie Bev­
erage.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts and two sons 
of Brownfield visited Sunday with 
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Beverage.
Mr. and Mrs. George Carter of 
Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ring. 
Harry Ring, Jr., and Harold Stanton, 
all of Bath were visitors Sunday at 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage’s.
One of the best attended summer 
services in the Pulpit Harbor Church I 
was that of Sunday morning. Rev. 
Milton G. Perry, pastor from 1920 to 
1927, preached. It was during Mr. 
Perry's pastorate that the new church 
edifice was built with the general 
co-operation and gifts of summer 
residents. Music Sunday morning 
was furnished by a men's chorus made 
up of Prof. Lowell Beverage, Norwood 
Beverage, Lyford Beverage, Ehot i 
Beverage, Mr. Patton. Sr., and Mr i 
Patton, Jr. Prof. Beverage presided 
at the organ.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Stanley of 
New London, N. H.. and Mr. and Mrs | 
John Worth of Hartford, Conn., were 
guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse 
Saturday and Sunday at the par­
sonage.
Many events are taking place this 
week—Tuesday night, library meet­
ing; Wednesday night. Improvement 
Society meeting; Friday night, con­
cert in Calderwood hall patterned 
after Major Bowes.
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Cooper and 
son Almon made a visit punday at 
Mrs. Etta Noyes.
Gerald Beverage and Clarence 
Waterman were at home for the 
weekend.
Elsie Charlene Pierce, daughter of 
Mrs. Ellen P. Beverage, whose serious 
Illness necessitated her going to Rock- 
lad for treatment, died Saturday aft­
ernoon. The remains were brought 
to the island Sunday. The child 
would have been three years old in 
January. Funeral services will be 
held in the old church today at 2 
standard, conducted by Rev. Henrv 
F. Huse.
PORT CLYDE
Guy L. Var.nah and family re­
turned Monday to Melrose, Mass., 
after spending a month at their cot­
tage here.
Vernon Hupper made a recent busi­
ness trip to Southwest Harbor.
Albert Hoedlke of Melrose, Mass., 
spent the weekend with hls family at 
Land’s Ena.
Chester Marshall has returned 
from New York in his yacht.
At the Marshall home at Land's 
End. guests and callers the past week 
nave been Mr. and Mrs. Russell Por­
ter of Pasadera, Calif., Mr. and Mrs. 
William Beardsley and son of Spring- 
field, Vt., Mrs. Jane Richardson, son 
Oeorge and grandson, Duncan of 
Lancaster, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Dun­
can of New York, Hartness Beards­
ley of Springfield, Vt., Miss Margaret 
Witsom of Ellsworth, William Wit­
ter of New York, Mrs. F. W. Titus of 
Medford, Mass., Mrs. Ethel M. White 
and daughter Lucy of Malden, Mass 
and Miss Ethel Kelley of Everett, 
Mass,
(Solution to previous puzxle)
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Mr. and Mrs. Judd with son and 
daughter of Massachusetts are occu­
pying the Fred Robbins bungalow on 
the main road.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robbins and 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins were 
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. 
Harmon aflfi family in Jonesport. 
Mrs. Kenneth Woodward accompan­
ied them home for several days' visit.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Harmon and 
granddaughter Florence Woodward 
were recent overnight guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Fred -Robbins. They re­
turned home last Thursday accom­
panied by their daughter Mrs. Ken­
neth Woodward.
Miss Dorothy Sewall of Medford. 
Mass., and Miss Mildred Willard of 
Orono arrived Saturday at the home 
of their grandmother Mrs. Linda 
Cook. Miss Willard returned home 
Sunday but Miss Sew’all will spend a 
vacation here.
Mr and Mrs. Harry Robbins and 
Mrs. Fred Robbins were business visi­
tors recently in Rockland.
Mrs. C. E. Cook has a hollyhock. 12 
feet 8 inches tall. Who has one 
taller than that?
CUSHING
School opens Sept. 13.
Miss Rose McNamara of Rock: 
was recent guest of her kinsmai 
the McNamara-Boynton farm.
Mrs. Lucia Goddard and 
Maude Barnes are entertaining t 
sister-in-law, Mrs. Hattie Thoi 
who with her son Donald Tho 
and daughter Marion of East Bri 
field, Mass., arrived Sunday, 
party motored Sunday to Lincoln 
where they were guests of Mrs. G 
McKinney and Mrs. Cliff. The < 
dren returned home Monday but 
Thomas remained for a longer i
H. H. Thompson and children, 
ginla, Elizabeth, Robert and Wil 
of Hamden. Conn., were at the B 
ton-McNamara farm recently, 
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Ros 
that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Erskine n 
a visit recently at the home of 
Erskine's sister in Belfast.
Mrs. S. P. Seavey of Pleasant F 
is guest at B. S. Geyer's.
VINALHAV1
The decorations at Un 
Sunday ‘ncluded large bou 
by Almond Cunningham < 
formerly of Vinalhaven, in 
his brothers. Earl and 
nlngham.
Mrs. Howarc MacFa 
Howard. Mrs. Edward 
Priscilla Chillcc and Mi 
brook went gaturday t<
Mass.
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of the active oemand for corn and 
with present stocks of old corn at
-------  record ow levels, only moderate
Laying Flock of 1938 May I downward adjustments in cash com 
Be Reduced—Many Stor- P^es seem probable until after 
age Eggs
POULTRY OUTLOOK
1 farmers begin harvesting their new 
; crop. A corn crop much larger than
j .u- the verv small crop of last year LsConsumer incomes and the demand now practically assured and about an 
for farm products in the United average production seems probable 
States will be relatively stable during if the weather is favorable during 
the next few months and probably the next month. Under these condi- 
for the remainder of 1937. ls indicated tions, a sharp downward adjustment j 
by a review of business conditions af- ' ‘n cash corn prices is in prospect this j
fall as the new crop becomes 
fecting consumer purchasing power. , avaibble
In that event, the incomes of urban Consumer's income and storage j 
consumers during the last half of stocks are the two dominant influ- 
1937 are 'ikely to average between 5 ences on fall egg prices. This year. 1 
and 10 percent greater than during according to August indications.,
. a < ioqc these two factors may be expected to Ithe corresponding period of 1936 abQu, prjces
Business forecasters are generally of eggs are expected to fluctuate near 
optimistic with respect to the trend thg prices received in the ,all of 1936. 
of industrial activity after the usual | Tbg prospecL for chicken prices ls 
fall pic.’t-up begins. Among the fQr a lesJ ^aft average seasonal de­
reasons most commonly cited for e$- 1 cline frQm now t0 December and an
pecting a continuance at that time of 
last year's marked upswing of busi­
ness are the excellent crop prospects, 
decreased labor unrest generally im­
proved business sentiment, easy 
credit, the stilt large replacement
advance ls possible.
FRIENDSHIP
THE OTHER WOMAN LIVES 
JUST AROOND THE CORNER
TT may seem unreasonable, but 
J.most men cannot understand why 
a woman who is usually happy 
and loving should have recurring 
periods when her whole character 
seems changed. He cannot appre­
ciate the distress, the discomfort 
that all women must endure Ho 
does not know what it is to do 
housework with an aching back 
and failing energy. All he does 
know is that other women seem 
more cheerful by comparison.
Are you such a three-quarter 
wife?
Don’t let the ordeals that all 
women face cause you avoidable 
discomfort or endanger your home. 
Do as so many wise women have 
—try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege­
table Compound.
For three generations one wom­
an has told another how to go 
“smiling through" with Lydia B. 
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. 
It helps Nature tone up the sys­
tem. thus lessening the discom­
forts from the functional disorders 
which women must endure in tho 
three ordeals of life: 1. Turning 
from girlhood to womanhood. 2. 
iTeparing for motherhood. 3. Ap­
proaching "middle age."
Don’t be a three-quarter wife, 
take LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S 
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and 
Uo "Hmillng Through."
VINALHAVEN
CRUSHED BY GIANTS WALDOBOROROCKPORT
Mrs. Diana Pitts pleasantly enter­
tained a group of friends at a Michi- I Qhjgfg Succumb To Boston family of Newton, Mass., are at Mar-
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Hovey and
gan party Thursday night at her | 
home, the occasion honoring her I 
house guest. Mrs. Milton Colvin of 
Washington D. C. Guests were Mrs. J 
Elliott Merrifield of Springvale, Mrs. 
Harold Spear of 'Everett. Mass., Miss 
Katherine Simonton and Mrs. Anna 
Faille of New Jersey, Miss Freda 
Snow of Bar Harbor, Mrs. L. True 
Spear. Mrs. Bark Ingraham, Miss 
Katherine Colvin and Miss Josephine 
Pitts.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Easton went 
Monday to Boston where they will 
remain over Labor Day. On return-
Team But They Are Not 
Whitewashed
The Boston Royal Giants took over I 
the Vinalhaven Chiefs Sunday by a 
5 to 1 score. The large crowd which 
turned jut saw a well played game. 
Marrows the Giants' hurler pitched 
airtight ball for eight Innings but in 
the last frame Guilford greeted him 
with a screeching triple to center. The
tin's Point.
Mrs. Lillian Gilchrist of Spring- 
field, ;<;ass., nas been guest cf her 
sister. Mrs. C. B. Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Browne and 
| Mrs. Stanley Bailey have returned to 
Philadelphia.
Pelham Creamer orf Boston, Mrs. 
Minnie Cushman and Mrs. Howard . 
Cushman of Newcastle have been 
visiting Mrs. A. E. Boggs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Prince and 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Wade of Wor-
The Perfect Tea for
411
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Erickson and 
son, Frank, were at Mr. and Mrs. 
needs arising from purchases deferred Charle5 tundell's for a weekend visit, 
during the depression, improved I and Mrs Henry Carey and
world trade conditions, and the gen- , daUgjjter, Barbara, have returned to 
eral impetus of the recovery move- 1 Woodrjdge N j a(ter a week's va- 
ment. There appears to be little cation wlth Mrs E j Beckett, 
doubt that we ore still in the advanc- J Mr and Mrs Oe8rge Watkins, Mr. 
ing phase of the busines cycle, and and Jordan winchenbaugh and 
that sooner or later the upward Mr and jjrs Kelsey Havener and 
movement which has characterized family who have occupied the Lawry 
most of the period since early 1933 -cttage at Forest Lake for a month, 
will be continued. returned Sunday to Framingham.
The number of eggs laid per hen Mass.
reported July 1 was again the high- j Several froln here attended the 
est on record for the month, in spite Hoffses reunion Thursday in North 
of an unfavorable egg-feed ratio. The , Waldoboro.
average numbei of laying birds per' Mr. and Mrs. Russell Fairhurst and 
farm flock fe'l sharply from June 1 I Mrs. Gringo of East Orange. N. J. 
to July 1. Laying flocks this fall are returned home Saturday, 
expected to be smaller than in 1936. Dr and Mrs. Frank Richardson. 
There were 19 percent less young daughter Eleanor and son Frank who 
chicks on farms July 1 this year as, have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
compared with a year ago. The con* Isaac Poland are at their Marble- 
tinuing unfavorable feed-price ratio head cottage for two weeks before re­
will encourage selling chicks rather turning to their home in Medford, 
than keeping theny. Past experience Mass.
indicates that the combined effect Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Winchen- 
of the feed situation and the hatch baugh and Mr. and Mrs. George 
would result in about 10 percent less Watkins of Framingham, Mass., were 
layers next Jan. 1.. j callers Saturday evening on Mr. and
“During the remainder of 1937 and ' Mrs. Isaac Poland, 
for several weeks into 1938 these Verge Collamore and daughter 
stocks of eggs will provide a major Emma of Portland were recent guests 
source of supply. Of particular inter- j of Mrs. Flora Collamore.
est is the constantly increasing pro- Mrs. Fred Bradford and daughter 
portion of the total storage holdings Shirley and sons, Fred and Dudley, 
that is stored in frozen form. Though ; went Monday to Chicago. Mr. Brad-
Mrs. Edith Vinal, daughter Miss 
Enna Vinal, Mrs. E. M. Hall, Mrs 
Mary Daniels and granddaughter Su- 
sanne O' Donnell enjoyed a sail Sat­
urday to Stonington.
less than 3 peicent in 1916. more than 
a third if tiie storage stocks were 
frozen eggs in 1937. If this trend 
continues, as seems likely, it must 
sooner or later bring about a reduc­
tion in the seasonal movement of 
egg prices. While shell eggs in stor­
age must ordinarily be disposed of 
by the following spring frozen eggs 
may be kept a longer time.”
Indications are that oats and bar- The Laymen's Gospel Team will 
ley prices are now practically ad- 1 Hold a service at the local church Fi i- 
justed to a new crop basis. In view , night at 8 o'clock.
cester, Mass, have been at Moody s Wednesday Jn the Lincoln Home 
Cabins. Booth at the fair in Damariscotta.
Mrs. Mary E. Matthews 
Mrs. Mary E. Matthews, 80. died 
rick dug out a pinch hitter, by the Lillian Poor and Miss Margaret Clark xnursday at, her home here fcilow-
of Derry, N. H„ have been guests of ing a long ulness she was the Tbe family of modest means which 
| Miss Dora I. Gay. daughter of the late Alfred and still wants high grade, well styled,
next two batters filed out and it 
ing they will be accompanied by their J looked as though the Chiefs would Miss Margaret Tholans and Miss 
daughter. Vera who has been guest of get whitewashed, but Manager Pat- [ Ida L. Washburn of California, Miss 
her aunt for three weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Merrifield and 
son Paul returned Sunday to Spring­
vale after two weeks' vacation with 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. 
Paul.
“The Old Peabody Pew,” will be 
presented at the Methodist Church
name of Alley and he smacked a 
clean single to right, scoring Guilford 
with Vinalhaven’s only run.
The Boston team started their scor­
ing in lhe second when Jackson j day to Framingham, Mass, 
doubled to left center. Woodcock The annual picnic of Lincoln Po
Thursday night under the auspices of threw wlld 11151 afUr Plckln« UP I mona OranBe wlU ** held Sept' 9 at boro.
the church choir. The cast which is! Jones' grounder, allowing Jackson to 
being coached by Mrs. Doris Graf- score- In the fourth after two were 
fam. is made up of: Susie Auspland; I °ut Marrow ^’igted. Johnson was hit 
Orra Burns. Dorothy Crockett. Helena a Pltcbed ball, and Risks reached 
Mr. and Mrs. Vinal Arey and sons, I Upham Beatrice Richards, Amy Mil- 1 first when he swung at a wild pltch 
who have beer, guests of Mrs. Lena I Ier Ellzabeth Libby. Ruth Miller, Ro-!on hls -hlrd strlke- Thts filled the 
Davidson went Saturday to Barre. Vt land Richards; reader, Ernest Crock-j bases' Brown worked too hard on 
Frank Trott of Harvey, Ill., is a ett.
Misses Arlette Manley and Mar­
tha Manley returned Saturday to
visitor at the home of Mrs. Benjamin 
Smith.
Miss Doris Holmstrom is home from New York after visiting Miss Bar-
Boston for a vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Webster en­
tertained at Sliver Birch Camp at the 
Ames Farm, Mrs. Josephine Webster, 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster. Mr.
bara Richardson for two weeks.
Miss Leneda Fowle and Oeorge
White and consequently issued a base 
on balls, iorclng in the run. As it was 
this was all the runs the visitors 
needed, but in the ninth, a hit, two 
walks, a sacrifice, and an infield er­
ror produced three runs.
Gilchrest turred in a nice running
Sunday with Rev. Oscar G. Barnard, 
pastor of the Methodist Church offi­
ciating. The body was taken for 
burial to South Denis. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. G. Forrest Penniman Elizabeth Storer and the widow of long wearing clothing at lowest pos- 
and family, who passed two weeks capt. Jonathan Matthews. sible prices, goes to Lindsey's, former -
here and at Medomak, returned Mon- she survived by a nephew. Al- • b' Levi Seavey's Clothing Store. Watts 
fred Storer, and a niece, Miss Eliza­
beth Marion Storer both of Waldo-
Block, Thomaston —adv.
Pemaquid Point.
Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray have 
been in Castine where he attended 
the State Conference of superintend­
ents.
Mrs. Louis Miller, Mrs. Isabel 
Labe. Mrs. Rena Crowell. Mrs. Annie 
Burnheimer, Mrs. Lydia Morse. Mrs. 
Elsie Mank and Mrs. Maude Gay, 
members of the Woman's Club, served
Funeral services were conducted
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
AND SILVER
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
ST. GEORGE
School opens Sept. 7.
• • • •
Dairymen! Buy another cow with 
the extra profits Frigidaire equipment 
will bring you. Investigate Frigidaire 
Milk Cooler for your farm. Get parts 
and lull details at the new Frigidaire 
Store, 65 Park street.—adv.
Fowle who have been visiting friends catch in rjght fleld when he caught 
in town for several days are now at Johnson-s looping „ner near the foul J
the home of Miss Marion Weidman
and Mrs. Charles Boman. Mr. and until the latter part of the week
I Mrs. Mark Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Her- when they will return to Winthrop, 
bert Boman, Mrs. Sadie Robbins and The Simonton Farm Bureau will 
Miss Ruth Webster. , hold an all-day session Thursday at
Mrs. Angus Kennigar has returned! the home of Mrs. Henry Kellar. West
{from a visit with relatives in Rock-1 Rockport; subject “Tomatoes, in
ford having left the week previous, 
going by motor to Boston and thence 
by plane to Chicago, the entire trip 
being made in 12 hours.
Mr. and Mrs. Bolster and friends 
are occupying George Cook's house 
for two weeks.
ORFF'S CORNER
She has as guest her sister. Many Ways.” Dinner will be served 
at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Anms of Wor-
land.
Elizabeth Morse of Portland.
Mrs. Irving Pifield has resumed du-
! ties at Senter-Crane's store after j cester. Mass, and Mrs. Edith Blaney 
two weeks' vacation. j of Lynn. Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Peppard, daughters Alice Mrs Ouy Ann's. Simonton, 
and Susan and son William of Bel- Mrs. Milton Colvin and daughter 
mont, Mass., are vacationing at Ledge Katherine who spent a month at the 
, Lodge. Robert Cherry who has been home of Mrs- Diana Pitts left yester- 
I their guest tiie past two weeks re- da^ ^or 'fie'r home at Washington, 
turned Saturday to Belmont. D c Her s°ns. Milton and John,
Averil Reed of Thomaston is guest
of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Smith.
Joseph Doan< and friend of Port- _
land are visiting relatives in town. I Poniand‘“sa7urda’;"^‘“attend’ Oh
Prof, and Mrs. R A. Burns and1 funeral services for Mrs.
D. C
1 returned with them after a season’s 
stay at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L. 
i True Spear.
Miss Marion Weidman was in
line.
About 700 persons witnessed this: 
game. A large part of this crowd ! 
tock advantage ot the fact that there 
is no fence around the park, and, 
stayed on the outside. If t wasn't for 
a certain number of loyal fans who 
always pay lor seeing the games,; 
there could be no baseball in Vinal­
haven. because of the expense of hav­
ing good teams come from the main­
land. Let us hope everyone is inside 
next Sunday when the Camden Aces 
plays the Chiefs and on Labor Day 
when North Vassalboro comes to 
town.
The score;
Giants
ab r bh po a
Johnson, ss ............ 3 112 4
Risks, lb ................ 5
children of Hanover. N H.. are guests Graham. Mrs. Graham 
of hls parents. Mr. and Mrs. William mother of Mrs. William D. Talbot.
Burns.
Mrs. Joseph Martinez of Cam-i — —-.......— -- ---------- 1
bridge. Mass. if at the home of her attended 
i father Edmund Andrews on a visit.
Mrs. John Geary and son Frances
a cousin of Miss Weidman.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Salisbury 
the Aerial Meet at Au­
gusta Sunday.
Miss Nathalie Fowle of Winthrop
... 3
Murray; Corbin, cf 5
was th<‘Berry, rf ................. 5
Jackson, if ............. 5
of Somerville, who has been visiting was gues^ week of Miss Evelyn
1 relatives in towr reurned nome Wed- Annis. at Simonton, 
nesday. I Mrs' William Murray is ill at her
| home on Pleasant street.
Mrs. Marie Lehtonen and daugh-
Carl Williams and friend of Wey- 
1 mouth. Mass., are g uests of his par­
ents, Mr and Mrs. Leigh Williams.
FULL OF THE OLD GINGER, AND
•’*'**%
\ A' hmma
in-
Here's a real ginger ale, delicately blended 
and finely carbonated. Pure, sparkling. Re-
J freshing. Now, as fifty years ago, America's Finest ginger ale.
Clicquot Club
PALE Dliy GOLDEN 
GINGER ALE 
IN FULL, 14-OUNCI PINTS ANO FULL, 33-OUNCI QUARTS
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON, 
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN 
rffective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive 
Read Dow n
Dally Ex- Sunday 
cept Sunday Only
7.50
Daily Ex- Sunday 
cept Sunday Only
4.30 2.15
. A.M. AJW. P.M. P.M.
8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND, Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN, Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
10.20 Lv. STONINGTON, Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
11.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND, Lv. 8.45 2.15
Read UP
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE 
Daily Ex- Sunday Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. P.M. P.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND, Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
5.15 3.3# 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN, Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
88-T-S-tf
RATES:
Jingle
tteubi. b»4»4U
Ail ROOMS WITH |AT«
Sr«c*«l w«<Uy ratu
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON
500 R'-'oms
RADIO 
SERVIDOR 
TUB sSHOWER
MANGER
« NORTH STATION
*4 STEP-^rem^eve TRAIN-itytur ROOM
NATI0N-WI
AUG. 30 - SEPT. 4
WHITE HOUSE
COFFEE ECONOMYPACKAGE
NATION-WIDE
CORN FLAKES
zrzrar, rzjzrzre^jzjzjzrarajapj
FOR THE
HOLIDAY 
WEEK-END
Planning a picnic or lunch at 
home . . . Stock up at your 
Nation-Wide Store.
Jones. 3b .............. 4
Marrow, p ............ 4
38
Chiefs
ab
Swanson. If .......... 4
Gilchrest. rf .......... 3
Lyford, cf .............. 4
Guilford. 2b .......... 4
4 
4
3
4
2
5 9 27 12 2
r bh po a 
0 2 2 0
SILVER SLICE
GRAPEFRUIT 2 CANS 25c
POUND 25«
ter Elaine of East Braintree, Mass
,, . „ , who have been guests of Mr. and Mrs . I Erickson, c  
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Smith who Charles S. Gardner, are now visiting E- Woodcock, ss
relatives in West Rockport. Patrick, lb ......
Guests of Mrs. Delora Morrill, dur- Brown, d ........
ing the past week were Rev. F. F ! Haskell. 3b .....
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
! Charles Bomm; for three weeks re­
turned Monday to Boston.
0 10 
0 C
L. B. Dyer returned Thursday ! Fowle and family of Winthrop. Miss! Anderson, 3b ...... 1
from Augusta
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Hatch of 
Boston and Mrs. Hatch't mother, 
j Mrs. Saywood. returned iiome Sat­
urday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Webster, 
daughter Ruth and Mr. Webster's 
mother, Mrs Josephine Webster, 
went Saturday to Winter Haven, 
Florida.
Mrs. Chester Colson who has been 
guest of her sister. Mrs. Gertrude 
Sellers, returned Monday to 
Rockland.
Miss Eleanor Middleton who has 
been at Shore Acres for two weeks 
went Monday to New York.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertained 
the Depression Club at her home 
Thursday night. Muriel Chilles won 
first honors at cards and Madeline
| Florence Johnson and friend Mrs.
Hofer of Camden. Mrs. F. E. Post, 
Mrs. Nellie Philbrook and Mrs. 
Staples of Rockland.
Mrs. Marion Gilson of Malden,
Mass., is spending two weeks at the 
home of Chester Wentworth.
The Farm Bureau will hold an all- 
day meeting Sept. 7 at the home of 
Miss Emily Hall, Glen Cove. Miss 
Esther Dunham home demonstration 
agent, will be present and discuss 
with the members the subject “House­
hold Buying.” Dinner at noon will 
be in charge of Mrs. Margaret Maxey 
and Mrs. Flora Maxey.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad had as 
weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. John 
Porter Henning} and son John Heis­
tad and Forest Ryder of Portland; 
Mr. and Mrs. Trygve Heistad and
Alley,
33 1 6 27 9 3 
• Batted for Patrick in ninth. 
Two-base hits, Jackson. Johnson.
Three-base hit, Guilford. Stolen base, 
Risks. Sacrifice hits. White. Gil­
christ. Hit by pitcher, Johnson. 
Strike-outs, by Brown 5. by Marrow 5. 
Base on balls, off Brown 4. Wild 
pitch, Brown 2. Passed balls. Erick­
son. 2. Umpires Shields at the plate, 
Patterson on tases.
NORTH WALDOBORO
A Birthday Celebration
A party was held Sunday at the 
home of Isa Vose in honor of her 
daughter Ethfl's birthday. Dinner 
was served in The Poplar Grove, the
Smith, sreond. Mrs. Carrie Bennett j daughiei SeIma of Au?usta; Mr. and i table being attractively decorated 
Mrs. Heistad attending the concert with bouquets fashioned by Olive 
by The Curtir String Quartet at Shuman end Mrs. Vose.
the Captain Eells’ Boat Barn Sunday 
evening.
' of Heron Neck Light was overnight 
j guest of Miss Gilchrist.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark P. Smith of 
Boston were dinner guests Friday of 
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Laac.
Miss Margaiet Lowe is enjoying a 
i vacation from Senter-Crane’s store. 
Mrs. Madeline Smith is substituting.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Dyer of 
South BreweT-. Mr. and Mrs. Ray 
I Ryder of Natick. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. 
Harlan Dyer of Phoenix. Arizona, are 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Smith 
and relatives. Mr. and Mrs. Harlan 
Dyer and daughter Jane are sailing 
Sept. 11 for Manila, where Mr. Dyer 
will teach accounting. He is in charge 
of the commercia. department of the 
Junior College of that city.
A party of 40 gave Dr. Ralph Earl 
a house warming Saturday night at 
Kis apartment on Main street. Lunch 
was served and the doctor received 
several -lice gifts.
Mrs. Fred K Coombs is spending a 
few days with relatives in Rockland 
and Camden.
Dairymen! Buy another cow with 
the extra profits Frigidaire equipment 
will bring you. Investigate Frigidaire 
Milk Cooler for your farm. Get parts 
and full details at the new Frigidaire 
Store, 65 Park street.—adv.
The Teaching Staff
Schools will open Sept. 7 for the 
fall term. The staff of teachers has 
been announced as: High School: 
Principal George S. Cunningham; 
assistants, Mrs. Doris B. Graffam 
and Miss Barbara Hunt.
Grammar School: Principal. Clay­
ton Smith, assistants, Miss Mildred 
Graffam and Miss Margaret, Culley; 
4th and 5th grades, East Side, Mrs. 
Veda Brown; sub-primary, 1st, 2nd 
and 3rd grades. Mrs. Wilma Rhodes.
Hoboken. Miss Hortense Bohndell; 
Rockville. Mrs. Margaret Carr; West 
Rockport, Miss Pearl Waldron; Sim­
onton Miss Feme Whitney.
The new members of tiie staff are 
Mr. Cunningham. Miss Hunt, Miss 
Culley and Mrs. Carr. Mr. Cun­
ningham is a graduate of University 
of iMaine, 1933 and has served as 
principal of the South Bristol 
High School since 1934. His former 
home was Whit»field. During the 
summer he has been attending Uni­
versity of Maine summer school. He 
is married, has two children, Nancy 
and Hope, age 5 and 3 respectively.
Mrs Violet 
Richards made a birthday -ake.
Those present were: Isa Vose, 
Ethel Delano. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose, 
of Teele's Island, Mr. and Mrs. Wil­
liam Richards and son Robert, Gar­
land, June and Bernard Vose, Leslie 
Delano, Mr. rnd Mrs. Samuel Rich­
ards of Friendship; Mr. and Mrs. Ev­
erett Shuman end son Roger; Annie 
Stetson and son Ernest; Arthur 
Peaslee, Roger Gross. Mildred Wal­
ter and daughters Madelyn and Ber­
nice and Mr and Mrs. Everett 
Teague.
Four generations were present— 
Greftt grandmother. Isa Vose; grand­
mother, Ethel Delano; mother Violet 
Richards; and son Robert Richards.
Music was furnished by a phono­
graph. Ethel received several birth­
day gifts and cards.
The family will occupy the Matilda 
Erickson house on Huse street.
Miss Hunt comes irom Hebron. 
Her father is head master of Hebron 
Academy; Miss Cullen has been a 
taecher in the Augusta Schools; Mrs. 
Carr is a former Rockport girl, a 
graduate of Rockport High and 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Roland F. 
Crockett,
HORMEL SPICED HAM
UNDERWOOD'S
DEVILED HAM “aanlL 9c 14c
12 OZ 
CAN
LARGE
CAN
8OZ
JARSEIDNER'S MAYONNAISE
SEIDNER'S
SANDWICH SPREAD *j?.z17c
NATION-WIDE
SARDINES . CANS 17c
DUNBAR
JUMBO SHRIMP can 19c
A-K-O
CRAB MEAT
LIGHT MEAT
TUNA FISH
NOH
CAN
NO'A
CAN
25c
19c
PKG 11C
35c
23c
17c
MEDIUM
CAN
NONE
BETTER
ZAREX—ASST. FLAVORS
FRUIT SYRUPS 
KOOLAID FLAVORS 2
PINT
JAR
CLICQUOT CLUB 2
GINGER ALE • 2
(CONTENTS ONLY)
ROSE GLOW MARASCHINO CHERRIES 
STERLING FIG BARS LOOSE 
VALLEY PICKLES
NATION-WIDE
MUSTARD
GENERAL KNOX -NO 1 GRADE
PEAMUT BUTTER
MADE BY
• - WILES
SWEET MIXED - SWEET PLAIN 
SOUR PLAIN
9 OZ JAR 9C
19c1 LB JAR
21c
PKGS 9c
K19c
BgJs 29c
2 BOTS 1 9c
2 LBS 23c 
2 jars 19c
/T) tf L S'uns/i ineJ
m IPIPLIE ID £
WMIE/AT IO
;L FOR A HOT DAY ■ <<A COOL CEREA F
(CREAM LUNCH
RADIO SALE
rnt favoam FAMILY CAACKtAi
THE HOUSEWIVES PROGRAM BY MARJORIE MILLS ON TUESDAY AND THURSDAY 
AT 1.30 TO 2.00 OVER WCSH STATIONS
KELLOGG'S
ALLBRAM
BOSCO
L«g« Mixing Spoo 
with Eceh Pkg
DRINKING GLASS 
WITH EACH JAR
23c
23c
DERBY
SANDWICH SPREADS
PKUDENCl
CORNED BEEF HASH
CANS 1 9c
19cNO 1 CAN
CAMPFIRE MARSHMALLOWS 
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF . SMALLCAN
(np&slb) 20c
9c lcane19c
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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THOMASTON
Miss Jean Harriman or West Hart­
ford, Conn., who has been enrolled 
at Camp Wawanock in Jefferson for 
the season, spent the weekend with 
her grandfather. Prank H. Jordan 
and aunt. Miss Margaret H. Jordan, 
and Monday went to Lake Marana­
cook. ln Winthrop to join her par­
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harriman 
who are summering there.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Lineken and 
guests. Mis Nellie Miles of Worces­
ter, Mass., and Miss Mary Tazik. mo­
tored Sunday to Cadillac Mountain.
Forest Brow.i of Lowell. Mass., was 
a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. and 
Mrs. La.vrence H. Dunn.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace A. Parker 
and daughter Nathalie, returned Sat-' 
urday to Marblehead. Mass., after. 
spending ten days with her parents.' 
Mr. and Mrs. Alpheus Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
THE LOST COLONY
Baby’s Birthday Celebrated 
At Roanoke Island, Mys­
terious Ghost Town
Lizzie Levensaler, Miss Harriet Dunn 
and Mrs. Helen Smith.
Miss Dorothv Dunn who spent the 
past week with Mrs. Walter B Wil­
ley, went Saturday to her home in 
Maplewood. N. J.
Capt. Enos Verge of the yacht
Abenaki, who has been visiting Mr. Roanoke Island celebrated a baby's 
and Mrs. Clement Moody for the past birthday Aug. 18. The unusual 
week, sailed Saturday for New York occasion commemorated Virginia 
city. Dare, first English baby born in the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Strout and new world and the female Peter Pan 
son. Arthur Edwards were weekend of American history, 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle W. Tor- Although this is the 350th anni- 
rey in Waltham. Mass. On return versary of her birth, she is still re- 
they were accompanied by her membered as an infant. Her fate is 
mother. Mrs. Rose Edwards, who for as uncertain now as when she was 
six months has been visiting in Wal- reported missing by her grandfather, 
tham and Wareham Mass, and North Governor White, in 1590. The 
Haven, Conn. country's first kidnaping victim dis-
------------------ appeared with the rest of the "Lost
Oolony’ vanished- from Roanoke 
Island while the Governor was away 
on business. The mystery-shrouded
SOUTH THOMASTON
School opens Sept. 13.
George Kittredge of the Annapolis infant is a vital figure in the sum- 
E. McDonald , Naval Academy, who has just re- j mer's ceremonies drawing visitors to 
entertained at a supper party Sat- turned from a three months' cruise North Carolina's coast.
urday. their guests being Mr. and ta Europe js spending a month's va- Two Groups Lost in Succession 
Mrs. Ensign Otis of Rockland. Mr Cati?n w,th his parents. Mr. and Mrs. "Roanoke Island is the setting of 
Scott Kfltredge. 1 American history's most mysterious
Miss Elizabeth Till is guest of Miss ghost town.
and Mrs. Meade Rogers and Mrs 
James A. Creighton of Hamburg. N.
Y„ Mr. tnd Mrs. Richard Whitney of Betty MacAlary on a camping trip 
Dover, N. H„ and Thom;-ston. Mrs. at Tenant's Harbor.
Chester A. Johnston of Evanston. Ill.
says a buelletin from 
the Washington. D. C.. headquarters 
of the National Geographic Society. 
Mrs. Eugene Clement and daughter "Port Raleigh at its northern end.
Mrs. Charles W Creigtor. of North- Ruth of )Winthrop. Mass., have been
ampton. Mass and Thomaston. Na- visiting Mrs. Elizabeth Babb the past Sir Walter Raleigh by remote control 
than Farwell of Waldoboro. Mr. and week. , trled t0 transplant England and
Mrs Lee W. Walker. Mr and Mrs. Mrs. Roswell Allen and sons Ever- raise a fortune, produced only a crop 
William T. Flint, Mr. and Mrs. Bow-. ett and Gordon and daughter Eleanor of unanswered wheres. whens, and | 
doin L. Grafton. Mr. and Mrs. W. B who were recent guests at Fred Al- whys concerning its occupants' fate 
lens have returned to Whitinsville, “As a matter of record, two groups 
Mass were 'lost' from Fort Raleigh instead
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Gilmore at- of merely the more famous one. 
tended the Gilmore reunion Sunday Fifteen men were left to hold the fort 
in Unity. in 1586 There was no trace of them
Miss Elizabth Till was given a sur- in 1587. when the Colony-About to 
prise party Saturday night by her Be-Lost arrived on the scene to pick 
grandmother Mrs. Eva Sleeper assist- them up. The missing fifteen were 
e.i by Mrs. Elizabeth Noonan and indirect causes as well as prophets 
Miss Mary Bartlett. The guests were of their successors' fate; when the 
5 isses Alice Hapworth. Betty Me- 1587 colonists paused at Roanoke 
A ary. Mazie 'o;, Ruth Pike. Margery island on their rescue mission, they 
Eartlett, Charleen Ramsde.l, Muriel were forced to remain there instead 
McPhee Virginia Till; John Karl. Ed- of proceeding farther north to the 
d Hellier, Sautul Olavtr. Lee Chesapeake Bay region where English 
Thomas. Ellis Ramsdell. Cobb Peter- settlement attained permanence at 
old Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Willis ?on Charlie Merritt. Lucien Green Jamestown. 20 years later.
Munro and Mr. Bryant, all of ”led Richardson. Out of town guests “The 'Lost Colony' settlement was 
Camden. *ere Na»cy We»ks. Detroit, Mich., actually the fourth expedition to
George W. Robinson of St. Paul. " :let Keene Mo.i'.r.ir, N J.; Mr. Roanoke Island under Raleighs col- 
Minn., arrived here Sunday to visit j MrS' K1Ls Watts and Robert onization scheme, and it was re- 
i.is sister. Mrs. T. C. Williams. ' . ddeS of Cresc?at Beach and Flush- putedly followed up by five rescue
ing. Long Island. Carl Catali. Milton, expeditions.
Mass.; Charles Lowe, Camden and 
George Kittredge of the Annapolis 
Naval Academy.
Word has been received here that 
Mrs. Mary Adams of 
Mass., who was
D. Gray. Miss Clara Spear. Miss Hida 
George and Myles S. Weston.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Allen and child­
ren Catherine and Thomas, who spent 
several days with Mr. and Mrs. Doug­
las Vinal. returned Sunday to Lit­
tleton, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford were 
hosts at a steak fry given at Sandy 
Shores in Warren. Friday night, the 
party later timing to their home 
for bridge. Prizes were awarded Mr. 
and Mrs. Haiold Munro and Mrs 
Horace Bryant of Camden. The 
other guests included Mr. and Mrs. 
George Colburn. Mr. and Mrs. Har-
The Thomaston and Waldoboro 
baseball gan.u of the Twilight League 
which was scntduled for Sunday aft­
ernoon on Styvie Hill was postponed 
because of illner on the visiting team
Mr. and Mrs. Meade Roger and 
children Sally and Nancy of Ham 
burg, N were weekend guests 
Mrs. James A Creighton, also of 
Hamburg, who with her three child­
ren. is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Ida Colley has returned to 
Bath after visiting her i.iece. Mrs 
Chester A. Johnson of Evanston. Ill., 
at the "Little Guest House" for ten 
days.
Mr. and Mis. Alfred P. Chapman 
and Douglas Mills motored Saturday 
to Old Orchard where they were 
over night guests of Mr. and Mrs 
Harry Hersey, and on return Sunday
stockaded log-cabin fortress where j
By then it became ap­
parent that the island must net have
Shrew sbuiy, 
a visitor here re-
s£CTIMKEN
SlacbiAR FuaI
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisement* ln thl* column not to 
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25 
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi­
tional lines flve cents each for one time 
10 cents for three times. Six small words 
to a line.
FOR SALE
l shes el and Electric Bills
Read the Facts!
More people use oil than any 
other type of fuel for automatic 
heating.
O Oil heat is preferred over other 
types of automatic heating be­
cause it is clean, convenient and 
economical.
Timken offers a definitely better 
lype of oil heat... LIVE HEAT from 
lhe magic Wall of Flame and lhe 
patented chromium steel flame-rim 
with scientific flame placement
O Timken owners report savings 
up to */« in oil and electricity over 
ordinary oil heating.
© You can have a Timken installed 
in your furnace or boiler in just a 
few hours.
© You can buy a genuine Timken 
Oil Burner NOW on easy terms and 
enjoy a lifetime of Live Heat.
MCLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL. 730
TIMKEN
A Complete Line ef Oil Heating and Air Conditioning Equipment 
OH tURMMS ... OtlBOlLERS... YEAR ROUND AIR CONDITIONING ... WATER HEATERS
: LOST AND FOUND j
14-FOOT slate colored punt, lost off 
I Crescent Beach last Wednesday Finder 
j call 292-M T. 8. LAWSON. Box 463, 
Rockland. 104-106
NOTICE-Is hereby given of the loss 
ot deposit book numbered 1757 and the 
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln 
accordance with the provision ot the 
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO.. Vi­
nalhaven Branch. By ENSIGN OTIS, 
RECEIVER. Rockland. Maine, Aug 10. 
1937 . 95-T-101
J WANTED :
GIRL or WOMAN, wanted as dish­
washer.
Point.
at once. TRAILS END. Ash 
104*lt
ROOM, wanted, with or without board. 
Rockland or vicinity. P. O. BOX 612. 
City. 101*103
GIRL, wanted, for general house work.
TEL 108-W. 19 Rockland St. City.
104-lt
MEALERb. wanted.
ST. Home cooking.
at 13 PLEASANT 
104*106
TRUSTWORl’HY housekeeper, wanted 
Apply JOHN T. LOTHROP. 32 Lisle St.
103-105
YOKE of four-year old oxen, wanted, 
must be well mated and well trained. 
F L SYLVESTER. Deer Isle, Me. Tel 
46-12. 102*107
PATIENTS cared for at Rest Haven 
, Convalescent Home. 105 Limerock St.. 
Tei. 1293 EVA AMES 101*104
1831 FORD, lor sale, 'i ton panel; new 
tires. 103 TILL&ON AVE, City. 104*lt
IRISH setter and English setter pups, 
for sale. S. E. TARR. Warren. Tel. 1-2
99*104
1929 MODEL A FORD, motor transmis­
sion and other used parts, for sale. BER­
NARD COHEN 35 Tillson Ave. 104*106
BRASS BED. tot sale, light weight, all 
clean, with spring; a good buy. 7 MA­
SONIC ST Tel 1185-R. 104-lt
HIGH CHAIR, for saie^ also one Boy 
Scout suit and boy’s leather coat. TEI. 
816-M____________________________ 103*105
ATTRACTIVE COTTAGE, for sale, 
partly furnished. In Lincolnville, Vaacre 
of land, near lake. 41 SEA ST., Camden 
_________________________________ 104-109
LATE *26 Hudson sedan, for sale, 
(small) 7-passenger. excellent condition, 
reasonab’e price TEL. Camden 630.
104*106
SIX-ROOM house for sale; lights, 
bath. gas. nice garden, corner lot. 16 
Scott 8t . E H OSBORNE_______ 103*106
RUMMAGE sale ln garage at 29 BEECH 
STREET 104-lt
SHOT guns, rifles and small arms, 
bought and sold. Prices fair to all. R E 
NUTT. 436 Main St Tel. 259-R 102-104
JOHNSON “4” outboard motor. 18 
foot guide’s canoe snd 16-tfoot sail boat. 
FORRKST BRAZIER, Fireproof OArage. 
Tel 889 Rockland. _________102*104
A THREE-QUARTER white Iron bed. 
'or j-ak. WM H VOGEL, Friendship. 
Me 104*106
PICKLING CUKES for sale, all sizes. 
OVERNE3S SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave 
Tel 568-W. 103-105
BOSTON TERRIERS, pedigreed pup­
pies. dark seal, nicely marked, for sale; 
*ox hounds, puppies and grown dogs. 
Prices reasonable. SILAS R WATTS. 
Warren. Tel 16-4 102*104
free heating
Without charg, or obliga- 
tion, we will gladly look
and tall you about tbe 
live
HtAI makeapoaaible. Tel- 
•phoneTODAY for detail..
PATIENTS wanted to care for ln my 
home MRS C. E. GROTTON, 138 Cam­
den St.. Tel. 1214-M. 95-tf
WANTED—Used or second-hand piston 
I of an old model Hi h. p. Knox motor. 
’ Address "K" care The Courier-Gazette.
99-104
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS, for sale. 
Including electric refrigerator, ice re­
frigerator. large oak china closet, kitchen 
table and chairs, small iron bed and 
spring, chest ol drawers MRS. JANE P 
WHITE. 29 Beech St.. City. 103-tf
•> ♦ 
♦
♦ -Summer Cottages
FRESH VEGETABLES, for sale Spe­
cial large cukes for pickling. No delivery. 
Please call EAOLE FARM. So Cushing. 
Me 102*104
SMITH SAYS, “AND I MAY”
I
------------------------------------ ---
TWO furnished cottages, to let. at Hos­
mer Pond, by week, month or season 
Tel. 671-J, EDWIN A. DEAN. Rockland
104-106
35-FT BOAT, for sale, suitable for 
scalloping or ordinary fishing, redwing 
engine. TEL. 340. Narragansett.
1CB-104
THE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property, 
23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale. 
Price leasonable. Apply to F. D. EL­
LIOT. Thomaston. 98-tf
Legal Notice
FARM, for sale Good buildings, 
sightly location, fine summer home. 
MRS GERTRUDE M STUDLEY. Thom­
aston. Me. 95-106
HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD Tenant's 
Harbor vlllage. for sale. 9-room house, 
fine condition, lights, bath, living spring 
In cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc. 
Price attractive GRANVILLE BACH- 
j ELDER. Tel. 16-12. Tenant's Harbor 
!___________________________________ 97-tf
IVER-JOHNSON tennis racket, for 
| sale, ln good condition; cheap. TEL 
j Rockland 853-13 92-tf
LUMBER Siding. Matched Boards. 
Berry Crates, Mill Wood, for sale. L A.
1 PACKARD R F.D.. Thomaston Me Tel. 
Rockland 446 . 89-tf
USED mackerel and herring barrels 
and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of 
various sizes. Write for particulars. 
HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport. R I 
___________________________________ 92-tf
USED pianos uprights, for sale, or to 
let for the season Phone us. Rockland 
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
92-tf
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE 
WHEREAS Thomas J. Rivers of Cush­
ing In the County of Knox snd State of 
Maine, by hls mortgage deed dated the 
seventeenth day of August. 1916 and 
recorded ln Knox Registry of Deeds ln 
Book 165 Page 335.'•conveyed to Henry 
V Elliot of Salem ln the County of Es­
sex and Commonwealth of Massachu­
setts, a certain lot or parcel of land 
with the buildings thereon situated in 
said Cushing snd bounded snd described 
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at stake and stones on the
big figures. Now he is in the mi­
nority in Washington and not one of 
the big figures of that division, 
it 1s just as natural to expect that Add to this the fact that he has
Gov. Barrows will head the ticket next had an ambition to be Governor of 
year as anything, but there are a lot Maine for seine time and was a can-
(Continued from Page One)
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy are in 
Lakeland. Fla . where they will spend 
the winter.
Mrs. Eva Lowell of Buckport and 
Miss Vera Lewis of Southbridge.
Mass, have been guests of Mrs. Luella Republicans. On the face of things 
Manchester.
Mrs. C. T. MacNeille and daughter 
Betty have returned to Glencoe, Ill., 
after passing the summer at thelr 
home on High street.
Miss Margaret Rossiter has
the right soil for p.anting young turned to her home on Atlantic ave
colonies. and most vessels set their 
course for farther north.
Lcral Indians “Discovered" England
"The mysteriously abandoned Fort
’ centiy fell down a flight ot stairs and described 1590 bv its
SllffPrArt a front ___ *
didate for the Republican nomina­
tion for part of the primary in 1936.
and it is easy to understand why h' westerly shore of St. Georges River at
As in the might have in mind to return and the southeasterly corner of land formerly Iiuguv Udic in mum to return ana j occupled by Thomas Seavey; thence 
other party it may all be smoothed oppose the renomination of Barrows
Smith withdrew from the Governor -
of things which indicate that he may 
rt- have to fight as hard as he did last
year in order to do so.
in
I turning governor as a deserted 
D*r alL - v, . W'n Know‘es of shambles almost overgrown with
e . ..ass., ate returned home grass and weeds, has been restored. Barnes. ____ ____ _______ __
Mr Know‘es Its ‘high palisade of great trees, very , Barnes who has been visiting thetta
en Elwell Mr. fnrt.iiks' surrounds the settlement for a few weeks, has returned
after a visit 
mother Mrs 
Knowles has a position as chief offi­
cer on the Clyde Mallory Lines.
OWL S HEAD
School opens Sept. 13.
• • • •
Sadie E. Maddocks
Sadie E.. wife of Fred E. Maddocks
were accomppnied by their son Al- Rho died Aug. 22 in Rockland, after 
fred P. Chapman, who has been at- an illness of several months, was 
tending the School of Methods at, born at Ingraham Hill. Aug. 10 1884. 
Ocean Park for two weeks. ' daughter of Charles C. and Helen A.
Richard Huber. Harry Huber and ^ooster; and one of a family of 
William Shelley, who visited Mr. and ^'e g^r^s ahd t1<0 hoys. Her educa- 
Mrs. Edward T Dornan the past
week, went Saturday to Mechanics­
burg, Penn.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Emery and child­
ren Dorothy, Marilyn and Donald, 
who ha/e been visiting Mr. and 
Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock for two weeks 
returned Saturday to Melrose. Mass.
Prof and Mrs. Erman Lamb and 
children Irene. Martha and Erman 
who spent the summer at their cot­
tage at Ash Point, went Saturday to
nue after spending the summer 
Philadelphia.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee has re 
turned to Boston after a visit with right now “ lsnt looklng 80 good'
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Tyler. It was told in these columns not
Miss Marguerite Barnes of Brook- many weeks ago that the general be- 
lln is guest of Mr and Mrs. Arthur lief was that senator Roy L. Fernald 
Their daughter. Miss Maty Waldo County, who two years ago
out before the primary starts, but
for:-li e.'
site with the futile protection of 
stout brown juniper logs, with crude 
blockhouses guarding the wall's 
corners and flanking the heavey °rs at the home of her parents. Mr. 
gate. On a post beside the gate is the and Mrs. Harry Clark, 
inscription 'Croatoan' still puzzling as; Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bregy who 
the only clue to the colony s mass dis- were recent guests of her parents. Mr. 
appearance. Wthin the inclosure i and Mrs William Gribbel at "Weath- 
I I
west-north-west by said Seavey land to j 
Maple Juice Cove, so-called: thence | 
southerly by the shore of said cove to 
Ship contest Just in time to file papers the north westerly corner of land for- 
... . _ ' merly occupied by Oliver Kerby;; thence |
as a candidate for Congress and as east south east by said Kerby land to the ;
the last entry came through a winner. sh°re °f st- ?eoJ'*e8.„R1"rthence northerly by the shore of said , 
The Congressman has made no an- , River to place of beginning, contain-
nouncement of such an intent but it is ' ln|e™y °rmJ~ conveyed to !
being commonly talked and it is sa.d \ said Thomas J Rivers by deed of Lizzie 
announced that he was going to be a i that one of the reasons for this is that aupim-iwl ’and ’ recorded' Knox
t0 candidate for Governor some time, ln replying to a Second District man Reklstr>' of Deeds in Book 170.
1. - U . J 1*2 — Pa«e l67' except two acres on eastis planning to oppose Barrows for the who asked him to wr-.te Oov. Barrow^s side of the road heretofore sold to Jen- 
Rev. and Mrs. Chauncey Stuart nomination next year. Consistently m support of the apTointir.*'nt cf a xndM4l°n'y WUh th' bulldlng8 thereon 
and family of Hollis Center are visit
TO LET
Lynn Mass. APARTMENT, to let. at 15 North Main 
St Modern Garage L. A THURSTON. 
Tel. 1159. Rockland. . 104-106
journment has held strictly to that 
course.
, He hasn't said he was going to op-
built of juniper logs much as children H*'1- Philadelphia. : pQse Governor, but hls actions
build flimsy little cubes of match Oe°rge S. Cobb. Camp, S.U.V., ls, convtnce people that such is hls in­
stems. Prominent among them is sponsoring a public beano game in! tention.
Today, whether you're a Fernald or
through the last session of the Legis- man to a State job the Congressman whereas the condition of said mort- 
lature he opposed the Governor, took replied in. substantially, these w.-rdi: SnVthX«ihnoAhV>conaIuonV“: 
every occasion possible to embarrass "It would be no use for me to of I claim a foreclosure of said mort- 
the chief executive and since the ad-1 recommend a man to the Governor,
FIVE-ROOM apt. to let ln Thomaston, 
modern conveniences; rent reasonable. 
L W THORNDIKE. Tel. Thomaston 
169-3 102*104
gage
for the Governor thinks that I am go­
ing to oppose him next year, and I 
may."—Sam E. Conner in the Lewis­
ton Journal.
Dated 
21. 1937.
HENRY L. ELLIOT 
st Rockland. Maine August 
101-T-107
FIVE-ROOM cottage, to let. at Megun­
ticook Lake W F BRITTO. Tel 78
104*106
tion was received in local schools.
In June. 1905 she was married to
I^red E. Maddocks. She was a mem­
ber of the Owl's Head Baptist Church 
and took an active part in the life 
cf thc church and community, which 
as well as her family, will greatly 
suffer her loss. Esteem and respect 
were expressed by the beautiful floral 
display.
Beside her husband, she is survived f°™ed WhCTe tU'° l0gS m6et at 3R
the story-and-a-half cabin of John the vacant store next to Knox Coun 
White. Virginia Dare's grandfather Trust Co , next Thursday Friday 
who as governor had to journey to i and Saturday.
England for reinforcements and re- Hall-Dyer
turned to find his home desolate. a handsome wedding took place 
Of the same match-stem style of yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock on 
architecture is the little leg church. J the lawn of Mrs. Ada Dyer. Hall ave-
Corners of the walls and of the 
steeple, primitive but proud, are 
by lines of crisscrossed log ends. 
Rafters and windows are pure back­
woods Gothic; no arches, but peaks
by four daughters. Mrs. Sanford
Mystic, Conn., where they will spend Of w^teruvu1*1^ George Cole 
a week with his relatives, enroute to T‘ndcPV / MrS BenJamin
their home in Nutley N. J. Cwlx Hens Madd°C,“ °f
,, . „ , . „ , lCwls Head; cne granddaughter. Ma-
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford rian Cole; three sisters Mrs Lena
passed the weekend with Miss Fran- Young; Mrs. Elmer Ames of Ingra 
ces Babb of South Berwick, who is ham's HUI; and Mrs. Charles Collins 
spending the summer at Castine and oi Rockland; two brothers Ansel and 
Oscar Wooster of Rockland.
Funeral service was held at the 
heme of Mrs. Lena Young, the fam- 
iy homestead, Rev. Charles A. Mars­
taller officiating. The bearers were
who will soon go to Springfield. Vt., 
to take up her new teaching duties.
Miss bertha Mclntosn has re­
turned to Rockland after a few days' 
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred P.
angle. Pews are backless wooden 
benches, and all the churchly 
furniture about the altar ls hewn 
from wood.
"This resurrected ‘citie if Raleigh' 
ls now the center if interest on 
Rcanoke Island, but not the only 
‘cify; The twenty-five-mile square 
Island. North Carolina's largest, has 
two small towns for Its present 
population of sailors and fishermen, 
Manteo the northeast and Wanchese
nue. when her daughter. Louise May 
Dyer was united ln marriage to Ed­
ward Bowen Hall, son of Mrs. Ed­
ward B. Hall of Brooklyn. N. Y. The 
single ring service was used and the 
ceremony was performed by Rev. T. 
M. Griffith of Waterville.
a Barrows man, if you listen to what 
people are saying, you've got to admit 
that the Waldo Senator is one up on 
the Governor.
When the Governor a week ago 
faced about and that that he was 
going to call a special session of the 
Legislature he gave Fernald one of 
the biggest boosts of his political 
career.
Fernald from the day the Legisla­
ture adjourned last April has fought 
the old age pension, minimum edu-
The bride was given ln marriage by rational program and sales tax bill, 
her brother . Allen Dyer and the He predicted that it would be defeat- 
couple stood before a hedge of ever- [ ed and that the Governor would call
green and hydrangea. The bride, an 
attractive brunette, wore a gown of 
white mousseline-de-soie with a Juliet 
cap of pearls and carried white 
larkspur and white roses. Her at­
tendant, Miss Virginia Foster of 
Framingham, Mass., wore pink or­
gandy and carried blue larkspur and
cn southwest. Joined by the island's ; Talisman roses. The best man was 
single highway. The larger Manteo, j William K. Hall, brother of the groom.
Chapman. Mrs Chapman. Miss Elmer Ames. Sydney Farrington ' hBS 3 popuIat,ion approaching 600. Following the ceremony, refresh- 
Mclntosn and Miss Hazel Nash, also Manford Maddocks, Ernest Lindsev 1 hardly five Hmes as large as the ments were served. The numerous 
------------- - ----------- -ru. Everegrecn original number of the 'Lost Colony. 1 . ............. ...
, Names of the towns are reminders 
that Rcanoke Island not only re­
ceived the first colony from England, 
but sent some of the first Indians to
of Rockland motored Friday to Lew- [ The interment was in 
iston for the cay. j Cemetery, Owls Head.
Mrs. William Brown of East Bos-,'
EAST UNIONton is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
Wyllle. Oyster River road. I
Miss Nellie Miles of Worcester! Recent callers at the home of Mr. 
Mass., arrived Saturday at Mr. and 3Rd ^rs R Watts were Mrs.
M.j. Fra'-k L„iek«n's. • .Watts of Sau!*u“. Mass.; Mr.
Mrs. U G Turner ol Detroit. Mich. ‘'ld ...... E*mcr Watts. Scmerville.
a special session of the Legislature to 
meet the situation. Thc Governor 
repeatedly declared that if the bill 
were beaten in the referendum he 
would not call a special session, be­
cause it would be useless; that if the 
Legislature after weeks cf wrangling 
could agree on no other bill than the 
one referred, it would be absurd to 
expect them to agree on somethftig 
else in a special session.
After the referendum and defeat of 
and beautiful gifts attested the popu- ' the bill, he took the same position, 
larity of the young couple. i said the same thing and then, in less
The bride was graduated from than a week, be shifted and did the 
Camden High School in 1928 and very thing Fernald had been saying
MICKIE SAYS—
^WHAT WE R01KS WHOGEYOU^A 
*TWlS jUEWSPAPER LIKE 6EST 
ABOUT OUR WORK. IS TH'KIUO 
FRIEUDLY FEEUUG YOU FOLKS 
HAVE TOWARD OUR PAPER =
VT SURE MAKEYUS FEEL GOOD 
TO KUOW OUR OOLUMMS ARE 
ALL READ WITH IMTEREST,
AUO THAT MAUY OF YOU EVEI4 
THILIK WE GET OUT’ THE BEST 
PAPER IU THIS PAfCTOF THE 
STATE" AUD FOR THAT, WE
Rite-Best
Printed Stationery
COURT.R-GAZETTE SPECIAL 
WHITE VELLUM 
Monarch Size 
75 sheets 7'/,xl0^
50 envelopes 4x7 H 
Vour name and address on paper 
and envelopes printed in Blue,
Black, Green or Brown ink.
Only $1.25 postpaid
FURNISHED apartment to let; 4 
I rooms: heated; garage. 88 PLEASANT ST 
i Tel 913-J 104-tf
FIRST FLOOR apartment, to let 5 
rooms, bath, at 36 Pleasant 8t. Apply at 
32 SCHOOL ST . Tel 883-W________itk-tt
FIVE-ROOM apartment, to let. ALICE 
FULLER, 25 Linden St., Tel 106-J.
I_________________________________ 103-114
TO LETT—Camp and one room ln house 
overlooking Hosmer Pond. Camden TEL 
8816 103-105
DOWNSTAIRS apt., to let. 4 rooms, 
sunporch, heater. Enquire 12 KNOX 
ST. Tel 156-W___________________ 96-tf
SMALL apartment, to let. unfurnished, 
modern conveniences: oil heat; garage 
MRS A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel. 
176_______________________________ 102-tf
FURNISHED apartment, to let. four 
i rooms, bath, with or without garage V. 
F STUDLEY. 77 Park St., or 283 Main 
, St , Tel 330 or 1154__________ 101-tf
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce 
Head Island, on salt water, connected 
with mainland by bridge. Tel. 853-13
I________ _ _________________________46-tf
| FOUR-ROOM, furnished apartment, to
let. at 17 Grove St Apply 60 BEECH 8T 
___________________________________ 99-tf
Large furnished room, to let. with
bath. $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park 
St . Tel 330_______________________94-tf
Four room tenement to let at 38 Me­
chanic Et. MRS W S KENNISTON. 
176 Main St.. Tel. 874-W_________ 94-tf
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. tn 
excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 War- 
! rer, St. Apply at 11 JAMES ST 81-tf
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let. 
Apply W J. ROBERTSON. Lumber Yard 
Thomaston._______ 92-tf
! STEAM heated office to let. central
location Tel 133._________________ 92-tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. all 
modern Apply at Camden & Rockland 
I Water Co., Tel. 634. 92-tf
England. Manteo and Wanchese were 
the local braves who discovered 
in 158i.
........ .............................. ................. “The island lies between the main-
anu her lister Miss Clara Rollins of "s • Fred Watts, Mrs. Myrtle *and Ktrth Carolina and the shift- 
Clevcland. Ohio, left for home Fri- j oardman Mrs. Alice Gorden, War- ' lng string cf sandbanks which make 
tl.iv after sprnding two days with Ronaltl Tolman, Mrs. Irene one of most dangerous re-
Miss Lei a M. Clark. Miller. West Rockport; Miss Carrie
Miss Annette Smith of ‘he Massa- erriffs- Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. 
chusetts General Hospital in Bos- "alts' Melrose. Mass. Mrs.
ton spent the weekend with Mr. and! 3 Bo"le-V "’as guest last Tuesday 
Mrs. Lionel F. Jealous. ° AIr and Mrs Watts.
John Turner of Portlmd was a , ' fred Spear and children are
weekend vlsitui at Capt. and Mrs. ' "latives in Criehaven.
James E. Creighton’s. j ' Guy Robbins who has been
he would.
The result is what you would 
naturally expect. It has given Fer­
nald a political bocst which is the 
biggest he ever received.
Fernald isn't the end of thc Rcpub-
Miss Marjorie McKusick who has scries of meetings in the
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Forest W. „ t Cilurc*) in South Hope
Stone for seveial days, went to Al- W1 preach hk last sermon Sunday, 
fred Friday to spend the weekend g ‘ rs, Emma Norwood was a visitor 
with her brother. Wayne McKusick. j,3 ""j,3' in tllis town and took Mrs. 
before returning to Canaan. Conn. | 3M ngi’ t0 lhe home of Bertha
The Contract Club met Friday at I pM V*’ and Mary Richmond, Mrs. 
the Levensaler House. There were M,^nC„.a?d ^rs' R*dby of Warren to 
three tables and honors fell to Miss Robbins' home.
gions on the Atlantic coast. North 
of the island spreads Albemarle 
Sound, and below it lies the swamp- 
bordered expanse of Pamico Sound, 
largest body of water in the State. 
The sandbank bulwarks which pro­
tect this region from the Atlantic 
Ccean include Bodie Island just east 
of Roanoke Island; Hatteras Island, 
with its elbow to thc southwest of 
the abandoned lighthouse at the 
Cape; and Ocracoke Island, candidate 
for the 16th century title of Croatoan, 
home island of friendly Manteo and 
possible refuge for which the Lost 
Colony may have headed after 
abandoning Fort Raleigh."
from Colby College in 1932. Later 
she trained for a librarian and at 
present is employed in the Brooklyn 
Fubllc Library.
The groom was graduated from the 
Boys' High School in Brooklyn and
attended Columbia University. He 1 lican possibilities. Congressman Clyde 
conducts a store in Brooklyn and thc H. Smith of the Second District may 
newly wedded couple will reside in 1 have to be reckoned with. It has pre- • 
that city. i viously been hinted that he might
Tlie wedding music was played by seek the Governorship, but he has 
Mrs. vira Ihcmas. not said so. Many of those who have !
Following a wedding trip of two visited him in Washington since Con- 
weeks Mr. and Mrs. Hall will return • gress convened cn their return say 
to Brooklyn. j that he does not like the Congres-
Cut of town guests who attended sional Job. that he is not in love with j 
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. Washington.the
Charles L. Haskell. Holyoke. Mass.; 
Allen Richards, Hanover; Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Foster. Framingham. 
Mass.; Stewart 8. McNeil and Emil 
Reifenberger of Brooklyn; Justina 
Harding of Prospect; and Miss Mar­
guerite deRochemont and Donald 
Haskell of Rockland.
This isn't particularly strange. 
Congressman Smith finds himself in 
a new situation in Washington. For 
the first time in his, approximately. 
40 years of public and political life, 
he finds himself in the minor party.
Heretofore he has always been with 
the predominate party and one of its
Qentune Lnyraved
STATIONERY
Al The Lowest Prices la Hlsioryl
Visiting Cards
100 paneled cards, choice oi 4 
sizes and 30 styles oi engraving, 
PLATE INCLUDED, oniy__ SI.SS
Wedding Anne mcemente 
or Invitations
On white or ivory stock—wed­
ding or plate iinish. Inside and 
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN­
CLUDED ..............................$8.95
Social Stationery
Special styles ior men and women. 
A choice oi lovely colors, mono­
grams and styles oi engraving, 
PLATE INCLUDED___________
52.25, $3.95 and up.
Business Stationery
500 business cards or Hammermlll 
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN­
CLUDED, only__________ $7.95
The Courier-Gazette
M.C-B.
‘"-Y
MISCELLANEOUS !
DONE a big business on Vinegar this 
season Will continue at 19c gal. 
SIMONTON Meadow St , Rockville
104-106
YOUR FUTURE Questions answered 
bv mal! Spiritual Reading 25c and 
Stamp. O A A JONES. Bluehill Falls. 
Ms. 102*104
CHIMNEY cleaned carefully and thor­
oughly. low price Ask TONY. 12 Ed­
wards St . Tel 515, Rockland 103*105
CARPENTER and Builder, flrst class 
work All kinds of repair work H. G. 
THAYER 42 Glen St. Tel. 472-J.
102*104
LINETTE SUPERFINE 
White Writing 
48 folded sheets 441x7%
36 envelopes 4x5%
Your name and address printed 
on sheets and envelopes or mono­
gram on paper, address on enve­
lopes. Blue, black, brown, green
ink.
$1.25 postpaid
The Courier-Gazette
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano 
accordion lesseons at you home, tl with­
in 30 miles. C. A LUNDELL. Friendship 
94*96-tf
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watches, 
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call end de­
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames­
bury St. Rockland. Tel. 958-J. 92-tf
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock 
work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W. 
GRAY. Tel. 8533 92-tf
LADIES—Re’lable hair goods at Rork­
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidera 
solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
92-tf
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn 
roller to let CRIE HARDWARE CO., 
'successor to Roeklsnd Hardware Co) 
Tel, 791, Rockland. jj.y
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Mrs. Ruth Douglass of Clearwater, 
Fla. was the guest last week of Miss 
Cora Hall and George Hall at "Moll- 
neaux Cabin," Megunticook Lake. 
One day they entertained in her 
honor at "500." The guests were Mrs. 
Robert Andrews and Mrs. Mina Rines 
of Warren, and Bradley Pipkin of 
Florida.
Fourteen members of the Lafolet 
Club met with Miss Christol Cameron 
at her cottage at Holiday Beach Sat­
urday night. A baked bean supper 
and games were enjoyed.
Mrs. Mary LaCrosse announces thc 
engagement of her daughter, Mary 
T„ to Howe W. Glover, 6on of Mr. 
and Mrs. William A. Glover. No date 
has been set for the wedding.
Recent guests of Mrs. J. R. Flye, 
Crescent street, included Mr and Mrs 
E. M. Law’, Rockport, Mass.; MT. and 
Mrs. Kindergan, River Edge, N. J.: 
Mr. and Mrs Charles Marashlian, 
Schenectady. N. Y.; D. F. McIntosh 
and Major R. McFeggans of Jersey 
City and New York.
Mrs. Clinton Barbour entertained 
W.IN. Club last week. The prizes 
were won by Mrs. Viva Kalloch, Mrs. 
Vance Norton and Mrs. Levi Flint.
Mrs. I. B. Simmons, Mrs. Clara 
Guptill, Mrs. Nellie Manning and 
Mrs. Mildred Richardson and son 
Gordon were Sunday guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Albert Vorhees at their 
cottage at Norway.
Captain Ross L. Wilson, arrived 
Sunday from Upper Darby, Pa. to 
Join hls family at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. John O. Stevens. They 
will motor home the last of the week.
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and 
daughter, Miss Constance Knicker­
bocker of Waterville, are guests of 
Mr. and Mrs Wilbur Senter, Broad­
way.
Mrs. A. T. Thurston has returned 
from a visit with her parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Henry P. Wnite. in Farm­
ington. Mr. Thurston was a guest 
there Sunday.
Mrs. Irving Gamage and Mrs. 
Ralph Garner of Winchester, Mass., 
who have been passing a week at 
South Bristol, were recent dinner 
guests of Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury.
Mrs. Basil Stinson and Mrs. Her­
bert Phllbrook are spending the day 
in Bangor as guests of Mrs. Frank 
Busch. Mrs. Stinson and Mrs. Busch 
having been girlhood friends.
Mrs Rocco Lagonegro and sons 
Robert and Junior who have been | 
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
John Moulaison for several weeks, 
have returned to thelr home in Wa­
terbury, Conn. They were accom­
panied on the trip by Mrs. Nicholas 
Anastasia and Mrs. Lawrence Mills.
Mrs. R. E. Eaton entertained at a 
1 o'clock luncheon Thursday at Green 
Gables, Camden. At the afternoon
WARREN CONCERT
Sixth Annual Event At Bap­
tist Church Delights Fine 
Audience
Miss Marion Brawn has returned 
to Holyoke, M%ss. after a vsit with 
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. I contract game, honors wree won by
Rev. Charles E. Brooks and fam­
ily who have been vacationing at 
Moosehead Lake were home over 
Sunday leaving yesterday for Frank­
lin County where part of the final 
week of Mr. Brooks' vacation wou'd 
be spent.
Triumph maiked the sixth annual 
concert of the Warren Baptist 
Church—an ideal summer's night, a I 
packed house, an enthusiastic au­
dience that paid justifiable tribute to [ 
a group of gifted artists and an ex- J 
ceptionaily fine program. Gorgeous 
late summer flowers formed effec- i 
tive decorations, the colorful gowns 
of the ladies in the chorus adding j 
a further touch of brightness. Too 
much cannot be said in praise of ] 
Chester O. Wyliie who not only I 
planned Ihe concert and directed it to j 
its completion but conducted the 
chorus which did not notably good 
work.
The church choir was augmented 
by vocalists from adjacent towns 
and with balanced tone and finished 
style gave these numbers; Jehovah | 
Reigns, from "Athalie" by Mendels­
sohn; Forget-me-not, by Giese; You 
Stole My Love, by McFarren; and 
Seraphic Sing by Rubinstein, the lat­
ter with Mrs. Lydia Storer, contralto, 
singing the incidental solo, Miss 
Bertha Luce the violin obligato, and 
Miss Margaret Stahl at the organ. A 
male chorus, with incidental solos by 
Harold and Raymond Greene, sang 
with lustiness Hadley's “Song of the [ 
Marching Men "
• • • » I
Few local concerts have had the) 
wealth of talent that this program 
offered—Lotte McLaughlin, Rand 
Smith, Helen Thompson Yeo, Bertha1 
Luce. Francis' Havener. Jr., Frank' 
Young, and others. Miss McLaugh- 
llns beautiful soprano was at its 
loveliest in the aria “Pace, pace," 
from "Forza del Destino" (Verdi), 
long a favorite in her repertoire. Re-
| called again and again, the singer 
graciously responded with two en-; 
cores—“My Message” by dHarde- j 
lot and "Homing" by del Riego. Miss 
McLaughlin with chorus presented 
the "Italian Street Song” by Victor 
Herbert, this number forming one of I 
the most striking features of the 
program.
Young Rand Smith had already | 
won a place for himself tn local musi­
cal circles through appearances in 
Wellington Smith concerts in Thom-) 
aston. and it was doubtless memories 
of his splendid work in these concerts 
which prompted the hearty applause | 
extended to him as he appeared on 
the platform Friday night. Mr. Smith 
in hls :ong group—"Sea Fever" by 
Ireland. “Tally-Ho' by Leoni, "By a 
Lonely Forest Pathway" by Grifles, 
and "Ro.llng Down to Rio" by Oer- 
demonstrated that his art ls
CENTRAMMAIH EPOWEI^tOMPANY 
Clearance I M WfS'OL' Clearance
SALE L/lllll U SALE 
CONTINUES TILL WEDNESDAY NIGHT
This extraordinary lamp sale is your opportunity— 
Lowest, possible prices on all lamps in stock
Some Models Are Limited To One or Two. Select Yours Early 
Call 529 or 530. We Will Hold Your Lamp. AH Sales Final
All Necessary Bulbs Included FREE!
ENAMELED
BED LAMPS
Assorted Colors
$1.50, reduced to 95c
I. E. S. TABLE LAMP
Classical Design—Silk Shade
$6.50, reduced to $4.50
Brawn. Mrs. Leola Rose. Mrs Earle McIn­
tosh and Mrs. Perley Damon.
Oliver Rollins of Watertown. Mass . 
spent the weekend with his parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Rollins.
L. E. Jones has been having his 
annual vacation from the Central 
Maine and has been "right up" at hls 
Crawford Lake cottage, with the 
family.
Miss Evelyn Seavey, who has been 
ill with pneumonia, is slowly gaining.
Mr. and Mrs FreJ P. Forter of Kel­
logg. Idaho motored here recently, 
spending a few days with Mrs. Harry 
Leon. 81 Park street, later visiting in 
Derry. N. H, with Dr. and Mrs. 
Barker. Their daughter Rachel and 
family will accompany them on thelr 
return home.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Pertsch 
and family of Dorchester. Mass., are 
vacationing at Holiday Beach.
Miss June Cook has returned from 
a visit with Senator and Mrs. Sanger 
Cook at Ocean Park.
Miss Kathryn Connerny of Ran­
dolph and Miss Mona Shute of 
Charlestown, Mass., have returned 
home after a two weeks’ vacation 
spent at the Flint cottage, Holiday- 
Beach.
Tuesday Club is meeting this aft­
ernoon with Mrs. Walter H. Spear, 
at her home on Beech street.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Smith, Mrs. 
Annie Blaisdell and Mrs. Lilia Elwell 
spent Sunday at Stockton Springs..
There will be dancing at the East 
Union Pavilion, Thursday night, 
under the auspices of the Masonic 
Assembly, for members and friends.
Mrs. Herbert Phllbrook of Lynn, 
Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Stin­
son, have been spending a few days 
at Swan's Islad.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kennedy of 
New York have been recent guests 
of Mr and Mrs. L. B. Cook, Beech 
street.
Miss Katherine Aageson. who has 
been spending the past two months 
at her home in Spruce Head, leaves 
today to resume her teaching posi­
tion at Bloomfield, N. J.
Capt. Frank Ferrier of Bayonne, 
N. J., and Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Aldred 
of Waltham. Mass are guests at the 
cottage of Mr. an Mrs
Pertsch Holiday Beach.
Members of Opportunity Class will 
gather Thursday night for a monthly 
meeting at the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Ross L. Wilson of Upper 
Edward T.! Darb>' Penn., who is the house guest 
of Mrs. John O. Stevens, entertained 
at a luncheon bridge Friday, at Cres- 
Ernest Johnson, accompanied by cent Beach Inn. Card honors were 
Warren Prince of Camden, motored “warded Mrs. William W. Graves of
Sunday to Augusta where they at­
tended the Aero Rendezvous.
Malden Mass.. Mrs. Alice Hix, Mrs 
Ray Eaton and Mrs. Scott Kittredge.
FLOWER POT LAMPS
Assorted Colors—Very Attractive
$1.25, reduced to 89c
I. E. S. TABLE LAMP
An Excellent Reading Light
$8.50, reduced to $5.50
Mrs. Josephine Baker and Miss 
Mary Evelyn Burbank of Malden. 
Mass, spent last week tn this city 
calling on old-time friends and ac­
quaintances.
Mrs. Harry Leon, who has spent 
the summer at 81 Park street re-
(By Pauline Ricker) 
Rockland Breakwater—The draw­
ing for the prizes for The Samoset 
Kickers' Tournament was held dur­
ing the dance Saturday evening. The 
winners were Master Robert Federer, 
Maplewood; Frederick Stanger. Me­
rion; N. J. Biesel, Pottsville; Master 
Robert Collins, Wyncote. The putting 
prizes were awarded to Mrs. Barry, 
Washington. D C.; Andrew McBur-
turned home today via Washington. ney Jr. Ned Arden Plood New 
D. C„ where she will meet Mr. Leon, York; Anderson, Melrose Park,
who will accompany her to Charlotte, 
N. C.
Miss Jennie Crockett of Chelsea. 
Mass., who has been visi’ing in Gar­
land and this city for a few weeks, 
returned home yesterday.
Miss Eva Walden has Returned 
home after spending two weeks with 
Mrs. Eva Moon in Rockport.
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lord and son 
Herbert M. Lord. 2d. went yesterday 
to New York, by way of Ayer. Mass., 
where they will be overnight guests of 
Col. K. P. Lord at Camp Devens. 
Later, Col. and Mrs. Lord will return 
to spend some time with Mrs. Lord's 
mother Mrs. J. F. Cooper, who plans 
to spend the winter with them in 
New York. Herbert is much inter­
ested in horse-back riding and polo 
at Fort Hamilton, which was one 
reason for their early return.
Philadelphia.
Mr and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler en-
GOOSE NECK
DESK LAMP
Handy For Any Desk
$1.95, reduced to $1.25
I. E. S. TABLE LAMP
Fancy Base—Silk Shade
$7.95, reduced to $5.50
BRIDGE LAMPS
Polished Steel
$2.98, reduced to $1.89
TABLE LAMPS
Decorative—Bronze or Ivory
$4.25, reduced to $3.25
COMBINATION
PIN-UP & DESK LAMP
Maple, Cherry, Walnut Finish
$1.75, reduced to $1.15
COLONIAL TYPE
LAMP
Parchment Shade with 
* Silhouettes
$1.95, reduced to 98c
I. E. S. FLOOR LAMP
Three Candles—Silk Shade
$12.95, reduced to $9 95
INDIRECT
TABLE LAMP
Maple Finish—Very Attractive
$1.95, reduced to $1.15
MANY OTHER LAMPS TO CHOOSE FROM
Vanity Lamps, 75c, 98c; Table Lamps, $3.95; Floor Lamps $4.50
These Lamps Are Genuine Values That Will Be Impossible To Duplicate Later 
See the Display In Our Window and In the Store
SELECT YOURS EARLY
102-104
tertained at cocktails Miss Lidie Lane 
Sloane. Miss Iltlene Berlinger. Edwin man 
Weihenmayer, Andrew McBurney. Jr., developing in a most admirable man- 
house guests of Mrs. Andrew McBur- ner. His voice has taken on new color, 
ney. Also attending were Dr. and more maturity, and he has already 
Mrs. Clarence Apple, Mr. and Mrs. acquired a subtle interpretive style. 
William Collins, (Robert Collins and It will oe interesting to observe his 
Frank McBurney. Following the progress in the vocal field, 
cocktail party Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam , • • • •
Collins gave a dinner party. The 
lavor dance was won by Mrs. Sheri-
“Tes Yeux" by Rabey, “Nocturne" 
by Pearl Curt an and “Dawn" also
Robert B. ,Annis, son of £>r. and 
Mrs. Blake B. Annis, was happily en­
tertained Saturday at hls home, 79 
Park street, the occasion of his fourth 
birthday, a company of ten little ones 
and 12 older ones being present. The 
weather was Ideal and most of the 
time was spent out of doors with 
games and sports on the spacious 
lawn. Refreshments served included 
two birthday cakes, and Robert was 
the recipient cf numerous gifts. The 
young folks included Janet Stone, 
Billy McLoon, Carol Kent. Alfred 
Wynn, Margaret Wallace. Ann Water­
man, Nancy Leach. David Scarlott, 
Keith Daniels, and host Robert Annis.
Dr. and Mrs. Harold Pillsbury and 
family who have been vacationing at 
"Stowaway” cottage. Ingraham Hill 
for the month of August, have re­
turned to their home in Baltimore.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith and 
daughter Nathalie of Portland and 
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ray of Provi­
dence motored to this city Sunday to 
be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Austin 
Smith.
FAMOUS FULLER SHOWER BRUSH
SPECIALLY
PRICED
) Compile 
Order this bargain today from 
' Fuller Brush Dealer.'your I
F. L CLARK
93 LIMEROCK ST. TEL. 431-W
Mrs. Jasper B. Akers of San Pedro, 
Calif., accompanied by her grand­
daughter, Jean Bailey, will sail Sept.
4 on the jS S. Lurline, Matson Line 
for Honolulu. Hawaii. Mr. Akers. I 
who sailed Aug. 21 on the tankerj 
Cuyania, for duty at the fleet air, 
base, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, will be! 
foreman of the electrical shop at that | 
station.
Mrs. C. E. Morse and son Sterling 
are visiting in Kingston, Penn.
Mr and Mrs. Fred A. Carter were 
j host and hostess at the tenth annual I 
summer dinner party held Monday , 
I evening at Ye Greene Arbour in i 
Union, in honor of Rev. and Mrs. I 
Benjamin P. Browne and family. A 
very Jolly evening consisted of a de­
licious dinner, interspersed with j 
jokes and conundrums at the table 
and music in the living room. Those 
present were Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. 
Carter and nephew Philip French of 
Rockland, Raymond A. Hill of New { 
Jersey, Rev. and Mrs. Benjamin P. 
j Browne, the Misses Rachel, Priscilla 
and Marcia Browne and son Benja­
min Judson Browne of Holyoke, Mass.
PATRONIZE YOUR
ESTABLISHED
FLORIST
ho is ready to serve you 
365 days in the yea?
Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
lOOtf
All This Week—Matinee Saturday
JAMES RENNIE
in
The Broadway Laugh Riot
“Co-respondent
Unknown”
Week Starting Labor Day Matinee 
MONDAY, SEPT. 6 
Matinee Saturday, Sept. 11 
Lakewood Players Present
[The 'New IRomantlc Play
“GOD SAVE 
THE KING”
The Story of a Monarch's Love for 
a Commoner 
with
GLENN HUNTER
Seats, All Performances 
60 Cents and $1.00 plus tax 
Phone Skowhegan 434
dan Scott and Robert CoUins and py Curran, foimed an artistic song 
Miss Betty Wagner and James Gahan gr0Up presented by Mrs. Yeo, former
• • • • Warren girl wht has had the benefit
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Bothe of of advanced study and experience in
Philadelphia are visiting Dr. and Mrs. the vocal field. Her fine voice was 
Joseph Beardwood. Dr. Arthur Knapp J shown to advantage in her selections, 
and Mrs. Albert 6. Carman of New Miss Luce, arother favorite, played 
York motored to Poland Spring for in an inspired fashion "Legende" by 
luncheon. j Wieniawski, and “Mazurka" by
• • • • j Mlynarski. repeating the second to
Arrivals Include Mrs 'Roger Conant tbe delight of an enraptured
Hatch, Boston and Cohasset; Dr. and audience.
Mrs. B. W. Glover, Brooklyn; Mr. and Another young singer who walked 
Mrs. John Francis Schwieters, Floral away with laurels was Mr. Havener. 
Park' Mr and Mrs. W. Terhune, A student with Miss McLaughlin and 
Hackensack; Miss Alice Gwynne. w“h ^nefit of only a short period 
Miss Dorothea Sherman. Rye; Mrs. ot study, he already displays a well 
W A. Grozier, Melrose; Mr. and Mrs. controlled vocal sense. Hls encore was 
George Purves. Hewlett; Mr. and The World Is Waiting for the Sun- 
Mrs. J. Barrett Carter. Washington. 1 rise." Mr. Young In his trumpet 
solos "Nerid" by Clark and “The 
Sweetest Story Ever Told" by Stultz 
showed his mastery of that instru-
D. C.
The children of The Samoset en­
joyed a hay ride through the Smith 
estate Saturday afternoon On the 
ride were Barbara Barry. Christopher 
and Dana Jackson. Deborah, Joseph 
and Donald Beardwood; Susan and 
I Bill Anderson, Jane and Shirley 
I Scott; Richard Collins. Bobby Stan­
ger. Following the ride (he chilfiren 
' had ice cream and cake.
I ment. his work always marked by 
; smooth tone and expression. Mrs. 
Louie Rogers played Bohm's "By the j 
Mountain Spring" with style and ar­
tistic protection
Accompanists were Mrs. Rogers.; 
Miss Swhl for Mr. Havener, Mrs.
Faith G. Berry for Mr. Young. Mrs. 
Yeo, Miss McLaughlin; Mrs. Ruth E. 
Sanborn for Miss Luce; and Mrs. 
Edna Wellington Smith for Mr. 
Smith.
A silver collection taken for the 
benefit of the organ fund reaped 
better than $70.
• • • •
Members of the chorus were: So­
pranos. Mrs. Yeo. Mrs. Helen Went­
worth. Mrs. Carry Wyliie. Mrs. Ruby 
Kalloch. Mrs. Grace Strout, Miss 
Margaret Simmons, Miss Lucy 
Teague, Miss Helen Starrett, Miss 
Janet Wade, Miss Olive Teague. Miss 
Jeanette Overlock, Miss Elizabeth 
Oxton, Miss Lois Bezemore, Mrs. Ma­
bel Peabody. Mrs. Jennie Kenniston. 
Mrs. Grace Wyllle; Altos: Mrs. Lydia 
Storer, Mrs. Helen Starrett, Mrs. 
Virginia Thompson, Miss Bertha 
Teague, Mrs. Evelyn Powers, Mrs. 
Avis Norwood. Mrs. Hazel Pease, Mrs. 
Helen 3ornemjn. Miss Annie Star­
rett, Miss Phyllis Perry. Miss Virginia 
Wyliie; Tenors: Harold Greene. E 
R. Veazie. Roger Teague, Fred Ken­
niston, Harold Overlock; Basses. 
Raymond K Greene. John Robinson, 
Charles Wilson, Francis Havener,
Sidney Wyllle, Rev. Howard A Welch, 
Arlington Hudson.
Mr. Wyliie takes this opportunity 
to express appreciation for the whole 
hearted co-operation given him by 
everyone who participated In the 
program, and for the loyal support 
tendered which made the endeavor I 
such a real success.
LIKED FIREWORKS
Correspondent Goes Into Ec- 
stacies Over Display At 
Lincoln County Fair
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
I want to say Just a few words
about last week's Lincoln County 
Fair. Seventeen drivers took part 
in the races, and 15 Were “In the 
money." Horses from Maine. New 
Hampshire. Massachusetts and Rhode 
Island figured In the meet. There 
were no accidents during the week 
on the track.
The fireworks display Tuesday anti
Wednesday nights were the best ever 
shown at Lincoln County Fair. The 
fireworks were furnished by the 
American Fireworks Co. of 120 Bovls-
ton street. Henry Rapp is president 
and Henry Ferraro of East Cam­
bridge. Mass, represents the concern 
at Damariscotta.
Here are tlie boys who were in the 
money at the races: J. Jordan $400, 
E. Morgan. $300. W. Carney $275. 
O. Finney $270. O. Jewett $220. W. 
Gibbons $195, H Day $180 W Hall 
$18C. H Small $155. C. Brisbane $125, 
M Fitzgerald $120. C Kebrich $95. A. 
Day $90, I. Patterson $75. H. Hiltz, 
$40 total $2700. J F. W.
WED.-THURS.
for the first time 
sinefe "Love Is News"!
IORITTA DON
YOUNG ■ AMECHE
Even more He our-doei 
captivating hit Sunday 
than in "Cate night radio 
Metropole"! entertoiningl
Mrs. J. H. Wilcox, Mrs. J. W. 
Ruefer, Brooklyn; and Miss Sarah 
Harrison of New York were luncheeon
derson. Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Beard- 
wood. Miss Gladys Beardwood. Dr. and 
Mrs. Apple.
• • • •
Mr and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler left 
this morning on a two day motor trip
guests cf Mrs. Dean 
Bayberry. Camden.
OSborne of ! to Mt. Kineo. returning Friday.
Judge J. Warren Davis, United 
States Circuit Court of Appeals, and 
Mrs. Davis of Trenton left to spend 
the week at |Northeast Harbor. They 
returned to The Samoset Monday.
■ • • •
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. 
George Wilson. Mrs. M M. Leahy,
Miss Priscilla Stern joined her par­
ents, arriving from camp.
• • • •
Sailing aboard the Gertrude 2 were 
Miss May Haiss, Miss May Bernhardt, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Lee, Robert Fed­
erer, Master William tRegel. Arrivals 
include Mrs. William J. Sloane, New 
York; Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Smmons, 
Mrs. James Wilcox. Mrs. John Reufer,
Miss Alice Dansher, J. J. Dansher. Brooklyn; and Mrs. E. A. Chit- 
New York, A. L. Robinson, F. W. Nor- 1 tcnc]eni Scarsdale; Mr. and Mrs. John 
ris, Allan P. Mackinnin. Boston; Mr. ! Qulnn Red Bank. Mr and Mrs w„.
and Mrs. R. E. Flanders, Miss Mary
1 Flanders, Springfleld, Vt.; C. T.
Thompson. Kansas City; Mrs. William
McConway, Pittsburgh; Mr. and Mrs.
Lyman G. Thayer, Stamford.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Stanger of
Merion entertained at dinner in honor 
of Mr. and Mrs. William Collins. 
Others present were Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Scott Fowler, Mt. and Mrs. Earle An-
liam V. Lee, Trenton; Mr. and Mrs. 
J. A. Hadden. Cleveland; E. B. Severs, 
Bala Cynwyd; play Simpson. Boston; 
Mrs. H. H. Hinkson Long. Frederick 
Long, Chester.
• • • •
Robert Federer arrived this morn­
ing from Friendship where he has 
been ln camp and (Will spend the rest 
of the season with [hls parents, Mr. I 
and Mrs. J. Anton Federer.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE 
Total Awards, $225.00
Young love lakes lime out for shootin' 
. . as gang war blazes on lhe farm!
FRED STONE
EMMA DUNN 
MARJORIE LORD
OR AH MINEVITCH
•ed kt
FRANCES DRAKE 
WALTER CATLETT 
JOHN CARRADINE
SIG KUMANN • HAROLD HUBtR
THURSDAY
r
TODAY
ELEANOR WHITNEY'
in
“BLONDE .TROUBLE"
NOW 
PLAYING
“BROADWAY MFI-ODY OF 1938"
with
ROBERT TAYLOR,
ELEANOR POWELL
PARK
Rockland Tel. 892 
Matinee 2. Evening 6.45 and 8.45. 
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45.
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ABOUT STATE FINANCES ❖I
Plain Statement From State Budget Officer—It 
Will Pay You To Read It
AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
‘Love Under Fire6CI 99
1, ROCKPORT CONCERT
—Audience Not Large, But 
Program Evokes Great 
Enthusiasm
There seems to be so much confu­
sion in the public mind over the ac-
legislative appropriations, and was to 
provide an overlay of approximately
tual condition of finances in Maine. $200,000 a year, without the addi- 
that we are certain a second read- tion of old age pensions and educa- 
lng of the radio talk of State Budget tional equalization.
Officer W. H. Deering would be of 
value.
It is authentic and true. It has jaw
As yet we have no permanent old 
age pension or minimum educational
to be. for every word herein stated 
is checked and re-checked.
I have been asked two questions. 
First. Can economies in State
It is high time that the public were Government be made in amounts i
fully informed sufficient to pay for old age pensions I
It would be advisable for our read- md educational equalization?
ers to cut this out and keep it for 
reference. We hope for a way out.
And we are getting nothing critical 
except politics and a New Deal cam­
paign. a year ahead of time.
This is business—not politics.
Mr. Deering's statement Aug. 13 impossible, 
was as follows—leaving out references 
to the then impending Sales Tax:
Statements have been made that 
with economy in State Government, 
no additional tax is necessary to 
finance the old age pension and edu- j 
cation bill. Savings sufficient to 
meet these added expenditures are I
There is a vast difference between 
$4,500,000 must be provided during economy ln government and reduc-
the next two years to pay old age 
pensions and to provide a minimum 
educational program That is the 
amount provided in the referendum
tion of expenditures. The two should 
net be confused. Economy means 
performing a definite amount of work 
or service at a minimum cost. Re-
Haydn ,
Turtna
bill to be voted on by you on August duction of expenditures in govern-
16th.
Where are you going to get the 
money?
That we may get a clear idea of the 
subject I will go back and review 
what has happened during the past 
few months. Prior to the covening 
of the Legislature last January, it 
was generally known, that certain de­
partments were exceeding their ap­
propriations and the State its re­
ceipts of cash.
The estimates made last 
placed these overdraft expenditures 
at approximately $2,000,000 by June 
30th of this year, which included an 
overdraft brought over from the 
previous year of $842,000
The receipts from the different tax
ment may be reduced by stopping the 
activities and services. You can re­
duce expenditures by not providing: 
for the upkeep and maintenance of 
the highway system, but such reduc­
tion would not be economy. This 
holds true in nearly every Depart­
ment of government.
The appropriations for the next 
two years are just over $10,000,000 
for each year. The amounts fo pro- 
vide for old age assistance and edu­
cation are $2 000 000 the first and
fall. $2 500.000 the second year. These 
amounts are in addition to the ap­
propriation bill. To offset this in­
crease in expenditures it would be 
necessary’ to reduce the cash provid­
ed for every existing department and 
institution 20": the first and 25" the
Master of ceremonies of the brightest of Sunday evening's radio shows. 
Don Ameche labovel finds tempestuous romance and adventure in today's 
Spain, co-starred with Loretta Young in "Love Under Fire," Twentieth Cen­
tury-Fox picture—adv.
A Scotland Yard sleuth taking a ( tury-Fox picture. Borrah Minne- 
busman's holiday in strife-worn j vitch and his harmonica rascals pre- 
thelr version of
The final concert in the series by 
The Curtis String Quartet took place 
Sunday night at the Captain Eells’ 
Boat Barn. Rockport, with the small, 
but capacity audience paying justi­
fiable tribute to the superb perform­
ance by the members—Jascha Brod­
sky. violin; Charles Jaffe, violin, Max 
Aronoff. viola; and Orlands Cole, 
cello; and the collaborating artist Fe­
lix Salmond, cello. The program: 
Quartet ln D major. Opus 20,
No. 4.
Allegro di molto
Poco adagio con variazlone
Menuetta alia zlngarese
Presto scherzoso 
La Oraclon del Torero,
Quintet In C Major. Opus 161. Schubert
Allegro
Adagio
Scherzo
Allegretto
Of the men of genius who have
made the histoiy of music illustrious, j 
Franz Joseph Haydn is in the first! 
{rank, one of .ne few great geniuses, 
who can be approached without trep- j 
: idation—lovable and easy of access. 
From the outset Haydn displays a 
| lively imagination, freedom and orig- { 
inality in his works, and a superior 
grasp upon the technical and struc-! 
tural elements of composition than I 
many of lhe preceding composers of [ 
his own period.
The pedantic and stereotyped qual­
ities dominant in much foregoing 
music are entirely banished from j 
Haydn's works. His melodies are 
more pontaneous; his harmonies and
traditional modulations ncher. freer, more ex-Spain, Don Ameche finds the former sent 
land of bullfights and mantillas is 
still a setting for tempestuous romance 
when he meets Loretta Young in lett, John Carradine. Sig Rumann piness that cojld not be silenced by
Spanish serenading and the cast also uberant. The outstanding attribute 
features Frances Drake. Walter Cat- of his music is cheerfulness—a hap-
"Love Under Fire " Twentieth Cen- and Harold Huber.—adv.
sources were not producing amounts second year, with no exceptions.
in excess of their estimated returns.
Old age assistance payments had
been started and 4002 persons were 
receiving monthly checks from the 
State Contingent Fund, a fund limit­
ed to $300,000 in any one year unless 
added to by the Legislature for spe­
cial purposes. This fund was ex­
hausted in December of last year, and
further payments from this account next year of $77,000 
could not be made. • • •
Upon the convening of the Legis­
lature it was faced with four finan­
cial problems.
There was no old age pension law 
and no funds were available for fur-
Education represents nearly one- 
fourth gif all direct appropriations. 
How can the appropriation for edu­
cation be cut one-fourth and in­
creased at the same time? Reducing 
education's present appropriation 
cne-fourth and then increasing it 
$500,000. as the new bill provides.
would be a net loss for education
our citizens might be granted, it was 
necessary to write a revenue produc­
ing measure into the law. The en­
actment of laws without the neces­
sary cash to carry out their man­
dates would be cowardice in its low­
est form.
The confidence and hopes of the 
children and the old people of Maine 
—must not be destroyed by that kind . 
of faulty legislation.
Providing for them is your problem 
and responsibility.
We do hope that you will read and 
consider this.—From the Lewiston 
Journal.
For the past twenty years the peo­
ple of Maine have been demanding 
increased appropriations for mother's 
aid. board and care of children, hos- I 
pital aid. health, blind pensions care
ther old age pensions. Payments up of the insane, feeble minded and tu- 
to this time had been by council order berculous. and as yet the demand
SHOOT AT ’SCOTTA
Lincoln County R'fle Club 
Has Third Annual Event 
Sept. 5 and 6
tion was necessary if payments were : has never been entirely met. 
been receiving aid. Emergency ac-
The third annual program of rifle. 
You pistol and trap shooting events, 
would never consent to a reduction of spensortd by the Lincoln County 
tion was necessary if payments were one-fourth in the appropriations to Rifle Club, will be held Sept. 5 and
to continue until an old age pension provide money to carry on new ac- 6 at the club's outdoor range one 
law could be enacted and the same tivities contrary to your desire. Who mile south of Damariscotta, on the 
properly financed. $50,000 per month will say old age pensions should be Bristol road.
was necessary for the State to con- paid at the expense of mothers with Prizes to the value of $400. mer- 
tinue payments and a tax of 10" on dependent children or other relief chandise and cash will be awarded
liquors sold by the State a as enacted activities? Old
to provide the cash to June 30, 1937. suppiant this work—not destroy it. 
This tax was the first act passed,
age pensions must to the high scoring shooters at the 
close of the two-day program. The
by the Legislature.
We know education cannot be cut Kennebec system will be used to de- 
| and increased at the same time. The termine the winners in the 100-yard
match.
Prizes in the 100-yard match are
AT LAKEWOOD
‘Co-Respondent Unknown ’
Next Week, “God Save 
The King”
Jame Rennie, noted stage and 
screen star, is appearing this week as 
guest star with the Lakewood Play­
ers in hir 0'iginal role in "Co-re­
spondent Unknown." one of the most 
hilarious plays of the entire season 
and in it Rennie has a congenial 
role as a writer whose actress wife 
seeks a divorce. Ruth Gilbert has 
the part of Hattie which she played 
on tour with Rennie all last summer.
Other important roles are played by |
Katherine Meskil. Ben Lackland and 
Day Eliot "Co-respondent Un­
known' continues through the week 
with a matinee on Saturday.
Starting witn a special matinee 
next Monday. Labor Dav. the Lake- 
wood Plavers will offer a new play 
of romance ar.c royalty titled God 
Save the King.' It is the story of 
a monarch's lcve for a woman not of 
royal birth ana the events that lead 
up to his abdication to join the wom­
an he loves. King Charles of Atlantis 
{ falls ln love with Mrs Reginald 
Franklin, an American woman, and 
the infatuation persists despite the 
warnings of his queen-mother and 
his prime minister. Mrs. Franklin 
secures a divorce from her husband 
and King Charles prepares to marry 
her and make her queen when the 
prime minister interposes such objec­
tions that Mrs. Franklin flees the succession and of modulation that 
country. Love triumphs, however, are stlggering. though always nor- 
and King Charles decides to abdicate mal. But he draws the melodic line
the discomforts and misery which' 
surrounded his earlier years. There- j 
fore, his music is never truly pathetic.! 
sentimental or passionate—the fact 
that the bulk of it is in major tes­
tifies to this statement. • And. too. 
his definite sense of humor crop up at 
frequent intervals in all of his works. 
The Quartet gave a most understand- j 
ing presentation of the D major j 
Quartet, the Poco adagio movement 
notable m its beauty, and the Menu- 
etto glowing with gypsy colors.
The Turina number may be likened 
to a tantalizing sandwich filling for 
Haydn and Schubert. From the pen 
of a modem Spanish writer, the com­
position presents a wide scope in { 
color—from muted strings and plain­
tive melody to daring vibrant rush.I 
and back to muted strings once 
more—it is a lovely thing and the 
Quartet imbued it with great beauty.
What can be said of Schubert that 
has not already been said? We know I 
that his chamber music must be 
ranked among the finest of their kind 
in musical literature. His chamber 
music does not take on an orchestral { 
character, yet there is a marvelous { 
variety if beautiful tonal effects. Al­
ways there is a flow of melody for 
Schubert's ruling passion was Melody. 
Merely touch his emotional consti­
tution at any point, and at once a 
stream if melody gushed forth—pure, 
delightful, spontaneous. Irrepressible, 
diffuse.
• • • •
And these melodies are so original, 
so truly typical, so exuberant, that 
they speak of Schubert and of no 
one else. Yet nis great melodic musi­
cal disposition did not make him in­
different to harrtiony. On the con­
trary. he performs feats of harmonic
• • • • people of this State have refused to any rifle re-entry match, the 200-
The deficiency and overdrafts of allow cuts in appropriations for the yard match will be scored from the
the Welfare Department were fixed sick and unfortunates in the past, three best targets, while the two best
at $2,044,000 and had nothing to do they will continue to reject such cuts targets will be used in the pistol
with appropriations for the next bi- 1 in the future.
ennium. Again, emergency action Th® appropriations for Education
and taxation was necessary. The and Health and Welfare represent as follows: Class A, first Winchester 
Legislature had felt that the pay- ■ one-half the cost of general revenue heavy barrel M52 target rifle (new 
expenditures. If these expenditures, modeli; second, umbrella tent; third, 
must be exempted from cuts then it B.&M. loading tool;
would mean the abolishment of near- leather case for M52; fifth. Tapatco 
over a period of two years was de-' h’ every other Department of Gov- shooting roll; Class B: First. Elto 
elded upon and a tax of $3.72 per ernment to make the savings claimed. Lightweight out'ooard motor; sec­
barrel of malt beverages was enacted This is not economy—it is abolish- cnd- Mossberg Spotshot scope; third.
ment of this debt in six months was 
placing too great a tax burden on 
the people of the State. Liquidation
fourth, 10-x and renounce his throne. so strongly that one is apt to forget
Glenn Hunter, famous star of such the harmony is there as underlying 
Broadway successes as "Merton of and indispensable, source. So com- 
the Movies." "Young Woodley" and pletely does his melody embody the j
to provide such liquidation.
These two emergency taxes clean­
ing up the overdrafts and appropri-
ment of State Government. 
The second question is:
Weaver 29S riflescope; fourth, sheep- 
lined case for M52; fifth. 18-inch
Has the State in its treasury now, pack basket; class C. first. B.&L.
ation deficiencies to June 30th of this minions available for paying old age drawtube scope; second. Hudson Bay 
pensions and educational equaliza-j blanket; third, Freeland scope stand;year, relieved the financial problems 
temporarily.
Caring for the departments and in-
tion? fourth, gas camp stove; fifth. Parker- 
first. H.&R. .22Every dollar of cash in the State HaIe rod; class D 
stltutions for the next two years was Treasury is obligated by a definite caLbre single action Sportsman pis- 
another problem. Increased Inmate. aPProPriatlon for departments and toh second. Coleman light; third.
population together with an extreme 
advance in commodity prices made 
it necessary to increase appropria­
tions $170,000 a year for institutional 
support. The Welfare Department 
with a deficit last year (previous to 
Gov. Barrows Ed.) of $842 000 and 
an overdraft this year of $856,000 
was increased $450,000 a year over 
the appropriations made in 1935, yet 
this increase was less than one-half 
of the overdrafts of either of the 
two previous years.
The Inference that the appropria­
tions for the next two years have 
been greatly Increased over the ex­
penditures of the last biennium, is
institutions.
No member of the Legislature 
would think of enacting unnecessary 
new tax measures if present laws 
would produce the funds necessary 
for old age and education. If a Leg­
islature should pass such an unneces­
sary tax it would be immediately 
vetoed by the Governor.
• ■ ■ •
There is no surplus cash in the 
treasury accumulated from years of 
prosperity available for present use 
or new expenditures of State. The 
State has a debt due to overdrafts in 
expenditures for welfare and relief 
work during the past two years of
not correct. The appropriations for s- 6440°0 which is to be liquidated 
all existing departments and institu- cturlng the next two years by emer-
gency taxation 
swer.
Maine has no surplus funds, and 
economy in administration can not 
produce $4 500.000 in two years to pay 
. ... . . °Id age distance and educational
950.24. When compared with the c<tuaIlzati°h As there are no mys- 
approprlations of 1931 it is a reduc- terious wa.vs of producing cash, the 
tion of $819,000 and $1 193.000 respec- on'? an-sw®r is: if you desire old age
tively. 1 assistance and a minimum educa-
. . .___________ . ______ , tional svsipm fn- you
tions, exclusive of Highways . are 
$10,120,000. the first and $10,131,000 
the second year. The actual Increase 
for the next two years over the ap­
propriations of 1935 plus the defi­
ciency appropriations is only $40.-
There is your an-
The receipts from present general t‘onal system for your children,
revenue taxes for the next two years 
are estimated at $10,300,000 a year
must be willing to pay your part 
through increased taxation, in
This amount is ample to meet the dci tiial hopes of thousands of
The landing of the Pilgrims made history in 1620
American Oil Company Again makes 
Gas Histoiy with
^«&/AMOCO-GAS
The history of America is the story of 
achievement. The story of men who 
dreamed great dreams . • . and then made 
these dreams come true.
This American Spirit, which made the 
U. S. the greatest nation in the world, has 
been one of the major factors in the success 
of the American Oil Company. This 
company revolutionized the automotive 
industry — made possible today’s high 
compression motor — by introducing 
Amoco-Gas, the first and original special 
motor fuel.
Amoco-Gas, for years, has held more 
world’s records than any other motor 
fuel. But science dreamed of an even 
greater Amoco-Gas. So we spent mil­
lions of dollars . . . new processes were in­
vented and patented . . . new equipment 
perfected . . . the greatest and most mod­
ern refining unit in the world was made 
even more modern.
Result: the new Amoco-Gas is the great­
est in our history! Literally, better than 
the world’s best! Try it! You’ll get a new 
driving thrill — and real economy!
AMOCO-GAS Now on Sole 
at “The Sign ol Greater Values”
10-X shooting coat; fourth. Taylor 
compass; fifth, Thermo jug.
In the 200-yard contest the win­
ning shooters will receive cash as will 
those in the pistol group.
In the trap shooting, three prizes 
will be awarded for the best 100 bird 
scores shot Curing both days. First 
prize will be a case of shotgun shells; 
second. Duxbak Skeet jacket; third, 
leather shell bag.
A clambake and lobsters will be 
served free to all registered shooters 
Sunday night and camping grounds 
are provided on the course. Those 
who prefer to stay indoors will be 
invited to use the club's new log
"Behold This Dreamer ' as well as 
Booth Tarkington's "Clarence" and 
"The Intimate Strangers' will be seen 
in the role of King Charles. This 
will be Hunter's first appearance with 
the Lak>wood Players. Mrs. Frank­
lin. the American divorcee, will be 
played by Katherine Meskil. the 
queen-mother by Jessamine New­
combe and the prime minister by A. 
H. Van Buren. There will be other 
roles for various members of the
harmony that it seems to bear the i 
musical message in itself alone. And [ 
that is one reason why Schubert so 
often expresses his most important 
“thematic melodies without harmonic 
accompaniment.”
The C Major Quintet is Schubert's ! 
finest example in chamber music j 
writing, although seldom heard due J 
to inability to procure a cellist of the ] 
required water.
In Salmond the Quartet had a
Lakewood company and the produc- most undertanding collaborator not 
tion will be a pretentious one. The only a cellist of rare ability but an 
author, Olive Murray, is now at Lake- ! artist acquainted with chamber music 
wood helping supervise the rehearsals literature and performance. The sec- 
which are being conducted by Mel- ond cello gave a remarkably rich glow 
vllle Burke. , to the projection, and the audience
'God Save the King" will be the sat spellbound from the first gor- 
490th production of the Lakewood geous burst of sound which opens the 
Players and the 15th presentation of I Allegro to the final bars of the excit- 
their 37th season. ing Allegretto. The Adagio move­
ment. a vital example of polphonic 
writing, was beautiful beyond ex­
pression. beauty so exquisite that it
Bethlehem cemetery on Round Top Could scarcely be borne. The five 
in Damariscotta presents a scene of musicians played the entire number
A SHAMEFUL AFFAIR
home a short distance from the range carnage with 20 monuments toppled 
if they provide their own cots or j ovtI and some granite shafts broken 
sleeping bags.
One of the most popular shoots 
in Maine last year it is expected that
the turnout this year will be the . ______
largest ever recorded at a non-cham- [ and J051 when the work of vandalism ! the musical world
beyond repair, supposedly the work 
of vandals. The cemetery, only
as if inspired—it was a privilege never 
to fade from memory of the listeners.
The Quartet members and Mr. Sal­
mond were recalled many times
pionship shoot in the State.
MODERN WOMEN
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due 
J? tolds, nervous strain exposure or similar rauses 
Chi-ohes-ters Diamond Brand Pills are effective 
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold bv, — 
all druggists (or over 45 years. Aik lor—£
JHHT
■JMI DIAMOND families,
about a half acre in size, is located In Again the audlence embraced many 
ant un requented locality of the town notable personages, particularly of 
and just when the work of vandalis the usical world. And again the
X rtS “nkn°WVl,t pr°bablV Boat Barn, made possible through the 
within a few days. The damage to generosity of Mrs. Charles Griffiths,
X, IThT' POlUhed “fforded an ideal setting for the
granite shaft, is estimated at $1000. mUsic 
and in the aggregate the damage is 
estimated at several thousand dollars.
The cemetery is the last resting place 
of many of Damariscotta's foremost. ing. Rockland Awning Co.. Inc. Tel
MISTAKEN IDENTITY
How Finger Prints Saved a Negro 
Faring Charge of Murder
Guilty! We. the Jury, find the de­
fendant guilty. Such a verdict is 
being handed down day after 
day in our numerous law courts 
throughout the land, and the offense 
ranges from first-degree murder 
down to a petty misdemeanor. When 
a jury hands down a verdict of 
“guilty" it is not always a conclusive 
proof that a man is guilty, but it 
does show that the evidence pre­
sented by the prosecution must have 
been very convincing. In a great 
many cases circumstantial evidence 
has been strong enough to convict 
a man of a crime he had nothing 
more to do with than you and I 
had to do with the Johnstown Flood. 
Many a person has been convicted 
through the mistatements of wit­
nesses. intentional or unintentional
Just the other day I read a state­
ment given out by Prof. Albert Mor­
ris, Boston University criminologist, j 
in regards to the over-rated value { 
of eye-witness testimony. He says. 
"An eye-witness may be called in 
court many weeks or months after 
a crime to describe tlhe criminal, 
and often makes a 'positive' Identi­
fication.’' How many times have 
you mistaken a stranger for some­
one you knew? Can you describe 
how your friend was dressed the 
last time you saw him? It takes 
quite a few moments to tell what 
you are wearing yourself without 
looking yourself over first. As a re­
sult of a recent experiment Prof. 
Morris bolstered his contention some­
what. Three days after a young 
woman appeared before hls class, 
momentarily he asked the students 
to describe the visitor. Some insisted 
the visitor was a man. Half of the i 
class recalled that she wore eye-1 
glasses, and only two remembered 
her olive complexion. In view of 
these conflicting answers, he asked, 
•‘how can anyone be absolutely 
certain of a memory of what actually 
took place?”
Back in 1933. "Finger Prints Save 
Negro From Facing Charges of 
Murder.” was a headline in 
the Finger Print Magazine, and 
finger prints were in vogue. They 
one scared negro was thankful that 
were the only things that saved him 
from being identified as a murderer 
wanted in Illinois because he looked 
so much like a photograph in rogue's 
gallery that he thought it was his 
own, even after careful study.
A citizen notified the police after 
he had seen a negro in town whose
picture he had seen in a magazine.' 
wanted for the murder of two 
policemen in Illinois. The police 
investigated and took the negro into 
custody, and it surely looked bad (or 
him until linger prints were brought 
into the case Edward King, the 
murderer, had been finger printed 
before and when the prints were 
compared with those of the suspect1 
they did not check. Moral: although 
you may look like a murderer, are 
arrested for murder, your finger 
prints can decide a "mistaken 
identity.”
Charles M. Spruce F. P E. 
Camden. Aug. 23.
MAINE AND VERMONT
(From the Boston Herald)
Did Maine and Vermont know 
what they were doing at the last 
presidential election? I say they did. 
They knew the difference between 
impracitcable. idealism and states­
manship that grasps all that is prac­
ticable approaching idealism and ad­
vocates it for the good of all the1 
people.
With foresight, penetrating vision, 
and sound judgment, they found and
followed the trail blazed by wisdom. 
Nor would they be diverted by mis­
taken and confused guides, lured by 
voices of enticing sirens, or misled 
by specious arguments of plausible 
fools.
They followed the trail that calm 
and thoughtful judgment told them 
was right and they were not lost. 
Those who scoffed applaud them now 
and realize the truth that “he who 
laughs last, laughs best.”
The voices of those whose judg­
ments are sound and thoughtful are 
raised in tribute to the twin states 
that voted according to the dictates 
of common sense and refused to be 
stampeded by the zeal of propagan­
dists, cajolery, or threats of loss of 
patronage, emoluments, and govern­
ment favor. They were not betrayed 
by the blandishments of a smile.
Maine, the first to greet the rising 
sun. Vermont, mother of calm and 
independent freemen, esteeming loy­
alty to all the people more than loy­
alty to a misguided Individual even 
though he be President of the United 
States, like guiding stars have shown 
the true course.
Daniel C. Dennett
Winchester.
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